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Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Meghan McMonigle <meghancmcmonigle@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:18 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: Bev Denicola <de.nicola@cox.net>
Subject: General Plan/EIR

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Sanger Hedrick, Chair
Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) County of Ventura
800 S. Victoria Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003

Re: 2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s presentation by
Ventura County Planning staff on the 2040 General Plan EIR.
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There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will
negatively impact the viability of local agriculture.

Proposed mitigation measure AG-2: The County proposes that any project that either
directly or indirectly results in the loss of farmland must obtain and place into perpetual
agricultural preservation twice the total of the farmland loss. This mitigation measure is
infeasible. Contrary to statements made by County Planning staff today at the APAC
meeting, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that all mitigation
proposed in an EIR be feasible. CEQA Section 21061.1 defines feasible as “capable of
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,

” (emphasis added). All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to
reduce impacts

and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce impacts.

The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:

1. 1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation

easement for each farmland category;

2. 2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland;
3. 3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each

category of farmland;

4. 4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland

under a conservation easement;

5. 5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost;

6. 6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of
farmland

in conservation easements;

February 19, 2020
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7. 7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation
measure (including impacts associated with LU compatibility conflicts and
increased urban-ag-interface);

8. 8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the
minimum to ensure viability of agriculture on the parcel; and

9. 9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and
regulations, such as the County’s Zoning Ordinance and the County’s
minimum lot sizes.

The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible. On
March 24, 2016, at a Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor
Linda Parks attempted to establish an “Agricultural Mitigation Measure” through the
LAFCo project approval process. The mitigation measure would have required the 1-to-1
purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the 2040 General Plan EIR) to
replace farmland that would be impacted by any proposed development. Ventura
County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor Parks that the
proposed mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and,
for that and other reasons, LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed
mitigation measure. He referenced a 2015 legal decision, City of Irvine v. County of
Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense of land supports
the finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a
non-starter.”

In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will
reduce impacts on agricultural land, as it does not address the actual issues that will
impact farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the
increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition for water
resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

Indirect Impacts
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040
General Plan as “less than significant.”

Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect
agricultural land uses from conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land
purchasers and residents understand the potential for nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise,
odors) that may occur as the natural result of living in or near agricultural areas...These
sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural activity from public
nuisance claims...This protects the farming community, including Important Farmlands
and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit their ability to
continue agricultural production.”

Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has
the potential to result in land use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more
sensitive and prone to conflict with adjacent agricultural land uses than commercial or
industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land uses, such as residences and
schools, nearby classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to conflict
including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture machinery. The countywide Right-
to-Farm Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts
attributed to residential development...Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be
minimal. This impact would be less than significant” (emphasis added).
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This is simply not true. Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County
has and will continue to create new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant
impact on existing agricultural
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and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development. The
recent interim

urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.

Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it
is labeled as “programmatic” or “project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable
consequences of the action that is proposed. For the 2040 General Plan EIR, the action
proposed is the implementation of all policies and programs within. Therefore, if the
implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an impact, that impact
must be analyzed. For example, the 2040 General Plan contains land use designation
changes that will increase allowable housing density near agricultural land. It is
reasonably foreseeable that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with
normal farming operations. The impact of these compatibility conflicts must be
addressed in the EIR.

In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is
labeled a ‘project’ rather than a ‘program’ EIR matters little....Designating an EIR as a
program EIR ... does not by itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the
EIR. All EIRs must cover the same general content. The level of specificity of an EIR is
determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of reason,” rather than any
semantic label accorded to the EIR.”

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are
SIGNIFICANT and cannot be dismissed in the EIR.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming
operations. CoLAB believes that the most effective way to minimize conversion of
agricultural land to non-agricultural uses is to take active measures to allow farming to
remain profitable. And even the County admits that reducing the cost of farming
reduces conversion of agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson Act in
Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.

But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies
that will increase the cost of normal farming operations, such as:

 Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The
County shall encourage and support the transition to electric- or renewable-
powered or lower emission agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-
powered equipment when feasible.
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 Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County
shall encourage farmers to convert fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to
systems powered by electric or renewable energy sources, such as solar
power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate or reduce standby
charges.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water
resources caused by development allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either
the conversion of agricultural land or the loss of agricultural lands through
the loss of topsoil.

The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “...a reduction in available water resources
for irrigation” is an example of indirect impacts on agricultural land due to
loss of topsoil from increased wind and water erosion.
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address
this significant impact.
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APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues
in Ventura County. And the County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the
actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic
sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition
for water resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective
mitigation measures to prevent the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural
uses. These may include:

1. 1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance
complaints from being used to justify the creation or expansion of
setbacks or regulatory restrictions on normal farming practices;

2. 2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space
zoned properties that are engaged in farming (including grazing); and

3. 3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and
compatibility conflicts by establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land
that will restrict the construction of bike paths, public trails, and
sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any land zoned A/E.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue. We
appreciate your consideration and leadership at this time.

Sincerely,
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Louise Lampara Executive Director
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In support of this letter-
Meghan Chambers McMonigle

--

Meghan McMonigle
KTLA 5 Technology Segment Producer
5800 Sunset Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90028 | Office: 323-460-5520 | Cell: 323-371-4042
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From: Katie Mcmonigle <katiemcmonigle.vb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:18 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: de.nicola@cox.net
Subject: Comments on General Plan/EIR

Sanger Hedrick, Chair
Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) County of Ventura
800 S. Victoria Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003

Re: 2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s presentation by Ventura County Planning staff on
the 2040 General Plan EIR.

There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will negatively impact the viability of local
agriculture.

Proposed mitigation measure AG-2: The County proposes that any project that either directly or indirectly results in the
loss of farmland must obtain and place into perpetual agricultural preservation twice the total of the farmland loss. This
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mitigation measure is infeasible. Contrary to statements made by County Planning staff today at the APAC meeting, the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that all mitigation proposed in an EIR be feasible. CEQA Section
21061.1 defines feasible as “capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,

” (emphasis added). All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to reduce impacts

and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce impacts.

The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:

1. 1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation

easement for each farmland category;

2. 2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland;
3. 3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each

category of farmland;

4. 4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland

under a conservation easement;

5. 5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost;

6. 6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of farmland

in conservation easements;

February 19, 2020
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7. 7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation measure (including impacts associated
with LU compatibility conflicts and increased urban-ag-interface);

8. 8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the minimum to ensure viability of
agriculture on the parcel; and

9. 9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and regulations, such as the County’s
Zoning Ordinance and the County’s minimum lot sizes.

The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible. On March 24, 2016, at a Local Agency
Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor Linda Parks attempted to establish an “Agricultural Mitigation
Measure” through the LAFCo project approval process. The mitigation measure would have required the 1-to-1
purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the 2040 General Plan EIR) to replace farmland that would be
impacted by any proposed development. Ventura County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor
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Parks that the proposed mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and, for that and other
reasons, LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed mitigation measure. He referenced a 2015 legal decision,
City of Irvine v. County of Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense of land supports the
finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a non-starter.”

In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will reduce impacts on agricultural
land, as it does not address the actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic
sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition for water resources, and
increased compatibility conflicts from development.

Indirect Impacts
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040 General Plan as “less than
significant.”

Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect agricultural land uses from
conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land purchasers and residents understand the potential for
nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise, odors) that may occur as the natural result of living in or near agricultural areas...These
sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural activity from public nuisance claims...This protects the
farming community, including Important Farmlands and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit
their ability to continue agricultural production.”

Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has the potential to result in land
use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more sensitive and prone to conflict with adjacent agricultural land uses
than commercial or industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land uses, such as residences and schools, nearby
classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to conflict including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture
machinery. The countywide Right-to-Farm Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts
attributed to residential development...Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be minimal. This impact would be
less than significant” (emphasis added).

This is simply not true. Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County has and will continue to create
new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant impact on existing agricultural
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and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development. The recent interim

urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.

Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it is labeled as “programmatic” or
“project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable consequences of the action that is proposed. For the 2040 General
Plan EIR, the action proposed is the implementation of all policies and programs within. Therefore, if the
implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an impact, that impact must be analyzed. For example,
the 2040 General Plan contains land use designation changes that will increase allowable housing density near
agricultural land. It is reasonably foreseeable that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with normal
farming operations. The impact of these compatibility conflicts must be addressed in the EIR.

In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is labeled a ‘project’ rather than a
‘program’ EIR matters little....Designating an EIR as a program EIR ... does not by itself decrease the level of analysis
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otherwise required in the EIR. All EIRs must cover the same general content. The level of specificity of an EIR is
determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of reason,” rather than any semantic label accorded to the EIR.”

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are SIGNIFICANT and cannot be dismissed
in the EIR.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations. CoLAB believes that the
most effective way to minimize conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses is to take active measures to
allow farming to remain profitable. And even the County admits that reducing the cost of farming reduces conversion of
agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson Act in Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.

But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies that will increase the cost of
normal farming operations, such as:

 Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The County shall encourage and support
the transition to electric- or renewable-powered or lower emission agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-
powered equipment when feasible.

 Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County shall encourage farmers to convert
fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to systems powered by electric or renewable energy sources, such as solar
power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate or reduce standby charges.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water resources caused by development
allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either the conversion of agricultural land or the loss of agricultural lands
through the loss of topsoil.

The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “...a reduction in available water resources for irrigation” is an example of
indirect impacts on agricultural land due to loss of topsoil from increased wind and water erosion.
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address this significant impact.
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APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues in Ventura County. And the
County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040 General
Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition for water
resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective mitigation measures to prevent
the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses. These may include:

1. 1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance complaints from being used to justify
the creation or expansion of setbacks or regulatory restrictions on normal farming practices;

2. 2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space zoned properties that are
engaged in farming (including grazing); and
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3. 3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and compatibility conflicts by
establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land that will restrict the construction of bike paths, public
trails, and sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any land zoned A/E.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue. We appreciate your consideration and
leadership at this time.

Sincerely,

Louise Lampara Executive Director
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In support of this letter-
Mary Katherine Chambers McMonigle
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From: Katie Mcmonigle <katiemcmonigle.vb@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: de.nicola@cox.net
Subject: General Plan / EIR Comments

To: Susan Curtis-

County failed to evaluate mitigation measures for feasibility- 500' set back for "sensitive
receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads.

Mitigation Measure AQ-3 (Policy HAZ10-X) creates a minimum 500' set back for
"sensitive receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads. Yet the County states in the
Land Use section of the EIR that "the majority of the anticipated build-out will be within
the freeway corridors."

Has the County completed a "buildout study" to ensure that the establishment of this
set back still leaves enough room for development to occur? Will this mitigation
measure be economically feasible?
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Mary Katherine Chambers McMonigle
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From: Jan Dietrick <jdietrick9@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 12:51 AM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: ClerkoftheBoard, ClerkoftheBoard <ClerkoftheBoard@ventura.org>
Subject: Comment Draft EIR Ag - JDietrick & RWhitehurst

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

February 27, 2020

Dear Susan Curtis,

Our comments are about the Draft Environmental Impact Analysis of the Agriculture Element of the

VC2040 General Plan. We have serious concerns about other chapters, especially Water Resources,

but time does not permit us to develop comments.

Before commenting on the topics of food security, resilience, carbon sequestration, regenerative

agriculture, inorganic nitrogen based fertilizer, compost, cover crops and low- and no-till, agricultural

land conservation and preservation, and Integrated Pest Management, we preface by saying that

everything in the General Plan must be seen through the lens of the global climate and ecological

crisis and the need for leadership so that the people of Ventura County are confident that the

community response meets some minimum standard of social and environmental justice. Climate
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change necessitates an examination of personal values and a shift of mindset about agriculture policy

at the local level.

The VC2040 Environmental Impact Report reflects a great deal of this needed shift, but we see

omissions in the coverage of existing conditions in the Background Report and in the scope and/or

targeting of the goals, policy and programs. There are five programs added to the EIR that are not in

the Draft Plan, so we refer to the EIR except where we have comments about the Goal statements in

the Plan. The recommendation we hope you take most seriously is to create a separate Goal for

Integrated Pest Management.

Planning that matches the climate crisis is vital. This is not clear enough in the Background

Report. The most recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states that

the climate problem points first to what we do on the land. The USDA Economic Research Service

reported on the impacts on prices of food, fiber and energy, and agricultural incomes, as well as the

environment. “How farmers respond, or adapt—possibly mediated by policy and technology

changes—will ultimately determine the impact of these altered growing conditions on production,

natural resources, and food security” Report No ERR-266 “Climate Change and Agricultural Risk

Management Into the 21st Century” projects an increase in the cost of the Federal Crop Insurance

Program due to greater insured value and yield variability resulting from climate change.

FOOD SECURITY

Lack of secure food system nationally affects local already extreme insecurity. The Union of

Concerned Scientists reported in March 2019 that the already highly degraded industrial model of US

agriculture—“a model that neglects soil, reduces diversity, and relies too heavily on fertilizers and

pesticides”—makes US farms even more vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. Ventura

County depends on the rest of the nation and other countries for 85% of its food supply. Our reliance

on international markets and international trade leaves our local economy vulnerable to disruptions

such as we must anticipate with the Covid-19 coronavirus.

We need to accelerate localizing our food supply as the focus for food security. It would help to delete

the false narrative in Goal 8.4 that local farmers are feeding the local people. If there is no food

coming or going, farms are not going to be a resource, which is ridiculous in a county that can grow

such a diversity of crops throughout the year.

Goal AG-4.1 needs to include all agricultural products, not just fresh produce, and real incentives and

marketing campaigns will be necessary including benchmarks for increased purchase of local

products by institutions. Program B to encourage sales and Program C to identify opportunities to

provide local food to county agencies are good, but they will need to be stronger. A more aggressive

set of programs will be necessary to promote markets for local agricultural products to achieve the

food security goal.

It is unacceptable to only “identify opportunities…to the extent feasible” to increase county

procurement of local products. Feasibility is a matter of where the County decides to invest. Food

security is such a priority goal that the county must invest increasingly year by year in local farmers

to stimulate a market signal toward localizing our food supply.
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Program F in the EIR is excellent to study and remove barriers to farm stands. The program must

specifically aim to help Ventura County farmers sell their products in the county and be able to

compete with farm stand operators selling products from the San Joaquin Valley, Mexico and

elsewhere. Program G to study the “Farm to Front Door” business model ignores many other possible

business models to connect producers and consumers and should be rewritten to be more general.

RESILIENCE

Resilience starts with farmers being informed about the climate modeling and adopting

practices that increase biodiversity and enrich soil to hold carbon and water. Ventura County

hired scientists to run climate models that show the changes in patterns of rainfall, drought, and

extreme weather events and how that is connected to wildfires. The modeling is not found with

enough detail in the VC2040 Background Report to help farmers and their advisers and

representatives understand what’s ahead and why a shift in mindset about goals and effective

policies and programs are needed that mitigate the climate impacts.

The Agricultural Resilience goal has one policy AG-6. 2. The plan implies that resilience can be

achieved only by crop selection. Neither the goal nor the policy covers the necessity to build soil and

water-holding capacity and penetration, increase biodiversity and improve the watershed to hold

storm water onsite. Program O in the EIR (Program N in the Draft Policy) refers to reduced tillage but

the entire policy and program should be rewritten to assure development of the full scope of important

resilience strategies.

INCREASING SOIL CARBON

Carbon sequestration is a moral imperative as well as the centerpiece of resilience. The draft

policy to encourage and support carbon farming is not explicit enough about the contribution farmers

can make by focused effort to increase soil carbon for climate mitigation.

The California Air Resources Board is working with agencies at local levels to develop measures as

outlined in Scoping Plan update and governor's Executive Order B-30-15 to reduce GHG emissions

toward net carbon sequestration by California's agricultural sector. The governor's 2030 targets for

GHG emission reductions focus on the role played by farmland and soil in the carbon cycle. Research

is being done regarding how much GHG is being emitted and how much can be sequestered by

California's agricultural lands. The words “when feasible” should be deleted from Policy AG-5. 5 and

Program L and replaced by a policy and program to develop meaningful incentives.

A serious flaw in the state Healthy Soils Program is the refusal to allow applications by farmers that

have previously done practices on their farm to increase soil carbon. Farmers learn most from other

farmers. Our early adopters should be supported to continue to do on-farm experimentation with

multi-pronged and innovative practices that to increase their soil carbon and other benefits. The

County should create a program complementary to the state program to support exemplary farmers

to expand local experiences with carbon sequestration even though they are disqualified (because

they are innovators) from the state Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund programs.

REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE
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Regenerative practices are essential for farmland preservation as well as resilience and food

security, whether or not you use that term. The Planning Commission and the Board approved the

addition of the word regenerative to the AG-5 goal ‘Sustainable Farming and Ranching’. The term

does not appear in the draft. Goals inherent in the word regenerative are not covered in the draft

policy or programs—to increase biodiversity and enrich soils to hold more carbon. Increasing

soil carbon and above-ground biomass may be implied by use of the term ‘Carbon Farming’ but these

outcomes should be explicit.

In contrast with regenerative practices, what people understand about sustainable practices does not

necessarily include increasing soil carbon and above-ground biomass. The USDA definition of

sustainable agriculture: “Make the most efficient use of nonrenewable resources and on-farm

resources and integrate, where appropriate, natural biological cycles and controls. Sustain the

economic viability of farm operations. Enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a

whole.” Organic farming used to require soil as the growing medium, but not any longer. Using the

term “truly sustainable” as in the draft goal still does not assure the features of regenerative

agriculture encompassing a robust response to climate change by mitigating greenhouse gas

emissions. Prohibiting the use of the word regenerative results in a loss of meaningful guidance for

facing today’s challenges. It can be made up for in Goal 5 by at least assuring in the policies and

programs its key features of increasing biodiversity, enriching soils in ways that progressively

increase soil carbon, increasing above-ground biomass, and improving watersheds.

Biodiversity here refers to everything from soil microbes to plant roots in the soil to above-ground

cropping to include 1 to 5% planted for beneficial insect habitat, to include as many native plants as

possible. Other practices to increase biodiversity are crop rotation, perennial mowed cover crop in

orchards, agroforestry, silvopasture, and interplanting multiple species or varieties of crops. Not only

does biodiversity enhance biological function, especially that of carbon sequestration and nutrient

cycling, and improve resistance to all risks from diseases to floods, it also improves economic stability

by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and extreme weather events.

INORGANIC NITROGEN BASED FERTILIZERS

Inorganic nitrogen contributes to greenhouse gas emissions and is often unnecessary when

regenerative practices are used. The energy used to manufacture and transport artificial N and

phosphate fertilizers are major contributors to climate change. Research in pasture and cover crops

show fertility is achievable with no nitrogen inputs, artificial or biological. The greater the biodiversity

the greater the carbon sequestration, nitrogen fixation, and other nutrient cycling. There is

misinformation being shared by trusted experts about the potential to increase soil carbon on Ventura

County farms. Research shows that all nutrients, including phosphorus, calcium, and sulfur, as well

as nitrogen, are available in soils and can be mobilized by growing the microbial diversity via the

“liquid carbon pathway” fed by photosynthesis by a diversity of growing plants. Research and

demonstration of this kind should be carried out, particularly in our orchards, vineyards, and other

perennial crops.

It is unacceptable as proposed in Policy AG-5.1 to simply “encourage reduced fertilizer use and use

of compost and enhanced efficiency fertilizers.” This policy disregards the most cost-effective Best

Management Practices to reduce inorganic nitrogen fertilizer use by cover cropping and crop rotation.
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The climate mitigation potential as well as the feasibility and the co-benefits associated with avoiding

inorganic nitrogen suggest that AG-5.1 should be changed from ‘shall encourage’ to ‘shall study,

monitor and set benchmarks” for reducing use of inorganic nitrogen while encouraging the organic

fertility approaches described on page 9-32 of the Background Report. Goals for reduction must

show up in the GHG inventory. The inventory reflects no anticipated decrease in use of artificial

nitrogen fertilizer for the next 20 years, one of many errors and omissions in the inventory.

COVER CROPS AND LOW- AND NO-TILL

Cover cropping is a Best Management Practice for fertility that should be included in Program

H in the EIR. Keeping soil covered prevents loss of soils to wind and water erosion. The benefits for

food security, resilience and farmland conservation and preservation are so great that Program H

should include incentives for cover cropping and crop rotation that builds soil nitrogen to avoid the

need for inorganic nitrogen inputs, build soil carbon, hold water, and protect from erosion.

A program for equipment sharing would help achieve adoption of low- and no-till farming. Farmers

need the right size and adaptation of no-till seeders and transplanters for planting into cover crops,

flamers and roller crimpers, flails and/or subsurface cutting equipment to be able to keep the ground

covered, lay cover crops down, and enable planting and cultivation with minimum soil disturbance.

The program should employ a fabricator to work with growers to modify or build the equipment

needed to carry out low- and no-till farming.

COMPOST

Application of compost and compost tea or extract can kickstart increases in soil carbon. This

is what is commonly promoted as ‘carbon farming’. The County must maximize the availability and

use of compost. The County must go beyond the incentives provided by the state Healthy Soils

Program and incentivize effective use of compost teas and extracts as well as compost, because

when composting is fully implemented there will not be enough compost to support Ventura County

land management. There are proven benefits from inoculations with extracts and teas that have not

met the state’s accountability criteria for the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund grants.

The Background Report should include a description of the expanding expertise and experiences in

the County to scale small-scale on-site composting, the application of extracts and brewing of custom

blends of compost tea. The community organizing by the Center for Regenerative Agriculture in

cooperation with Patagonia employees and Once Upon a Watershed is scalable. A plan for

composting food waste should include studying the barriers and maximizing areawide and on-site

composting for use by farmers and landscapers. We recommend fast-tracking project approvals and

county investment in operations to compost food waste and municipal waste. Compost might be used

as a reward for those who follow regenerative farm plans that increase soil carbon.

AGRICULTURAL LAND PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION
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Agricultural land protection and preservation depends on development of regenerative

farming practices. Some “right-to-farm” issues are often moot when regenerative practices are

employed. There may still be noise and odor impacts, but pesticides and dust need not be issues.

Food safety issues can be managed. Practices that will best assure financially successful farms are

not necessarily incompatible with urban areas or existing communities. It may be an economic

advantage to develop compatibility with other land uses because, in the end, landowners have more

good financial options when they care for their land using compatible regenerative practices.

Otherwise, there is little chance that farmland could be dedicated to agricultural conservation

easements. Farmland can only be worth conserving if the land manager increases the biodiversity,

enriches the soil to hold carbon and improves the watershed. Furthermore, the most financially stable

and potentially profitable farms will increasingly be connected to local markets and be patronized by a

community that values their use of organic and/or regenerative practices.

As the most certain way to preserve agricultural land, the General Plan should create baselines and

goals and targets for carbon sequestration that is an indicator of the value of farmland, with its co-

benefits of preventing pest and disease, erosion and nutrient and water loss prevention, and

increasing resilience to drought, flooding and resilience to temperature extremes. If the “right-to-farm”

implies that Prime and Important Farmland soil is laid bare, compacted and/or regularly tilled, and

exposed to toxic inputs including herbicides, synthetic fertilizer causing it to be devoid of life and

subject to erosion and crop failure under extreme weather conditions, then there is no land

preservation policy able to save it from being abandoned or sold for development.

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) policy must be the only pest management policy in the plan

and it must be promoted as a system for all sectors, not just a set of practices for farmers. As

the University of California definition states, IPM aims to prevent pests and diseases. This is achieved

first by healthy plants ideally and then with selection of plants resistant to pests and diseases. Next,

healthy plants are achieved by enhanced soil and resulting water holding capacity and fertility and

cultural practices tailored to the site, the crop and the seasonal conditions, including habitat

enhancement and biodiversity to support naturally occurring beneficial insects and pollinators. IPM is

characterized by careful monitoring and avoiding toxic pesticides that disrupt the natural enemy

complex that keeps pests below a level that creates economic damage.

IPM is often viewed as a substitution of a more toxic pesticide with a less toxic pesticide—a less

disruptive silver bullet. This ignores the foremost feature of IPM which is that it is a system that aims

to prevent pests and disease. The Agriculture Commission does not currently employ expertise in

ecologically systems-based IPM in order to be able to have discussion with applicants about

alternatives to pesticides. They have said that they do not see it as their role to advise applicants on

alternatives. In our experience it does not appear that applicants are motivated to seriously consider

alternatives to toxic pesticides. If the Ag Commission accepts without question whatever shows in the

“Alternatives Considered” box on the application form and low risk alternatives are not considered,

the process is of no benefit to the public.

One of the barriers to consideration of alternatives is that the most effective alternatives, such as

biological control, require earlier lead times and more proactive and multi-pronged strategies than the
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use of pesticides. The best alternatives to pesticides require attention to soil building and crop plans

that forecast insect movement in the farmscape, in other words systems thinking rather than the

common replacement of an organic pesticide for higher risk pesticide.

The Background Report and the EIR omit reference to state legal requirements for the consideration

of alternatives and cumulative effects before an applicant is approved to use a regulated pesticide.

Pest Control Advisers who represent pesticide companies often do not understand or recommend

IPM approaches to pest management. They have a conflict of interest, being paid a commission

when they sell pesticides.

Pest Control Advisers who do not represent pesticide companies also are not materially incentivized

to recommend many IPM practices because it usually requires more advanced agroecological

knowledge and experience, and involves more frequent scouting, uncertainty, risk, and complex

judgments about economic thresholds. Everything in the existing culture and incentives related to

pest management advising and pesticide use applications favors the decision to use pesticides and

conclude that there are no alternatives. There is no enforcement of the law over this decision-making

process. These existing conditions highlight the need for the Agriculture Commission and the

Cooperative Extension to somehow create learning opportunities about ecologically based Integrated

Pest Management as a systems approach prioritizing pest and disease prevention.

Policy and programs are needed that lead the entire community of regulators, consultants, farmers

and consumers along the Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management in the shift of mindset about

pest management described on page 11 that flips the risks and incentives to favor the most effective

alternatives that keep pests and disease below economic thresholds.

While developing protocols for guidance, discussion, and documentation of the consideration of

alternatives within the definition of IPM, at the very minimum there must be a framework for analyzing

cumulative effects of more than one aerial or vapor-borne pesticide and the effects from pesticides

used in a non-attainment area for other air pollutants. There is at least one scientifically documented

case study in the county of the failure to consider cumulative effects and other cases where studies

are urgently needed as a result of the calendar spraying for Asian citrus psyllid.

The policy and programs relating IPM to the general public should also look deeper to support the

shift in mindset described in the Roadmap to IPM. It is just scraping the surface “to provide

information on IPM and agriculture produces and practices” as stated in Policy AG 3.3. IPM policies

should be placed under a separate new goal with policies aligned with the state Roadmap for

Integrated Pest Management recommendations. See at

https://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/pestmgt/ipm_roadmap.pdf

Excerpting ideas from pages 16 and 17 of the Roadmap, for example:

a. Hire an IPM coordinator and revive the county’s IPM Committee with county public
participation to promoting IPM practices
b. Drive demand for IPM in the value chain by coordinating efforts with key organizations to
link IPM and regenerative and sustainable agriculture initiatives with retail brands and raise
awareness among commodities and allied groups such as packers and shippers, retailers, and
trade partners
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c. Participate in speeding up IPM innovation through innovation hubs and on-farm research
of ecologically based preventive strategies
d. Invest in trusted messengers by collaborating with community-based organizations to
facilitate field worker training on IPM and highlight ways they can be IPM leaders in the
community as partners and storytellers, creating opportunities through environmental justice to
address pest and pesticide issues for low-income households and neighborhoods, and
expanding educational offerings in Spanish and Mixtec with culturally appropriate materials
e. Profit from frontline knowledge of field workers and municipal applicators to improve
early detection of pests, recommend lower risk approaches, and use safe practices in the
workplace
f. Strengthen the public’s capacity to understand pests, pesticides and IPM by featuring
IPM in training programs including STEM in schools, community colleges, 4-H, Master
Gardeners, senior citizens’ groups and others, teach consumers about pest prevention using
IPM examples, promote positive public announcements with using IPM in core messages, and
include identification of pesticide poisoning in continuing education of health professionals
g. Make practitioners more effective voices for IPM by training frontline workers in
agriculture, landscape and structural IPM
h. Leverage non-traditional resources for IPM by working with Chumash and Mexican
indigenous leaders to learn and expand the community’s awareness about native wisdom that
relates to IPM
i. Strengthen capacity of practitioners to use more true IPM by supporting on-farm
demonstrations and farmer-to-farmer field days and establishing training in non-agricultural
settings e.g., restaurant and assisted-living workers, landscapers, etc.
j. Help redesign the retail IPM process with programs to support retailers to educate
consumers about responsible use of pesticides, limiting availability of high risk pesticides in the
marketplace to trained and licensed professionals, and creating partnerships with local
organizations such as Ocean Friendly Gardens to provide education and resources for
consumers. An excellent example is the Our Water; Our World program.

Sincerely,

Jan Dietrick, Master of Public Health, and

Ron Whitehurst, Licensed Pest Control Advisor

Co-Owners of Rincon-Vitova Insectaries, Inc.

108 Orchard Dr

Ventura, CA 93001

805-746-5365
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February 27, 2020 

Dear Susan Curtis, 

Our comments are about the Draft Environmental Impact Analysis of the Agriculture 

Element of the VC2040 General Plan. We have serious concerns about other chapters, 

especially Water Resources, but time does not permit us to develop comments.  

Before commenting on the topics of food security, resilience, carbon sequestration, 

regenerative agriculture, inorganic nitrogen based fertilizer, compost, cover crops and 

low- and no-till, agricultural land conservation and preservation, and Integrated Pest 

Management, we preface by saying that everything in the General Plan must be seen 

through the lens of the global climate and ecological crisis and the need for leadership 

so that the people of Ventura County are confident that the community response meets 

some minimum standard of social and environmental justice. Climate change 

necessitates an examination of personal values and a shift of mindset about agriculture 

policy at the local level.  

The VC2040 Environmental Impact Report reflects a great deal of this needed shift, but 

we see omissions in the coverage of existing conditions in the Background Report and 

in the scope and/or targeting of the goals, policy and programs.  There are five 

programs added to the EIR that are not in the Draft Plan, so we refer to the EIR except 

where we have comments about the Goal statements in the Plan. The recommendation 

we hope you take most seriously is to create a separate Goal for Integrated Pest 

Management. 

Planning that matches the climate crisis is vital. This is not clear enough in the 

Background Report. The most recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC) states that the climate problem points first to what we do on 

the land. The USDA Economic Research Service reported on the impacts on prices of 

food, fiber and energy, and agricultural incomes, as well as the environment. “How 

farmers respond, or adapt—possibly mediated by policy and technology changes—will 

ultimately determine the impact of these altered growing conditions on production, 

natural resources, and food security” Report No ERR-266 “Climate Change and 

Agricultural Risk Management Into the 21st Century” projects an increase in the cost of 

the Federal Crop Insurance Program due to greater insured value and yield variability 

resulting from climate change.  

FOOD SECURITY 

Lack of secure food system nationally affects local already extreme insecurity. 

The Union of Concerned Scientists reported in March 2019 that the already highly 

degraded industrial model of US agriculture—“a model that neglects soil, reduces 
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diversity, and relies too heavily on fertilizers and pesticides”—makes US farms even 

more vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. Ventura County depends on the rest 

of the nation and other countries for 85% of its food supply. Our reliance on international 

markets and international trade leaves our local economy vulnerable to disruptions such 

as we must anticipate with the Covid-19 coronavirus.  

We need to accelerate localizing our food supply as the focus for food security. It would 

help to delete the false narrative in Goal 8.4 that local farmers are feeding the local 

people. If there is no food coming or going, farms are not going to be a resource, which 

is ridiculous in a county that can grow such a diversity of crops throughout the year. 

Goal AG-4.1 needs to include all agricultural products, not just fresh produce, and real 

incentives and marketing campaigns will be necessary including benchmarks for 

increased purchase of local products by institutions. Program B to encourage sales and 

Program C to identify opportunities to provide local food to county agencies are good, 

but they will need to be stronger. A more aggressive set of programs will be necessary 

to promote markets for local agricultural products to achieve the food security goal.  

It is unacceptable to only “identify opportunities…to the extent feasible”  to increase 

county procurement of local products. Feasibility is a matter of where the County 

decides to invest. Food security is such a priority goal that the county must invest  

increasingly year by year in local farmers to stimulate a market signal toward localizing 

our food supply.  

Program F in the EIR is excellent to study and remove barriers to farm stands. The 

program must specifically aim to help Ventura County farmers sell their products in the 

county and be able to compete with farm stand operators selling products from the San 

Joaquin Valley, Mexico and elsewhere. Program G to study the “Farm to Front Door” 

business model ignores many other possible business models to connect producers 

and consumers and should be rewritten to be more general. 

RESILIENCE 

Resilience starts with farmers being informed about the climate modeling and 

adopting practices that increase biodiversity and enrich soil to hold carbon and 

water. Ventura County hired scientists to run climate models that show the changes in 

patterns of rainfall, drought, and extreme weather events and how that is connected to 

wildfires. The modeling is not found with enough detail in the VC2040 Background 

Report to help farmers and their advisers and representatives understand what’s ahead 

and why a shift in mindset about goals and effective policies and programs are needed 

that mitigate the climate impacts.   
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The Agricultural Resilience goal has one policy AG-6. 2. The plan implies that resilience  

can be achieved only by crop selection. Neither the goal nor the policy covers the 

necessity to build soil and water-holding capacity and penetration, increase biodiversity 

and improve the watershed to hold storm water onsite. Program O in the EIR (Program 

N in the Draft Policy) refers to reduced tillage but the entire policy and program should 

be rewritten to assure development of the full scope of important resilience strategies. 

INCREASING SOIL CARBON 

Carbon sequestration is a moral imperative as well as the centerpiece of 

resilience. The draft policy to encourage and support carbon farming is not explicit 

enough about the contribution farmers can make by focused effort to increase soil 

carbon for climate mitigation. 

The California Air Resources Board is working with agencies at local levels to develop 

measures as outlined in Scoping Plan update and governor's Executive Order B-30-15 

to reduce GHG emissions toward net carbon sequestration by California's agricultural 

sector.  The governor's 2030 targets for GHG emission reductions focus on the role 

played by farmland and soil in the carbon cycle. Research is being done regarding how 

much GHG is being emitted and how much can be sequestered by California's 

agricultural lands. The words “when feasible” should be deleted from Policy AG-5. 5 and 

Program L and replaced by a policy and program to develop meaningful incentives. 

A serious flaw in the state Healthy Soils Program is the refusal to allow applications by 

farmers that have previously done practices on their farm to increase soil carbon. 

Farmers learn most from other farmers. Our early adopters should be supported to 

continue to do on-farm experimentation with multi-pronged and innovative practices that 

to increase their soil carbon and other benefits. The County should create a program 

complementary to the state program to support exemplary farmers to expand local 

experiences with carbon sequestration even though they are disqualified (because they 

are innovators) from the state Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund programs.  

REGENERATIVE AGRICULTURE 

Regenerative practices are essential for farmland preservation as well as 

resilience and food security, whether or not you use that term. The Planning 

Commission and the Board approved the addition of the word regenerative to the AG-5 

goal ‘Sustainable Farming and Ranching’. The term does not appear in the draft. Goals 

inherent in the word regenerative are not covered in the draft policy or programs—to 

increase biodiversity and enrich soils to hold more carbon. Increasing soil carbon 

and above-ground biomass may be implied by use of the term ‘Carbon Farming’ but 

these outcomes should be explicit. 
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In contrast with regenerative practices, what people understand about sustainable 

practices does not necessarily include increasing soil carbon and above-ground 

biomass. The USDA definition of sustainable agriculture: “Make the most efficient use of 

nonrenewable resources and on-farm resources and integrate, where appropriate, 

natural biological cycles and controls. Sustain the economic viability of farm operations. 

Enhance the quality of life for farmers and society as a whole.”  Organic farming used to 

require soil as the growing medium, but not any longer.  Using the term “truly 

sustainable” as in the draft goal still does not assure the features of regenerative 

agriculture encompassing a robust response to climate change by mitigating 

greenhouse gas emissions. Prohibiting the use of the word regenerative results in a loss 

of meaningful guidance for facing today’s challenges. It can be made up for in Goal 5 by 

at least assuring in the policies and programs its key features of increasing biodiversity, 

enriching soils in ways that progressively increase soil carbon, increasing above-ground 

biomass, and improving watersheds. 

Biodiversity here refers to everything from soil microbes to plant roots in the soil to 

above-ground cropping to include 1 to 5% planted for beneficial insect habitat, to 

include as many native plants as possible. Other practices to increase biodiversity are 

crop rotation, perennial mowed cover crop in orchards, agroforestry, silvopasture, and 

interplanting multiple species or varieties of crops. Not only does biodiversity enhance 

biological function, especially that of carbon sequestration and nutrient cycling, and 

improve resistance to all risks from diseases to floods, it also improves economic 

stability by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and extreme 

weather events. 

INORGANIC NITROGEN BASED FERTILIZERS 

Inorganic nitrogen contributes to greenhouse gas emissions and is often 

unnecessary when regenerative practices are used. The energy used to 

manufacture and transport artificial N and phosphate fertilizers are major contributors to 

climate change. Research in pasture and cover crops show fertility is achievable with no 

nitrogen inputs, artificial or biological. The greater the biodiversity the greater the carbon 

sequestration, nitrogen fixation, and other nutrient cycling. There is misinformation 

being shared by trusted experts about the potential to increase soil carbon on Ventura 

County farms. Research shows that all nutrients, including phosphorus, calcium, and 

sulfur, as well as nitrogen, are available in soils and can be mobilized by growing the 

microbial diversity via the “liquid carbon pathway” fed by photosynthesis by a diversity of 

growing plants. Research and demonstration of this kind should be carried out, 

particularly in our orchards, vineyards, and other perennial crops. 

It is unacceptable as proposed in Policy AG-5.1 to simply “encourage reduced fertilizer 

use and use of compost and enhanced efficiency fertilizers.” This policy disregards the 
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most cost-effective Best Management Practices to reduce inorganic nitrogen fertilizer 

use by cover cropping and crop rotation. The climate mitigation potential as well as the 

feasibility and the co-benefits associated with avoiding inorganic nitrogen suggest that 

AG-5.1 should be changed from ‘shall encourage’ to ‘shall study, monitor and set 

benchmarks” for reducing use of inorganic nitrogen while encouraging the organic 

fertility approaches described on page 9-32 of the Background Report.  Goals for 

reduction must show up in the GHG inventory. The inventory reflects no anticipated 

decrease in use of artificial nitrogen fertilizer for the next 20 years, one of many errors 

and omissions in the inventory. 

COVER CROPS AND LOW- AND NO-TILL 

Cover cropping is a Best Management Practice for fertility that should be 

included in Program H in the EIR. Keeping soil covered prevents loss of soils to wind 

and water erosion. The benefits for food security, resilience and farmland conservation 

and preservation are so great that Program H should include incentives for cover 

cropping and crop rotation that builds soil nitrogen to avoid the need for inorganic 

nitrogen inputs, build soil carbon, hold water, and protect from erosion.  

A program for equipment sharing would help achieve adoption of low- and no-till 

farming. Farmers need the right size and adaptation of no-till seeders and transplanters 

for planting into cover crops, flamers and roller crimpers, flails and/or subsurface cutting 

equipment to be able to keep the ground covered, lay cover crops down, and enable 

planting and cultivation with minimum soil disturbance. The program should employ a 

fabricator to work with growers to modify or build the equipment needed to carry out 

low- and no-till farming.      

COMPOST 

Application of compost and compost tea or extract can kickstart increases in soil 

carbon. This is what is commonly promoted as ‘carbon farming’. The County must 

maximize the availability and use of compost. The County must go beyond the 

incentives provided by the state Healthy Soils Program and incentivize effective use of 

compost teas and extracts as well as compost, because when composting is fully 

implemented there will not be enough compost to support Ventura County land 

management. There are proven benefits from inoculations with extracts and teas that 

have not met the state’s accountability criteria for the Greenhouse Gas Reduction Fund 

grants.  

The Background Report should include a description of the expanding expertise and 

experiences in the County to scale small-scale on-site composting, the application of 

extracts and brewing of custom blends of compost tea. The community organizing by 

the Center for Regenerative Agriculture in cooperation with Patagonia employees and 
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Once Upon a Watershed is scalable.  A plan for composting food waste should include 

studying the barriers and maximizing areawide and on-site composting for use by 

farmers and landscapers. We recommend fast-tracking project approvals and county 

investment in operations to compost food waste and municipal waste. Compost might 

be used as a reward for those who follow regenerative farm plans that increase soil 

carbon. 

AGRICULTURAL LAND PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION 

Agricultural land protection and preservation depends on development of 

regenerative farming practices.  Some “right-to-farm” issues are often moot when 

regenerative practices are employed. There may still be noise and odor impacts, but 

pesticides and dust need not be issues. Food safety issues can be managed. Practices 

that will best assure financially successful farms are not necessarily incompatible with 

urban areas or existing communities. It may be an economic advantage to develop 

compatibility with other land uses because, in the end, landowners have more good 

financial options when they care for their land using compatible regenerative practices. 

Otherwise, there is little chance that farmland could be dedicated to agricultural 

conservation easements. Farmland can only be worth conserving if the land manager 

increases the biodiversity, enriches the soil to hold carbon and improves the watershed. 

Furthermore, the most financially stable and potentially profitable farms will increasingly 

be connected to local markets and be patronized by a community that values their use 

of organic and/or regenerative practices.  

As the most certain way to preserve agricultural land, the General Plan should create 

baselines and goals and targets for carbon sequestration that is an indicator of the 

value of farmland, with its co-benefits of preventing pest and disease, erosion and 

nutrient and water loss prevention, and increasing resilience to drought, flooding and 

resilience to temperature extremes. If the “right-to-farm” implies that Prime and 

Important Farmland soil is laid bare, compacted and/or regularly tilled, and exposed to 

toxic inputs including herbicides, synthetic fertilizer causing it to be devoid of life and 

subject to erosion and crop failure under extreme weather conditions, then there is no 

land preservation policy able to save it from being abandoned or sold for development. 

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT 

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) policy must be the only pest management 

policy in the plan and it must be promoted as a system for all sectors, not just a 

set of practices for farmers. As the University of California definition states, IPM aims 

to prevent pests and diseases. This is achieved first by healthy plants ideally and then 

with selection of plants resistant to pests and diseases. Next, healthy plants are 

achieved by enhanced soil and resulting water holding capacity and fertility and cultural 
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practices tailored to the site, the crop and the seasonal conditions, including habitat 

enhancement and biodiversity to support naturally occurring beneficial insects and 

pollinators. IPM is characterized by careful monitoring and avoiding toxic pesticides that 

disrupt the natural enemy complex that keeps pests below a level that creates economic 

damage.  

IPM is often viewed as a substitution of a more toxic pesticide with a less toxic 

pesticide—a less disruptive silver bullet. This ignores the foremost feature of IPM which 

is that it is a system that aims to prevent pests and disease. The Agriculture 

Commission does not currently employ expertise in ecologically systems-based IPM in 

order to be able to have discussion with applicants about alternatives to pesticides. 

They have said that they do not see it as their role to advise applicants on alternatives. 

In our experience it does not appear that applicants are motivated to seriously consider 

alternatives to toxic pesticides. If the Ag Commission accepts without question whatever 

shows in the “Alternatives Considered” box on the application form and low risk 

alternatives are not considered, the process is of no benefit to the public.  

One of the barriers to consideration of alternatives is that the most effective alternatives, 

such as biological control, require earlier lead times and more proactive and multi-

pronged strategies than the use of pesticides. The best alternatives to pesticides require 

attention to soil building and crop plans that forecast insect movement in the farmscape, 

in other words systems thinking rather than the common replacement of an organic 

pesticide for higher risk pesticide. 

The Background Report and the EIR omit reference to state legal requirements for the 

consideration of alternatives and cumulative effects before an applicant is approved to 

use a regulated pesticide. Pest Control Advisers who represent pesticide companies 

often do not understand or recommend IPM approaches to pest management. They 

have a conflict of interest, being paid a commission when they sell pesticides.  

Pest Control Advisers who do not represent pesticide companies also are not materially 

incentivized to recommend many IPM practices because it usually requires more 

advanced agroecological knowledge and experience, and involves more frequent 

scouting, uncertainty, risk, and complex judgments about economic thresholds. 

Everything in the existing culture and incentives related to pest management advising 

and pesticide use applications favors the decision to use pesticides and conclude that 

there are no alternatives. There is no enforcement of the law over this decision-making 

process. These existing conditions highlight the need for the Agriculture Commission 

and the Cooperative Extension to somehow create learning opportunities about 

ecologically based Integrated Pest Management as a systems approach prioritizing pest 

and disease prevention. 
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Policy and programs are needed that lead the entire community of regulators, 

consultants, farmers and consumers along the Roadmap for Integrated Pest 

Management in the shift of mindset about pest management described on page 11 that 

flips the risks and incentives to favor the most effective alternatives that keep pests and 

disease below economic thresholds.  

While developing protocols for guidance, discussion, and documentation of the 

consideration of alternatives within the definition of IPM, at the very minimum there must 

be a framework for analyzing cumulative effects of more than one aerial or vapor-borne 

pesticide and the effects from pesticides used in a non-attainment area for other air 

pollutants. There is at least one scientifically documented case study in the county of 

the failure to consider cumulative effects and other cases where studies are urgently 

needed as a result of the calendar spraying for Asian citrus psyllid. 

The policy and programs relating IPM to the general public should also look deeper to 

support the shift in mindset described in the Roadmap to IPM. It is just scraping the 

surface “to provide information on IPM and agriculture produces and practices” as 

stated in Policy AG 3.3. IPM policies should be placed under a separate new goal with 

policies aligned with the state Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management 

recommendations.  See at https://www.cdpr.ca.gov/docs/pestmgt/ipm_roadmap.pdf 

Excerpting ideas from pages 16 and 17 of the Roadmap, for example:  

a. Hire an IPM coordinator and revive the county’s IPM Committee with county 
public participation to promoting IPM practices 

b. Drive demand for IPM in the value chain by coordinating efforts with key 
organizations to link IPM and regenerative and sustainable agriculture initiatives 
with retail brands and raise awareness among commodities and allied groups 
such as packers and shippers, retailers, and trade partners  

c. Participate in speeding up IPM innovation through innovation hubs and on-
farm research of ecologically based preventive strategies  

d. Invest in trusted messengers by collaborating with community-based 
organizations to facilitate field worker training on IPM and highlight ways they can 
be IPM leaders in the community as partners and storytellers, creating 
opportunities through environmental justice to address pest and pesticide issues 
for low-income households and neighborhoods, and expanding educational 
offerings in Spanish and Mixtec with culturally appropriate materials 

e. Profit from frontline knowledge of field workers and municipal applicators 
to improve early detection of pests, recommend lower risk approaches, and use 
safe practices in the workplace 

f. Strengthen the public’s capacity to understand pests, pesticides and IPM by 
featuring IPM in training programs including STEM in schools, community 
colleges, 4-H, Master Gardeners, senior citizens’ groups and others, teach 
consumers about pest prevention using IPM examples, promote positive public 
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announcements with using IPM in core messages, and include identification of 
pesticide poisoning in continuing education of health professionals 

g. Make practitioners more effective voices for IPM by training frontline workers 
in agriculture, landscape and structural IPM 

h. Leverage non-traditional resources for IPM by working with Chumash and 
Mexican indigenous leaders to learn and expand the community’s awareness 
about native wisdom that relates to IPM 

i. Strengthen capacity of practitioners to use more true IPM by supporting on-
farm demonstrations and farmer-to-farmer field days and establishing training in 
non-agricultural settings e.g., restaurant and assisted-living workers, 
landscapers, etc. 

j. Help redesign the retail IPM process with programs to support retailers to 
educate consumers about responsible use of pesticides, limiting availability of 
high risk pesticides in the marketplace to trained and licensed professionals, and 
creating partnerships with local organizations such as Ocean Friendly Gardens to 
provide education and resources for consumers. An excellent example is the Our 
Water; Our World program.  
 

Sincerely, 

Jan Dietrick, Master of Public Health, and 

Ron Whitehurst, Licensed Pest Control Advisor 

Co-Owners of Rincon-Vitova Insectaries, Inc. 

108 Orchard Dr 

Ventura, CA 93001 

805-746-5365 
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From: Mary Vanoni <vanonimary@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:27 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: 2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment

2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment:

The County rushed to complete the EIR. It is too important to be done haphazardly and contain gross flaws that
will impact our County so drastically.

Just a couple of the issues:

CEQA requires that proposed mitigation be both technically and economically feasible. The County' proposed
mitigation measures are infeasible. One mitigation measure will require small development projects to
purchase farmland to preserve in perpetuity. But the County didn't analyze the costs or indicate who would
manage these small ag preservation parcels.

CEQA says that the mitigation cannot make the impacts worse. Shortage of farm worker housing was identified
as one of the most significant issues facing agriculture in Ventura County. But mitigation proposed by the
County will effectively block future farm worker housing, because these projects will bear the costs of land
acquisition for preservation!

Please do what is right for Ventura County and take the time to correct and re-circulate the EIR.
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Richard Atchley
Retired Carpenter, Farmer, Concerned Ventura County Resident
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From: Marjie Bartels <bartelsranch@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: 2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment

Dear Ms. Curtis: The EIR is based on incomplete analysis of policies, contains several false and ill-advised policies, and
fails to understand key challenges related to Ventura County.

Some of the issues are:

1. CEQA requires that the EIR contain enough detailed information to allow the reader to understand and evaluate the
County's impact analysis. But the EIR and its 1000-page Background Report are filled with errors, vague statements, and
outdated information. All information in the Agricultural Chapter is older than 2015! The maps in the EIR and the
Background Report are such poor resolution and detail that some are blurry and illegible.

2. CEQA requires that both direct and indirect impacts be analyzed. Yet the County failed to analyze indirect impacts
(complaints, competition for water supplies, theft and vandalism, etc.) on agricultural land from increased development
and more urban-ag interface, because the County assumes that the Right-to-Farm Ordinance will prevent any impacts
on agriculture that my occur from urban-property owner complaints.

3. CEQA says that all policies that may cause impacts to ag lands must be evaluated. But the County failed to analyze or
even discuss the policies in the General Plan that will increase farming operational costs (converting ag equipment to
electric, requiring all electric water pumps, increasing costs for water supply, etc.).
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Please do the correct thing for Ventura County and take the time to correct and recirculate the EIR!

Marjie Bartels, Certified Organic Valencia Orange Grower in Bardsdale
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan
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From: Lin, Alan S@DOT <alan.lin@dot.ca.gov>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:38 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>; Downing, Clay <clay.downing@ventura.org>
Cc: Duong, Frances M@DOT <Frances.Duong@dot.ca.gov>
Subject: FW: SCH # 2019011026 Ventura County 2040 General Plan Update

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Dear Ms. Curtis and Mr. Downing,

Attached please find Caltrans comment letter for your record.

Please let us know if you have any question.

Thank you!

Alan Lin, P.E.
Project Coordinator
State of California
Department of Transportation
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District 7, Office of Transportation Planning
Mail Station 16
100 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 897-8391 Office
(213) 897-1337 Fax

From: Lin, Alan S@DOT
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:36 PM
To: 'OPR State Clearinghouse' <State.Clearinghouse@opr.ca.gov>
Subject: SCH # 2019011026 Ventura County 2040 General Plan Update

Hard copy is sent to the Lead Agency!

Alan Lin, P.E.
Project Coordinator
State of California
Department of Transportation
District 7, Office of Transportation Planning
Mail Station 16
100 South Main Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 897-8391 Office
(213) 897-1337 Fax
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From: Michael/Maggie McMonigle <mmmcmonigle@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:44 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: Don and Bev de Nicola <de.nicola@cox.net>
Subject: Comments on General Plan/EIR

Sanger Hedrick, Chair
Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) County of Ventura
800 S. Victoria Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003

Re: 2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s presentation by
Ventura County Planning staff on the 2040 General Plan EIR.

There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will
negatively impact the viability of local agriculture.
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Proposed mitigation measure AG-2: The County proposes that any project that either
directly or indirectly results in the loss of farmland must obtain and place into perpetual
agricultural preservation twice the total of the farmland loss. This mitigation measure is
infeasible. Contrary to statements made by County Planning staff today at the APAC
meeting, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that all mitigation
proposed in an EIR be feasible. CEQA Section 21061.1 defines feasible as “capable of
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,

” (emphasis added). All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to
reduce impacts

and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce impacts.

The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:

1. 1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation

easement for each farmland category;

2. 2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland;
3. 3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each

category of farmland;

4. 4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland

under a conservation easement;

5. 5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost;

6. 6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of
farmland

in conservation easements;

February 19, 2020
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7. 7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation
measure (including impacts associated with LU compatibility conflicts and
increased urban-ag-interface);

8. 8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the
minimum to ensure viability of agriculture on the parcel; and
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9. 9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and
regulations, such as the County’s Zoning Ordinance and the County’s
minimum lot sizes.

The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible. On
March 24, 2016, at a Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor
Linda Parks attempted to establish an “Agricultural Mitigation Measure” through the
LAFCo project approval process. The mitigation measure would have required the 1-to-1
purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the 2040 General Plan EIR) to
replace farmland that would be impacted by any proposed development. Ventura
County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor Parks that the
proposed mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and,
for that and other reasons, LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed
mitigation measure. He referenced a 2015 legal decision, City of Irvine v. County of
Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense of land supports
the finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a
non-starter.”

In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will
reduce impacts on agricultural land, as it does not address the actual issues that will
impact farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the
increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition for water
resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

Indirect Impacts
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040
General Plan as “less than significant.”

Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect
agricultural land uses from conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land
purchasers and residents understand the potential for nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise,
odors) that may occur as the natural result of living in or near agricultural areas...These
sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural activity from public
nuisance claims...This protects the farming community, including Important Farmlands
and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit their ability to
continue agricultural production.”

Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has
the potential to result in land use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more
sensitive and prone to conflict with adjacent agricultural land uses than commercial or
industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land uses, such as residences and
schools, nearby classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to conflict
including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture machinery. The countywide Right-
to-Farm Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts
attributed to residential development...Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be
minimal. This impact would be less than significant” (emphasis added).

This is simply not true. Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County
has and will continue to create new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant
impact on existing agricultural
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and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development. The
recent interim

urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.

Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it
is labeled as “programmatic” or “project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable
consequences of the action that is proposed. For the 2040 General Plan EIR, the action
proposed is the implementation of all policies and programs within. Therefore, if the
implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an impact, that impact
must be analyzed. For example, the 2040 General Plan contains land use designation
changes that will increase allowable housing density near agricultural land. It is
reasonably foreseeable that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with
normal farming operations. The impact of these compatibility conflicts must be
addressed in the EIR.

In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is
labeled a ‘project’ rather than a ‘program’ EIR matters little....Designating an EIR as a
program EIR ... does not by itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the
EIR. All EIRs must cover the same general content. The level of specificity of an EIR is
determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of reason,” rather than any
semantic label accorded to the EIR.”

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are
SIGNIFICANT and cannot be dismissed in the EIR.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming
operations. CoLAB believes that the most effective way to minimize conversion of
agricultural land to non-agricultural uses is to take active measures to allow farming to
remain profitable. And even the County admits that reducing the cost of farming
reduces conversion of agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson Act in
Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.

But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies
that will increase the cost of normal farming operations, such as:

 Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The
County shall encourage and support the transition to electric- or renewable-
powered or lower emission agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-
powered equipment when feasible.

 Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County
shall encourage farmers to convert fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to
systems powered by electric or renewable energy sources, such as solar
power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate or reduce standby
charges.
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Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water
resources caused by development allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either
the conversion of agricultural land or the loss of agricultural lands through
the loss of topsoil.

The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “...a reduction in available water resources
for irrigation” is an example of indirect impacts on agricultural land due to
loss of topsoil from increased wind and water erosion.
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address
this significant impact.
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APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues
in Ventura County. And the County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the
actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic
sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, increased competition
for water resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective
mitigation measures to prevent the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural
uses. These may include:

1. 1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance
complaints from being used to justify the creation or expansion of
setbacks or regulatory restrictions on normal farming practices;

2. 2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space
zoned properties that are engaged in farming (including grazing); and

3. 3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and
compatibility conflicts by establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land
that will restrict the construction of bike paths, public trails, and
sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any land zoned A/E.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue. We
appreciate your consideration and leadership at this time.

Sincerely,

Louise Lampara Executive Director
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Margaret Chambers McMonigle
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From: Michael/Maggie McMonigle <mmmcmonigle@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: Don and Bev de Nicola <de.nicola@cox.net>
Subject: General Plan / EIR Comments

To: Susan Curtis-

County failed to evaluate mitigation measure for feasibility- 500' set back for "sensitive
receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads.

Mitigation Measure AQ-3 (Policy HAZ10-X) creates a minimum 500' set back for
"sensitive receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads. Yet the County states in the
Land Use section of the EIR that "the majority of the anticipated build out will be within
the freeway corridors."

Has the County completed a "buildout study" to ensure that the establishment of this
set back still leaves enough room for development to occur? Will this mitigation
measure be economically feasible?
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Margaret Chambers McMonigle



Marianne McGrath 

c/o Hoffman, Vance & Worthington 

1000 S. Seaward Avenue 

Ventura, CA 93001 

February 24, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 



The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 
impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Marianne McGrath 



What about public safety 

Attention: Health & Safety 
Date: 02/27/2020 

What about public safety? 
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When I built my house at 209 Heavenly Valley Rd, Newbury Park in 1994, it was considered a single 
family dwelling. Now 32% of the people on Heavenly Valley Rd rent out their rooms. 

If they are a couple they have at least two cars. The houses in our neighborhood range from three to six 
bedrooms, and when they convert the garage into another unit, they really have a problem with the 
parking. 

My neighbor has a six bedroom house with a bonus room of about 800 square feet. He currently rents 
out rooms inside his home. He is in the process of converting his garage into a 1200 square foot, three 
bedroom apartment and an office. He has enough parking for five cars in the driveway. This will require 
additional parking, but where will this parking be? I don't know, and I don't know that the county knows. 
It seems the permit was handed out without anyone doing due diligence to find out this answer. · 

If you do the math, and they have six bedrooms, and a bonus room, add the three bedroom apartment, 
and the office, how much parking is needed? Everyone in California has a car, and all these cars will be 
on the street. 

Four times in the last 2 1/2 years an ambulance and a firetruck have been stuck to where either they had 
to wheel the patient down the street or go around the block because the street was blocked off by the 
parked cars. Again, the streets in this area are only 20 feet wide, and it forces people to park their cars on 
the street because of over occupancy. 

There is also another problem. The street is a gateway to the Santa Monica Mountains which in the past 
has always been a huge fire concern. Please look on the map and you'll see the gateway I am speaking 
about. Who says that emergency personnel will be able to get up the street or down the street once these 
changes are implemented? 

Has anyone asked the county/city fire department if they have had issues getting up this street? I hope 
so, and that should go on record what they had to say. I don't know whether to say no parking on the 
street or provide more parking but something needs to happen. These homes were meant to be only 
single-family dwellings and you've converted them into an apartment with absolutely no parking and when 
I talk to the building department they come up with some nonsense that there's a bus stop within half a 
mile, which it is slightly over that and we don't need parking, really. 

The occupancy has changed but the code has done nothing for the safety or for the provisions of the 
people living here. It is my understanding that fire sprinklers are not mandatory, and why aren't they? 

I hope you think of the public safety before you consider anymore garages changed into units, the 
Community demands more integrity than you're giving us. 

Phillip Fuess (805 630 6212) 
209 Heavenly Valley Rd 
Newbury Park CA 91320 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Marshall C. Milligan <mcmilligan@gmail.com> 
Tuesday, February 25, 2020 3:32 PM 
susan.curtis@ventura.org; generalplanupdate@ventura.org 
2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment 
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Ventura County Board of Sup1·rvisors 

Attn: RMA Planning Division 

General Plan Update 

800 Victoria Avenue L#l 740 

Ventura, California 93009-17 0 

Dear Board of Supervisors anl Staff: 

My family has owned for generations and continues to own agricultural properties in Ventura County, 
including mineral rights underla number of currently and previously owned parcels. I'm writing to you as an 
owner of mineral rights in Ventura County. 

The 2040 General Plan Draft E R fails to give proper analysis to mineral resources and must be corrected to 
more adequately and fairly as ess the impact of the proposed general plan on owners of mineral rights. 

Neither the EIR nor the Backg~ound Report provide a complete and thorough description of the existing 
regulations affecting the man1gement and production of mineral resources in the County and the State of 
California. The EIR and the Baokground Report only disclose federal and state agencies that regulate pipelines 
and flaring, which is not applidable to all mineral resources that must be analyzed in an EIR under CEQA 
guidelines. The EIR should be i1evised to include an overview and description of all potential regulations, 
regulatory bodies, and progra s that regulate mineral resources in Ventura County. 

The EIR fails to analyze the dir ct and indirect impacts to mineral resource development as a result of the 
2040 General Plan. The County admits that Land Use Designation changes in the 2040 General Plan will result 
in changes to land uses over known and important mineral reserves. But neither the EIR nor the Background 
Report provide any information regarding the anticipated "buildout" in terms of acreage, actual location, 
number of dwelling units, andldevelopment density and intensity. 

As incompatible land uses (sujh as residential development) occur on or adjacent to mineral production and 
mineral reserves, compatibility conflicts will increase. Reasonably foreseeable indirect impacts include 
nuisance complaints, traffic c9nflicts, theft, vandalism and attempted trespass on mineral production 
sites. The EIR must analyze ald evaluate these impacts on the ability to develop and manage mineral 
resources in the County. 

Gaps in the 2040 General Plan Draft EIR must be corrected, and the Draft EIR recirculated, to fairly present the 
foreseeable impacts on owne s of mineral rights in the County. 

Sincerely, 
1 



Marshall C. Milligan 

805-570-0332 

2 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org 

February 25, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 

The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 



impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 

Jj~ {fl z:»: 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org 

February 25, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 

The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 



impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org 

February 25, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 

The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 



impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org 

February 25, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 

The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 



impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org 

February 25, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 

The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 



impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 

~\5 L~~ r'~\mas Dr,~e.- 
0am-tt l,~rbe\rtt, C~ tb\ \0 



c/o Hoffman, Vance & Worthington 

1000 S. Seaward Avenue 

Ventura, CA 93001 
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February 24, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 



The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 
impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:12 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Ventura County Board of Supervisors , Petition to VC Supervisors and Planners

about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR

Attachments: petition-to-vc-supervisors-and-planners-about-vc2040-draft-general-plan-and-

eir_signatures_202002271107.pdf

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Christopher Tull via ActionNetwork.org <info@sg.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:08 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Ventura County Board of Supervisors , Petition to VC Supervisors and Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan
and EIR

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Ventura County Board of Supervisors ,

206 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Petition to VC Supervisors

and Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR.

Here is the petition they signed:

With worsening climate change impacts, we reiterate and amplify the

concerns the people expressed in January of last year about “climate change
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and GHGs, and the effects of continued oil and gas extraction including

secondary effects related to climate change, air quality, water quality, water

supply, traffic, noise, odors, aesthetics, and hazards.”

Our county is warming faster than any other in the nation, our ocean is

becoming more hostile to marine life, our last drought was the most intense

and lasted longest, and our history of costly floods will be dwarfed when

future atmospheric rivers pour over our valleys. Our house is on fire. We need

a thorough plan and environmental impacts analysis based on the latest

science.

Ventura County’s plan matters. Our larger cities are making climate action

plans and look for your example of leadership. The environmental impact from

what we do to mitigate climate impacts at the global scale is profoundly

influential in trying to stop runaway climate change. This is explained in a new

report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator about the role of

the State of California in the world. Ventura County as a local government hit

hardest by climate impacts must step up and meet serious goals. “Insights

about California’s climate policies are at the forefront of global efforts to battle

climate change. The state’s leadership and success so far have helped

maintain momentum despite political headwinds. If California faltered, global

efforts to reduce GHG emissions would be dealt a major setback. Meanwhile,

the severe risks from runaway global warming are becoming more tangible as

the state suffers from wildfires supercharged by climate change.”

A. Four Overall Comments:

We are grateful for the expertise at the law firm of Shute, Mihaly and

Wineberger retained by CFROG regarding CEQA. We have appreciated their

past comments. We join them in continuing to request the following:

1. Count ALL GHGs that result from activity in our county: Count all burning of

oil and gas originating in our county and count all fugitive methane from wells

in our county and from methane entering our county that was not counted at

the jurisdiction of origin. Do the math on the GHG footprint for heavy exports.

We want to mitigate our fair share of all climate impacts from activities within

Ventura County. We have to know what they are. Worrying about double
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counting is not acceptable. Just worry that you haven’t counted every cause

of climate impacts that we are morally and legally responsible to mitigate with

a comprehensive inventory and a systematic plan.

2. Use the latest science to calculate GWP of methane: The global warming

potential of GWP is nearly 40 percent greater than what you are using. The

International Panel on Climate Change states that over a 20 year period,

methane has a GWP of 84 compared to carbon dioxide (up from their

previous estimate of 72). The US EPA estimates it at 87 and recent scientific

experts put the estimate at 96. We must know the true environmental impact

of methane emissions. A complete and scientifically valid GHG inventory is

required for a CEQA-compliant Climate Action Plan.

3. Use the emissions reduction goal from Governor Brown’s Executive Order

B-18-55 “to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than

2045, and achieve and maintain net negative emissions thereafter. This goal

is in addition to the existing statewide targets of reducing greenhouse gas

emissions.” It is an inadequate compromise, but not as much as the SB 32

goal of 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. City of LA plans to stay within a net

zero carbon budget between now and 2045. The proposed GHG reductions in

the VC2040 Draft of 41 percent below 2015 levels by 2030, 61 percent by

2040, and 80 percent by 2050 are not ambitious enough for us to do our part

to mitigate the climate chaos happening faster than scientists have predicted.

4. Policies and programs must meet the goal: It does not take an in-depth

analysis to see that this plan will not achieve the 2030 goal of 40% reduction

in GHGs below 1990 levels. A new report Insights from the California Energy

Policy Simulator shows that the State of California will fall short of that goal by

at least 15 and as much as 45 MMT CO2e. We have and continue to

advocate for a goal aligned with Governor Brown’s Executive Order to

achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible and no later than 2045.

B. Some Comments about Impacts and Mitigation

The environmental impacts that concern us are those resulting from

governments not making and carrying out plans to mitigate climate change.

Your draft analysis does not include most of them. Table B in the Executive
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Summary is not even half finished. Some of the more serious impacts are

missing from the draft analysis. Here are a few of our concerns:

1. Aesthetics, Scenic Resources and Light Pollution and Agriculture and

Forest Resources: Mitigation programs are needed to protect our resources

from degradation from significant climate impacts. The loss of soil in particular

is associated with the downfall of civilizations.

2. Air Quality: The emissions impacts from exceeding criteria pollutant

thresholds and also greenhouse gases seem significant and can be mitigated.

3. Biological Resources: The new implementation program is a good start to

“update the Initial Study Assessment Guidelines, Biological Resources

Assessment report criteria and evaluate discretionary development that could

potentially impact sensitive biological resources”. Two kinds of impacts are

missing. 1) Climate Change. A major mitigation is the restoration of wetlands

which should be at a 2:1 or greater ratio. Stormwater management is another

mitigation that reverses the loss of vegetation from drought and floods and

supports the restoration of all of the indigenous biology that makes an

ecosystem function to maintain the small water cycles. 2) Toxic Pesticide and

Herbicide Use and Drift. This must be part of the agenda of a Program for

Protection of Sensitive Biological Resources to promulgate the mitigations

provided by Integrated Pest Management. Pest management policy must

align with the recommendations of the California Department of Pesticide

Regulation Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management some of which have

climate mitigation co-benefits.

4. Energy: We want a workshop to learn how it is deemed less than significant

to allow wasteful. Inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy

resources.

5. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The climate change impacts are so dire that

the mitigations need to be benchmarked to be achieved before it is too late to

reverse runaway climate chaos. At minimum we demand a systematic plan for

decarbonization of county facilities and electrification of the transportation

system.
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6. Hazards, Hazardous Materials, and Wildfire: The impacts of toxic

explosions, leaks, and spills and the drift of regulated materials and the

ignorance of the public about toxic impacts must be addressed where feasible

through mitigations that regulate the use and transport of hazardous

materials. We have recommended feasible mitigations for people being

exposed to the risk of wildfires that have not been accepted by decision-

makers.

7. Hydrology and Water Quality: Impacts from climate change and poor land

management have have led to grave threats to water supply and water

quality. These are highly significant--ground water overdraft, overuse and

degradation of water quality, erosion, flooding, and siltation. (Impact 4.10-12)

The failure to restore small water cycles to keep stormwater in the uplands

and maintain forest health is one of the most serious impacts being mitigated

in many places through a paradigm shift about stormwater management.

Mitigation is essential--water is life. It requires an integrated water

management plan that involves every sector working on every mitigation of

which we are aware.

8. Land Use and Planning We want an analysis of incompatible land uses and

new development with negative health implications. Closing wells near

sensitive sites is a mitigation. Environmental Justice is not examined in the

draft EIR.

9. Mineral and Petroleum Resources: We want an analysis of the impact of

the scenario in which wells have been put on hold and the operator cannot

close the wells for lack of funds. We have no choice. The wells must be

closed properly. Fields must be restored to functioning ecosystems to help

mitigate climate change impacts. We need insurance as well as bigger bonds.

10. Traffic and Transportation: Tailpipe emissions is an extremely significant

environmental impact. The mitigation aimed for in the CTM-C: Vehicle Miles

Traveled (VMT) Reduction Program needs assurances of effectiveness via a

clear description of what “conditions warrant providing additional mitigations

and programs”? This is far too vague to be a mitigation for this significant
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impact. We have no alternative but to reliably cut GHGs in the transportation

sector.

11. Utilities: Failure to develop wholesale and commercial scale renewable

energy generation and microgrids is a significant environmental impact

because it has forced us to have to get our electricity from fossil fuels via

transmission lines that spark wildfires. Community microgrids are a feasible

mitigation.

12. Waste Management: Failure to properly manage waste has a highly

significant environmental impact, especially when it produces methane super-

emitter landfills that is driving climate change, but also the failure to reuse and

recycle consumer goods and the materials and equipment discarded by

commercial enterprises. We need a more comprehensive approach for

mitigation of these impacts.

C. The following policy recommendations for the Draft Plan could help the

Plan achieve the GHG reduction goals to mitigate climate change impacts

and help the EIR be more relevant to the climate crisis.

Land Use and Community Character: We endorse the comments submitted

by Bruce Smith to more firmly assure preservation of agricultural land and

open space. We point out the lack of analysis of Environmental Justice policy

issues.

Circulation, Transportation, and Mobility:

1. No overriding considerations should allow a project to NOT reduce VMT

unless all of the vehicles have zero emissions that will use the proposed

project.

2. CTM 3-9 to widen SR 118 has a significant environmental impact.

3. Benchmarks to reduce VMT need to be more clear and the plan needs a

review with public input every two years until 2028 and then no longer than

every five years.

4. Parking programs should be included in ways that reduce single-occupancy

car trips.
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Public Facilities, Services, and Infrastructure:

1. Enroll residents in a program to reduce CO2 emissions in their

neighborhoods. Ex: Cool Block or Transition Streets.

2. PFS 2.1 must be revised to say include rather than encourage ‘Sustainable

Plans and Operations’ in order to be considered a mitigation of climate

change impacts from greenhouse gas emissions.

3. Policy PFS 7.1 should be revised to delete the need for access to gas. The

environmental impact from use of natural gas requires carbonizing buildings

beginning with no gas connections to new residences . It is therefore

contradictory to ensure access to gas.

4. Local renewable energy generation must be part of the mitigation plan for

reducing transmission facility fire hazard risk. This is not the same as “Smart

Grid Technology”. You need experts who know the cutting edge of this field to

help write coherent policy on this topic.

5. Zero Waste The County shall achieve zero waste (via a suite of policies to

reduce, reuse, and recycle) with no organic waste going to landfills by 2023

6. Zero Waste Policy for Meetings and Events Design and implement a zero

waste policy for meetings and events sponsored or permitted by the County to

minimize waste and rescue surplus edible food

7. Compostable Take-Out Foodware Require that take-out foodware be made

with material compostable in solid waste processing facilities within 60 days

8. Reduce Solid Waste by Phasing Out Single-Use Plastic Evaluate how to

best reduce solid waste generation per capita by at least 15% by 2030

including phasing out single-use plastics including but not limited to plastic

straws, plastic utensils, plastic take-out containers, and expanded polystyrene

9. Ban Expanded Polystyrene

Conservation and Open Space:

1. Reduce oil and gas production by 40% by 2025 via higher monitoring

standards and 2500 ft buffer zones near sensitive sites; reduce production to

zero by no later than 2040.

2. Phase-Out of Oil and Gas Production The County shall prohibit new drilling

and shall regulate existing wells to assure steady closing of wells beginning

near residential and commercial areas.

3. Maintain Policy COS-7.8 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so

that all newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to collect gases
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and use or remove them for sale or proper disposal instead of flaring or

venting. Flaring should be allowed only in cases of emergency or for testing

purposes.

4. Maintain Policy COS-7.7 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so

that all newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to convey oil and

produced water via pipelines instead of trucking.

5. Detect and curb methane emissions from “super-emitter” sites as identified

by NASA.

6. Tax oil and gas production, and related uncaptured methane to raise the

needed revenues to fund urgent climate programs to replace high-emission

vehicles with a priority on trucking and freight companies, fishing businesses,

general contractors and K-12 schools.

7. Require a fully accountable performance bond for all new wells to cover

cost of closure Cite LAT article (maybe put on website and link to it).

8. Establish an insurance fund that oil and gas producers contribute to that

will cover accidents and closing wells if the producer goes bankrupt.

9. Ban gas-fueled lawn and garden equipment. (Ex: City of Ojai)

10. Accelerate capture of legacy HFCs Enlist the public and private to find

and destroy existing stocks of HFC’s (refrigerant gases with extremely high

Global Warming Potential).

11. Develop and adopt building codes based on best practices for use of low

embodied carbon concrete and set targets for use of low GHG concrete

alternatives. Ex: Bay Area Air Quality Management District and King Co, WA.

12. Encourage climate-safe and climate-resilient development through zoning

reform and removal of limits on height, density, and minimum parking

requirements to enable and promote walkability and a mix of uses for homes

and businesses, parks and transit.

13. Create a master local clean energy siting and funding plan for wholesale

distributed solar energy plus storage in commercial scale projects producing

energy needs by 2030.

14. Provide energy efficiency benchmarking and rebates for low-income

housing and renters as well as low-interest loans for small businesses to

reduce energy use; assist owners of existing buildings to switch from natural

gas to electricity.

15. Prepare sustainable building, siting, landscaping and passive heating and

cooling practice guidelines, with a priority on low-income housing, that reduce
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consumption of non-renewable resources and that include climate and fire-

safety in pre-approved plans.

16. Energy Efficiency to Reduce Electricity Use Use Energy Efficiency to

Deliver 15% of Projected Needs for electricity in the county by 2023; and 30%

by 2030.

17. Efficiency Building Standards for Retrofits Prioritize energy and water

efficiency building standards and work to retrofit existing buildings.

18. Decarbonize County Buildings Develop a county building electrification

plan eliminating natural gas use in County-owned facilities.

19. Decarbonize All Building Types Develop an electrification plan with goals

for GHG emission reductions through renewable energy that evaluates and

prioritizes programs for local solar, energy storage and demand response

(DR) that disconnects all buildings from gas service by 2050. Include

incentives for deep retrofits of inefficient buildings.

Agriculture:

1. Integrated Pest Management where toxic pesticides are a last resort.

Create a program that promotes the principles (systems approach, building

trust, and effective communication) and pursues the recommendations of the

Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management from the University of California

and CA Department of Pesticide Regulation. Environmental impacts from

toxic pesticides are not described in the Background Report. The Roadmap to

an Organic California Policy Report by CCOF Foundation offers information

for mitigations and climate action. A workshop is needed.

2. Inorganic Nitrogen Based Fertilizers Set benchmarks for reducing use of

inorganic N fertilizer and encourage optimized use of organic and inorganic

fertilizer for greatest efficiency in closed nutrient cycles, monitor for nutrient

runoff from fields and encourage the use of cover crops and green manure

crops to reduce or avoid nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions and nutrient runoff.

3. Diversified Cropping Systems Encourage farmers to include 1 – 5% of

beneficial insect attracting plants in a planted crop, and other methods, such

as crop rotation, perennial mowed cover crop in orchards, and integrating

multiple species or varieties to enhance the biological and economic stability

by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and extreme

weather events, and increase carbon sequestration.

4. Reward Regenerative Farmers with Digestate and Compost from Food
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Waste Research feasibility of a program for composting food waste for use by

farmers and landscapers who use regenerative practices that sequester

certified amounts of CO2.

Water Resources:

1. At least 30,000 acre-feet per year must come from storm water capture by

2035

2. All rainfall must be retained onsite in soil and reservoirs.

3. Slow It. Spread It. Sink It! The County shall enforce Best Management

Practices (BMP) and Low Impact Development (LID) for new developments.

4. Recycle all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035.

5. Reduce potable water use per capita by 22% by 2025 and 25% by 2035:

Offer incentives for water conservation features, including drought tolerant

landscaping, permeable materials in standard parkway design guidelines,

street trees, infiltration, greywater, and water-saving plumbing.

6. Close oil and gas wells and injection wells near aquifers as a top priority.

7. Create a Master Plan to develop the full potential of integrated water

management to infiltrate the ground and recharge aquifers; support

reforestation and restoration of watershed ecosystems; conserve and protect

groundwater resources, and clean up creeks, streams, and estuaries.

8. Support Santa Clara River Loop Trail and Ventura River Trail Development

Economic Vitality:

1. Agricultural Diversification should include reference to regenerative

practices to create biodiversity with opportunities for community members to

visit farms.

2. Small Business Promotion. Support approval of caretaker residential space

on business property to reduce VMT and more financial strength for small

businesses.

3. Green Economy. Prioritize youth and immigrants for workforce

development in industries that promote and enhance environmental

sustainability, including GHG reductions, climate adaptation, resiliency and

local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution, including solar

power, wind power, wave energy, regenerative organic farming and value-

added agriculture-related activities, and other appropriate renewable sources.

4. Maritime Economy. Facilitate a sustainable maritime economy using
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restorative aquaculture techniques that restore ocean health and biodiversity

while reviving pre-human fisheries abundance. For example, restore sand-

bottom kelp forests and increase kelp forests with flexible floating fishing reefs

where the seafloor is otherwise too deep for kelp.

5. Promote Fire-Resistant Infill and Revitalization. Encourage infill

development that serves as firebreak rather than as additional fuel for

wildfires.

6. Create a Collaborative Structure for Innovation for a Resilient Future. The

structure should be able to make decisions and create a way forward for

zoning, building and materials and environmental health to allow options for a

resilient future, include government officials, innovators and public as

described in submissions from Sustainable Living Research Initiative.

7. Parking Infrastructure. Develop parking policies to reduce single occupancy

trips associated with employees and business activity to reduce Vehicle Miles

Traveled.

8. Master Plan for Distributed Energy Resources and Community Microgrids.

Prepare a map of siting options for renewable energy generation and storage

facilities and coordinate the identification of financing options for renewable

energy resource development, including solar, wind, wave, storage and

community microgrids both in front of and behind the meter.

In summary, with the accelerating tipping points, we cannot go half-way in our

vision. We need extraordinary courage to set goals we can hang our hopes

and efforts on. We want completeness and clarity so we can see how the

emissions reduction plan adds up. We want respect for climate science to tell

us the truth. We want more ambition. A 2016 decision of the state legislature

in SB32 is just not good enough as a goal. We want to see a systematic plan

that will assure carbon neutrality no later than 2045.

You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you in the attached PDF.

Thank you,

Christopher Tull

Sent via Action Network, a free online toolset anyone can use to

organize. Click here to sign up and get started building an email list

and creating online actions today.
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Action Network is an open platform that empowers individuals and groups to organize for progressive causes. We encourage

responsible activism, and do not support using the platform to take unlawful or other improper action. We do not control or endorse the

conduct of users and make no representations of any kind about them.

You can unsubscribe or update your email address or change your name and address by changing your subscription preferences here.



Ventura County Board of Supervisors ,

206 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Petition to VC Supervisors and
Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR.

Here is the petition they signed:

With worsening climate change impacts, we reiterate and amplify the concerns the people
expressed in January of last year about “climate change and GHGs, and the effects of
continued oil and gas extraction including secondary effects related to climate change, air
quality, water quality, water supply, traffic, noise, odors, aesthetics, and hazards.” 

Our county is warming faster than any other in the nation, our ocean is becoming more hostile
to marine life, our last drought was the most intense and lasted longest, and our history of
costly floods will be dwarfed when future atmospheric rivers pour over our valleys. Our house
is on fire. We need a thorough plan and environmental impacts analysis based on the latest
science.

Ventura County’s plan matters. Our larger cities are making climate action plans and look for
your example of leadership. The environmental impact from what we do to mitigate climate
impacts at the global scale is profoundly influential in trying to stop runaway climate change.
This is explained in a new report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator about
the role of the State of California in the world. Ventura County as a local government hit
hardest by climate impacts must step up and meet serious goals. “Insights about California’s
climate policies are at the forefront of global efforts to battle climate change. The state’s
leadership and success so far have helped maintain momentum despite political headwinds. If
California faltered, global efforts to reduce GHG emissions would be dealt a major setback.
Meanwhile, the severe risks from runaway global warming are becoming more tangible as the
state suffers from wildfires supercharged by climate change.” 

A. Four Overall Comments:

We are grateful for the expertise at the law firm of Shute, Mihaly and Wineberger retained by
CFROG regarding CEQA. We have appreciated their past comments. We join them in
continuing to request the following: 

1.	Count ALL GHGs that result from activity in our county: Count all burning of oil and gas
originating in our county and count all fugitive methane from wells in our county and from
methane entering our county that was not counted at the jurisdiction of origin. Do the math on
the GHG footprint for heavy exports. We want to mitigate our fair share of all climate impacts
from activities within Ventura County. We have to know what they are. Worrying about double
counting is not acceptable. Just worry that you haven’t counted every cause of climate
impacts that we are morally and legally responsible to mitigate with a comprehensive
inventory and a systematic plan. 

2.	Use the latest science to calculate GWP of methane: The global warming potential of GWP
is nearly 40 percent greater than what you are using. The International Panel on Climate
Change states that over a 20 year period, methane has a GWP of 84 compared to carbon
dioxide (up from their previous estimate of 72). The US EPA estimates it at 87 and recent
scientific experts put the estimate at 96. We must know the true environmental impact of



methane emissions. A complete and scientifically valid GHG inventory is required for a CEQA-
compliant Climate Action Plan. 

3.	Use the emissions reduction goal from Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-18-55 “to
achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than 2045, and achieve and
maintain net negative emissions thereafter. This goal is in addition to the existing statewide
targets of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.” It is an inadequate compromise, but not as
much as the SB 32 goal of 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. City of LA plans to stay within a
net zero carbon budget between now and 2045. The proposed GHG reductions in the VC2040
Draft of 41 percent below 2015 levels by 2030, 61 percent by 2040, and 80 percent by 2050
are not ambitious enough for us to do our part to mitigate the climate chaos happening faster
than scientists have predicted. 

4.	Policies and programs must meet the goal: It does not take an in-depth analysis to see that
this plan will not achieve the 2030 goal of 40% reduction in GHGs below 1990 levels. A new
report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator shows that the State of California
will fall short of that goal by at least 15 and as much as 45 MMT CO2e. We have and continue
to advocate for a goal aligned with Governor Brown’s Executive Order to achieve carbon
neutrality as soon as possible and no later than 2045.

B. Some Comments about Impacts and Mitigation

The environmental impacts that concern us are those resulting from governments not making
and carrying out plans to mitigate climate change. Your draft analysis does not include most of
them. Table B in the Executive Summary is not even half finished. Some of the more serious
impacts are missing from the draft analysis. Here are a few of our concerns:

1.	Aesthetics, Scenic Resources and Light Pollution and Agriculture and Forest Resources:
Mitigation programs are needed to protect our resources from degradation from significant
climate impacts. The loss of soil in particular is associated with the downfall of civilizations. 

2.	Air Quality: The emissions impacts from exceeding criteria pollutant thresholds and also
greenhouse gases seem significant and can be mitigated.

3.	Biological Resources: The new implementation program is a good start to “update the Initial
Study Assessment Guidelines, Biological Resources Assessment report criteria and evaluate
discretionary development that could potentially impact sensitive biological resources”. Two
kinds of impacts are missing. 1) Climate Change. A major mitigation is the restoration of
wetlands which should be at a 2:1 or greater ratio. Stormwater management is another
mitigation that reverses the loss of vegetation from drought and floods and supports the
restoration of all of the indigenous biology that makes an ecosystem function to maintain the
small water cycles. 2) Toxic Pesticide and Herbicide Use and Drift. This must be part of the
agenda of a Program for Protection of Sensitive Biological Resources to promulgate the
mitigations provided by Integrated Pest Management. Pest management policy must align with
the recommendations of the California Department of Pesticide Regulation Roadmap for
Integrated Pest Management some of which have climate mitigation co-benefits.

4.	Energy: We want a workshop to learn how it is deemed less than significant to allow
wasteful. Inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources. 

5.	Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The climate change impacts are so dire that the mitigations
need to be benchmarked to be achieved before it is too late to reverse runaway climate chaos.



At minimum we demand a systematic plan for decarbonization of county facilities and
electrification of the transportation system. 

6.	Hazards, Hazardous Materials, and Wildfire: The impacts of toxic explosions, leaks, and
spills and the drift of regulated materials and the ignorance of the public about toxic impacts
must be addressed where feasible through mitigations that regulate the use and transport of
hazardous materials. We have recommended feasible mitigations for people being exposed to
the risk of wildfires that have not been accepted by decision-makers. 

7.	Hydrology and Water Quality: Impacts from climate change and poor land management
have have led to grave threats to water supply and water quality. These are highly significant--
ground water overdraft, overuse and degradation of water quality, erosion, flooding, and
siltation. (Impact 4.10-12) The failure to restore small water cycles to keep stormwater in the
uplands and maintain forest health is one of the most serious impacts being mitigated in many
places through a paradigm shift about stormwater management. Mitigation is essential--water
is life. It requires an integrated water management plan that involves every sector working on
every mitigation of which we are aware.

8.	Land Use and Planning We want an analysis of incompatible land uses and new
development with negative health implications. Closing wells near sensitive sites is a
mitigation. Environmental Justice is not examined in the draft EIR. 

9.	Mineral and Petroleum Resources: We want an analysis of the impact of the scenario in
which wells have been put on hold and the operator cannot close the wells for lack of funds.
We have no choice. The wells must be closed properly. Fields must be restored to functioning
ecosystems to help mitigate climate change impacts. We need insurance as well as bigger
bonds.

10.	Traffic and Transportation: Tailpipe emissions is an extremely significant environmental
impact. The mitigation aimed for in the CTM-C: Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Reduction
Program needs assurances of effectiveness via a clear description of what “conditions warrant
providing additional mitigations and programs”? This is far too vague to be a mitigation for this
significant impact. We have no alternative but to reliably cut GHGs in the transportation sector.

11.	Utilities: Failure to develop wholesale and commercial scale renewable energy generation
and microgrids is a significant environmental impact because it has forced us to have to get
our electricity from fossil fuels via transmission lines that spark wildfires. Community
microgrids are a feasible mitigation.

12.	Waste Management: Failure to properly manage waste has a highly significant
environmental impact, especially when it produces methane super-emitter landfills that is
driving climate change, but also the failure to reuse and recycle consumer goods and the
materials and equipment discarded by commercial enterprises. We need a more
comprehensive approach for mitigation of these impacts.

C. The following policy recommendations for the Draft Plan could help the Plan achieve the
GHG reduction goals to mitigate climate change impacts and help the EIR be more relevant to
the climate crisis. 

Land Use and Community Character: We endorse the comments submitted by Bruce Smith to
more firmly assure preservation of agricultural land and open space. We point out the lack of
analysis of Environmental Justice policy issues.



Circulation, Transportation, and Mobility: 
1.	No overriding considerations should allow a project to NOT reduce VMT unless all of the
vehicles have zero emissions that will use the proposed project. 
2.	CTM 3-9 to widen SR 118 has a significant environmental impact.
3.	Benchmarks to reduce VMT need to be more clear and the plan needs a review with public
input every two years until 2028 and then no longer than every five years. 
4.	Parking programs should be included in ways that reduce single-occupancy car trips.

Public Facilities, Services, and Infrastructure:
1.	Enroll residents in a program to reduce CO2 emissions in their neighborhoods. Ex: Cool
Block or Transition Streets. 
2.	PFS 2.1 must be revised to say include rather than encourage ‘Sustainable Plans and
Operations’ in order to be considered a mitigation of climate change impacts from greenhouse
gas emissions. 
3.	Policy PFS 7.1 should be revised to delete the need for access to gas. The environmental
impact from use of natural gas requires carbonizing buildings beginning with no gas
connections to new residences . It is therefore contradictory to ensure access to gas. 
4.	Local renewable energy generation must be part of the mitigation plan for reducing
transmission facility fire hazard risk. This is not the same as “Smart Grid Technology”. You
need experts who know the cutting edge of this field to help write coherent policy on this topic.
5.	Zero Waste The County shall achieve zero waste (via a suite of policies to reduce, reuse,
and recycle) with no organic waste going to landfills by 2023
6.	Zero Waste Policy for Meetings and Events Design and implement a zero waste policy for
meetings and events sponsored or permitted by the County to minimize waste and rescue
surplus edible food
7.	Compostable Take-Out Foodware Require that take-out foodware be made with material
compostable in solid waste processing facilities within 60 days
8.	Reduce Solid Waste by Phasing Out Single-Use Plastic Evaluate how to best reduce solid
waste generation per capita by at least 15% by 2030 including phasing out single-use plastics
including but not limited to plastic straws, plastic utensils, plastic take-out containers, and
expanded polystyrene
9.	Ban Expanded Polystyrene

Conservation and Open Space: 
1.	Reduce oil and gas production by 40% by 2025 via higher monitoring standards and 2500 ft
buffer zones near sensitive sites; reduce production to zero by no later than 2040.
2.	Phase-Out of Oil and Gas Production The County shall prohibit new drilling and shall
regulate existing wells to assure steady closing of wells beginning near residential and
commercial areas.
3.	Maintain Policy COS-7.8 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all newly
permitted discretionary oil wells are required to collect gases and use or remove them for sale
or proper disposal instead of flaring or venting. Flaring should be allowed only in cases of
emergency or for testing purposes.
4.	Maintain Policy COS-7.7 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all newly
permitted discretionary oil wells are required to convey oil and produced water via pipelines
instead of trucking. 
5.	Detect and curb methane emissions from “super-emitter” sites as identified by NASA.
6.	Tax oil and gas production, and related uncaptured methane to raise the needed revenues
to fund urgent climate programs to replace high-emission vehicles with a priority on trucking
and freight companies, fishing businesses, general contractors and K-12 schools. 
7.	Require a fully accountable performance bond for all new wells to cover cost of closure Cite



LAT article (maybe put on website and link to it).
8.	Establish an insurance fund that oil and gas producers contribute to that will cover accidents
and closing wells if the producer goes bankrupt.
9.	Ban gas-fueled lawn and garden equipment. (Ex: City of Ojai)
10.	Accelerate capture of legacy HFCs Enlist the public and private to find and destroy existing
stocks of HFC’s (refrigerant gases with extremely high Global Warming Potential).
11.	Develop and adopt building codes based on best practices for use of low embodied carbon
concrete and set targets for use of low GHG concrete alternatives. Ex: Bay Area Air Quality
Management District and King Co, WA.
12.	Encourage climate-safe and climate-resilient development through zoning reform and
removal of limits on height, density, and minimum parking requirements to enable and
promote walkability and a mix of uses for homes and businesses, parks and transit.
13.	Create a master local clean energy siting and funding plan for wholesale distributed solar
energy plus storage in commercial scale projects producing energy needs by 2030.
14.	Provide energy efficiency benchmarking and rebates for low-income housing and renters
as well as low-interest loans for small businesses to reduce energy use; assist owners of
existing buildings to switch from natural gas to electricity.
15.	Prepare sustainable building, siting, landscaping and passive heating and cooling practice
guidelines, with a priority on low-income housing, that reduce consumption of non-renewable
resources and that include climate and fire-safety in pre-approved plans.
16.	Energy Efficiency to Reduce Electricity Use Use Energy Efficiency to Deliver 15% of
Projected Needs for electricity in the county by 2023; and 30% by 2030.
17.	Efficiency Building Standards for Retrofits Prioritize energy and water efficiency building
standards and work to retrofit existing buildings.
18.	Decarbonize County Buildings Develop a county building electrification plan eliminating
natural gas use in County-owned facilities.
19.	Decarbonize All Building Types Develop an electrification plan with goals for GHG emission
reductions through renewable energy that evaluates and prioritizes programs for local solar,
energy storage and demand response (DR) that disconnects all buildings from gas service by
2050. Include incentives for deep retrofits of inefficient buildings.

Agriculture: 
1.	Integrated Pest Management where toxic pesticides are a last resort. Create a program that
promotes the principles (systems approach, building trust, and effective communication) and
pursues the recommendations of the Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management from the
University of California and CA Department of Pesticide Regulation. Environmental impacts
from toxic pesticides are not described in the Background Report. The Roadmap to an
Organic California Policy Report by CCOF Foundation offers information for mitigations and
climate action. A workshop is needed.
2.	Inorganic Nitrogen Based Fertilizers Set benchmarks for reducing use of inorganic N
fertilizer and encourage optimized use of organic and inorganic fertilizer for greatest efficiency
in closed nutrient cycles, monitor for nutrient runoff from fields and encourage the use of cover
crops and green manure crops to reduce or avoid nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions and nutrient
runoff.
3.	Diversified Cropping Systems Encourage farmers to include 1 – 5% of beneficial insect
attracting plants in a planted crop, and other methods, such as crop rotation, perennial mowed
cover crop in orchards, and integrating multiple species or varieties to enhance the biological
and economic stability by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and
extreme weather events, and increase carbon sequestration.
4.	Reward Regenerative Farmers with Digestate and Compost from Food Waste Research
feasibility of a program for composting food waste for use by farmers and landscapers who
use regenerative practices that sequester certified amounts of CO2.



Water Resources: 
1.	At least 30,000 acre-feet per year must come from storm water capture by 2035
2.	All rainfall must be retained onsite in soil and reservoirs.
3.	Slow It. Spread It. Sink It! The County shall enforce Best Management Practices (BMP) and
Low Impact Development (LID) for new developments.
4.	Recycle all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035.
5.	Reduce potable water use per capita by 22% by 2025 and 25% by 2035: Offer incentives for
water conservation features, including drought tolerant landscaping, permeable materials in
standard parkway design guidelines, street trees, infiltration, greywater, and water-saving
plumbing.
6.	Close oil and gas wells and injection wells near aquifers as a top priority.
7.	Create a Master Plan to develop the full potential of integrated water management to
infiltrate the ground and recharge aquifers; support reforestation and restoration of watershed
ecosystems; conserve and protect groundwater resources, and clean up creeks, streams, and
estuaries.
8.	Support Santa Clara River Loop Trail and Ventura River Trail Development

Economic Vitality:
1.	Agricultural Diversification should include reference to regenerative practices to create
biodiversity with opportunities for community members to visit farms. 
2.	Small Business Promotion. Support approval of caretaker residential space on business
property to reduce VMT and more financial strength for small businesses. 
3.	Green Economy. Prioritize youth and immigrants for workforce development in industries
that promote and enhance environmental sustainability, including GHG reductions, climate
adaptation, resiliency and local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution,
including solar power, wind power, wave energy, regenerative organic farming and value-
added agriculture-related activities, and other appropriate renewable sources. 
4.	Maritime Economy. Facilitate a sustainable maritime economy using restorative aquaculture
techniques that restore ocean health and biodiversity while reviving pre-human fisheries
abundance. For example, restore sand-bottom kelp forests and increase kelp forests with
flexible floating fishing reefs where the seafloor is otherwise too deep for kelp.
5.	Promote Fire-Resistant Infill and Revitalization. Encourage infill development that serves as
firebreak rather than as additional fuel for wildfires. 
6.	Create a Collaborative Structure for Innovation for a Resilient Future. The structure should
be able to make decisions and create a way forward for zoning, building and materials and
environmental health to allow options for a resilient future, include government officials,
innovators and public as described in submissions from Sustainable Living Research Initiative.
7.	Parking Infrastructure. Develop parking policies to reduce single occupancy trips associated
with employees and business activity to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled.
8.	Master Plan for Distributed Energy Resources and Community Microgrids. Prepare a map of
siting options for renewable energy generation and storage facilities and coordinate the
identification of financing options for renewable energy resource development, including solar,
wind, wave, storage and community microgrids both in front of and behind the meter.

In summary, with the accelerating tipping points, we cannot go half-way in our vision. We need
extraordinary courage to set goals we can hang our hopes and efforts on. We want
completeness and clarity so we can see how the emissions reduction plan adds up. We want
respect for climate science to tell us the truth. We want more ambition. A 2016 decision of the
state legislature in SB32 is just not good enough as a goal. We want to see a systematic plan
that will assure carbon neutrality no later than 2045.



You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you below.

Thank you,

Christopher Tull

1. Andrew Abate (ZIP code: 93001)

2. Adam Kaiserman (ZIP code: 93001)

3. Allen Pobirs (ZIP code: 93004)

4. Ally Gialketsis (ZIP code: 93003)

5. Noah Aist (ZIP code: 93004)

6. Alexander Verharen (ZIP code: 93001)

7. Allison Maires (ZIP code: 93003)
Climate Change needs to be our county’s top priority, we are in jeopardy.  Please have it figure
prominently in the General Plan.

8. Emiliano Amaro (ZIP code: 93036)

9. Alli Fish (ZIP code: 93001)

10. Andrew Ellison (ZIP code: 93023)

11. Angela Romero (ZIP code: 93003)

12. Annette Halpern (ZIP code: 93004)

13. Arnett   Smithson (ZIP code: 93004)

14. Ellen Smith (ZIP code: 93010)
I support this petition!

15. Rebecka  Hutchins (ZIP code: 92701)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 



Sincerely,

Rebecka

16. Barbara Leighton (ZIP code: 91320)

17. Ben Werner (ZIP code: 93101)

18. elizabeth shipley (ZIP code: 93041)

19. Bryan Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan

20. Luis Campa (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely, 

Luis

21. Jeannette Welling (ZIP code: 91362)

22. brian  rasnow (ZIP code: 91320)
We need to follow the science and not discount the future for short term, unsustainable, rewards.

23. Brigid Morales (ZIP code: 93003)

24. Cesar Vega  (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 

Sincerely, 

Cesar



25. Candie Lange (ZIP code: 93022)

26. Carol Hart (ZIP code: 93001)

27. Catherine Forbes (ZIP code: 92374)

28. Charles Myers (ZIP code: 93022)

29. Anthony Krzywicki (ZIP code: 93001)

30. Chelsea Sutula (ZIP code: 93023)
we need to do better

31. Christina Pasetta (ZIP code: 90405)
-CARBON NEUTRAL 2028
-INDEPENDENT EIR 
-ACCEPT AND SUPPORT CFROG AND SURFRIDER POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

32. Charmaine Feria (ZIP code: 9303e)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Charmaine

33. Christine Johnston (ZIP code: 93015)

34. Claire Williams (ZIP code: 91301)

35. Christopher Tull (ZIP code: 93036)

36. Denice Avila (ZIP code: 93012)

37. Craig  Juan  (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely

38. David Gilbertson (ZIP code: 93012)



The VC General Plan must identify specific actions to address the impacts of our Climate Crisis.  The
current draft General Plan lacks specific measurable actions to reduce GHG emissions.

I support this petition and its recommendations.

39. Dee Reid (ZIP code: 93023)

40. Cheryl Dilks (ZIP code: 93035)

41. Daniel Jordan, PhD (ZIP code: 93035)

42. DANIEL TWEDT (ZIP code: 91360)
As a CERT-trained Extra Class Amateur Radio Operator, (KK6VDR) I believe we can recruit Ventura
County's Hams into finding various Citizen Science Initiatives to assist with the regenerative steps we
need to save our shared biosphere.

43. Douglas Johannes (ZIP code: 93004)

44. Dulce
Satterfield (ZIP code: 93041)

45. Doug  DuBois (ZIP code: 93001)

46. liz lamar (ZIP code: 93033)

47. Elisha Borcena (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Elisha

48. Elizabeth Rice (ZIP code: 93010)

49. Elizabeth  Billiot (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth



50. Erica Ramirez (ZIP code: 93003)

51. Pat Browne (ZIP code: 93012)

52. Emma Aist  (ZIP code: 93004)

53. Amber Bassett (ZIP code: 93003)
It is absolutely crucial that all efforts to create carbon neutral communities happens before 2045. Our
climate in particular is affected by this.

54. Erlinda Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Erlinda

55. Erlinda Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about climate change and it's effects on global warming. 

Thank you, 

Erlinda

56. Faith  Grant (ZIP code: 91361)
We need to have strong climate policies in Ventura.  It's going to take major changes to even slow
down climate change. Please listen to the electorate and endorse strong climate policies.

57. Jennifer Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer

58. Fiona Bremner (ZIP code: 93003)

59. Judith  Wilson  (ZIP code: 93003 )



60. Gabriel  Sandosham (ZIP code: 95112)

61. Gael Belden  (ZIP code: 93023)

62. Geoffrey Dann (ZIP code: 93003)
The county must plan to mitigate the effects of climate change and help slow or reverse climate
change. We should set an example for the rest of the country.

63. Gordon Clint (ZIP code: 91320)

64. gail hubbs (ZIP code: 91320)

65. George Vye (ZIP code: 93004)

66. Ashley  Basquez (ZIP code: 93012)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 
Please take care of our Climate Change Challenges for our future children and their children’s
children. Our land is so precious. We are the 5th richest county in Southern California and can make
a positive impact. 

Sincerely,
Ash

67. grant marcus (ZIP code: 93001)

68. Gene Fox (ZIP code: 93004)

69. Gwen Bell (ZIP code: 93023)

70. Helen Dziadulewicz (ZIP code: 93010)

71. Leicy  Grace (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about climate change and it's effects on global warming. 

Thank you, 

Leicy

72. Michelle Cabrera (ZIP code: 93001)

73. Jack Weber (ZIP code: 93023)
Climate policy must be a priority; cease all fossil fuels and witch to renewables and make biking more
safe! Thank you...



74. Jackson Piper (ZIP code: 91320)
This general plan will shape how development occurs in Ventura County in the near future and will
affect the lives of County residents beyond the timeframe of the plan. It is essential that the plan
acknowledges and does everything possible to prepare Ventura County and its residents for the
dangers that we face due to climate change - whether or not some of our fellow residents wish to
acknowledge that danger or our agency as a society in working to minimize its impact. Please
improve upon the Draft General Plan by incorporating the suggestions of the Climate Hub into the
final document, so that Ventura County and its residents can more effectively protect this place that is
special to all of us.

75. Judy Duerr (ZIP code: 93004-1228)

76. Jaira Farala (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jaira

77. James Brehm (ZIP code: 93001)

78. Janet Sager Knott (ZIP code: 93023)

79. Jan Dietrick (ZIP code: 93001)

80. Jeff  Otterbein  (ZIP code: 93023)

81. Jennaci Feria (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennaci

82. Jenny Pandol (ZIP code: 93001)

83. Jamee Faral (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 



Sincerely, 

Jamee

84. Jonathan  Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan

85. Jeff Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff

86. James Merrill (ZIP code: 93033-7965)

87. James Whitney (ZIP code: 93001-1491)
We need to act now, the climate will not take a time out for us to mull it over.

88. Joyce McIntire (ZIP code: 91320)

89. Jimmy Vasquez (ZIP code: 93003)

90. Karen Trowbridge (ZIP code: 93035)
We need to do everything possible to divert the impact of climate change or rather climate crisis here
in Ventura County?  We must act now!!!!

91. Joan Nygren (ZIP code: 93023)
We all need to take this seriously

92. Joe Connett (ZIP code: 93001)
Addressing climate change must be a priority!

93. John Brooks (ZIP code: 93022)
The climate action plan must be clear, drastic and enforceable.



94. Jon Wilk (ZIP code: 93023)

95. Jennie  Altice (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennie

96. Josie  Sabalerio (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Josie

97. Karen Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Karen

98. Karen Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Karen

99. Karen  Sher  (ZIP code: 93012)

100. Karina Kaye (ZIP code: 93035)

101. Kate Higgins (ZIP code: 93004)
Vote Kim Stephenson for Cty Supervisor, District 3

102. Kathleen Wheeler (ZIP code: 93003)



103. Kaysha  Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Kaysha

104. Keith Nieves (ZIP code: 93001)

105. Kristen Kessler (ZIP code: 93004)

106. Katharine Merrill (ZIP code: 93033-7965)
We need to create a climate plan that is grounded in good science, and that means counting all the
green house gas emissions from all sources.

107. Katherine Mack (ZIP code: 03023)

108. Kathleen Nolan (ZIP code: 93023)

109. Layla White (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Layla

110. Krystal Anderson (ZIP code: 92071)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Krystal

111. Diana Kubilos (ZIP code: 93004)

112. Kevin Ward (ZIP code: 93036)
The time is now for transitioning to non-fossil fuel products, all of them.
Solar, permaculture and voting for Bernie is a good defense against global warming already evident in
fires, floods and, like Coronavirus, microbes. Any delay will make the US complicit with chosen



extinction. Think Green New Deal or nada.

113. Kristofer  Young  (ZIP code: 93023)
The climate portions of the general plan lacks specific, critical goals and mechanisms to ensure
achieving them. We do not have time to waste.

114. Kyle Pobirs (ZIP code: 93004)

115. Lauren Mendez (ZIP code: 93030)

116. Lorren Carter (ZIP code: 92064)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 

Sincerely, 

Starsha

117. LeeAnne Christensen (ZIP code: 93021)

118. Leopoldo Lopez (ZIP code: 93003)

119. Leslie Purcell (ZIP code: 93001)

120. Yusef Kilea (ZIP code: 93035)

121. Liz Campos (ZIP code: 93002)

122. Sio Arden (ZIP code: 9303p)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Sio

123. Willard Lubka (ZIP code: 91362)

124. Lupe Anguiano (ZIP code: 93033-3449)
I continue expressing strong support for the recommendations made by CFROG and Climate Hub to
the Ventura Country’s 2040 DraftvGeneral Plan and EIR.

125. Madalitso Kalinde (ZIP code: 2461)



Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Madalitso

126. Mary Ann Krause (ZIP code: 93060)

127. Mary Nelson (ZIP code: 93036)
It is way past time to take action. Step up!

128. Maria Ornelas (ZIP code: 91320)

129. Marlena  Roberts  (ZIP code: 93041)

130. Marlene Breitenbach  (ZIP code: 93035)

131. Martha Wolter (ZIP code: 93001)

132. Martha Fellows (ZIP code: 93023)

133. Martha Martinez-Bravo (ZIP code: 93012)

134. Meridel Carson (ZIP code: 93041)

135. Merrill  Berge (ZIP code: 93010)
Since the General Plan process began we have seen horrific wildfires, sea level rise reports and been
designated the warmest county in the lower 48. The next 20 years will only increase the impacts of
climate change...Ventura County's General Plan must address this new reality with measurable,
actionable policies that reduce our carbon emissions right here and right now.

136. Michele Burns (ZIP code: 93004)

137. Michelle Ellison (ZIP code: 93023)

138. Mina Nichols (ZIP code: 93036)
The good news is: if we admit that humans influence the weather, it's just a matter of time before we
control the weather.

139. Mary Stanistreet (ZIP code: 93003)

140. Kari Aist (ZIP code: 93004)



141. Monica Gray (ZIP code: 93001)

142. Steven Nash (ZIP code: 93036)
Climate change must have primacy above all other significant impacts.

143. Dee Kiana Laborte (ZIP code: 93010)

144. Tim Nafziger (ZIP code: 93022)
Ventura County needs a robust climate component of our new general plan.

145. Nancy Merrick (ZIP code: 93003-242-)

146. norma gochin (ZIP code: 91362)
We need to address climate change, and we need to address it now.  Our planet will not survive if we
don't make plane immediately.

147. Nicolette Walker-Itza (ZIP code: 93023-2230)

148. Jaclyn Fillingame (ZIP code: 93060)

149. Nancy Tamarin (ZIP code: 91362-3212)

150. Denise Coin (ZIP code: 93001)

151. Karissa Sandoval (ZIP code: 93010)

152. Vickie Peters (ZIP code: 93023)

153. Olivia Lopez (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Olivia

154. Celia Ortenberg (ZIP code: 93030)

155. Pamela Lopez (ZIP code: 91362)

156. Pam Shellenbarger (ZIP code: 93001)

157. Paul Aist (ZIP code: 93004)



158. Margaret (Peg) Strobel (ZIP code: 93003)
The General Plan must take into account rapid, serious changes--drought and wildfires being the
most obvious--from climate change. Since agriculture  is a critical part of our economy, attention must
be paid to that industry. Also important will be funding a way to seriously reduce oil and gas
production, since it contributes to climate change.  Plans to train workers to transition to new
economic opportunities from climate-friendly industries must be planned. New and existing housing
needs to be considered (weatherization to reduce electrical use from air conditioning).  Climate
change will impact everything that county government does.

159. Phil  McGrath (ZIP code: 93010)

160. Rachelle  Feria (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Rachelle

161. Randall Edwards (ZIP code: 91362)

162. Ray Powers (ZIP code: 93023)
A thorough analysis and comprehensive climate action needs to be part of the general plan update.
What's is currently being proposed is not sufficient.

163. Ricardo  Lopez (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely, 

Ricardo

164. Robert Dodge (ZIP code: 93023)
Climate change and its effects are one of our greatest existential threats and we must move away
from a carbon based extractive economy as soon as possible. We urge you on behalf of the health
and wellbeing of Ventura County and all of our citizens to adopt the strongest possible environmental
protection in the Draft General Plan.

165. Ron Whitehurst (ZIP code: 93001)
We need to move to regenerative organic farming and landscaping to re-establish the small water
cycles.

166. Ron Merkord (ZIP code: 93015)
Rising CO2 levels will soon have consequences for everyone, and Ventura County will see the first of



some of these effects, like increased wildfires and rising sea levels.  We need to quit waiting for
someone else to do something about it.  Our own General Plan update is a great place to start.

167. Rominck Callo (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Romnick

168. rosemary fields (ZIP code: 93004)
Climate change affects the entire world all animals and humans.

169. Siomara Ardon (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Siomara

170. Scott eckersley (ZIP code: 93023)

171. Karen Karayan (ZIP code: 93060)
This is one of my top concerns!  I worry about our children and their children's world if we don't do as
much as we can to protect and heal our world!  Ventura County can be one of the leaders in this
effort!

172. Sarah Fleury (ZIP code: 93060)

173. Sasha Phan (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Sasha

174. Sonia Kroth (ZIP code: 93001)

175. Sharon Ray (ZIP code: 93105)

176. Starsha Farala (ZIP code: 93033)



Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change as it is currently happening. Please strongly do
something about the impact towards global warming in our environment.

Sincerely, 

Starsha Farala

177. steve nipper (ZIP code: 93023)
Because it's the right thing to do!

178. Steve Pinsky (ZIP code: 93001)

179. Kristin Storey (ZIP code: 93023)

180. Susan Williamson (ZIP code: 93023)
Get with you guys! Ventura is a coastal city! Duhhh. You need to host a climate convention to get
input on what needs to be done in VC!

181. Susan Curtis (ZIP code: 91361)

182. Francesa Gonzales (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Francesa

183. Arthur Snyder (ZIP code: 93036)
Global warming is an existential threat.

184. Paul Burke (ZIP code: 93012)

185. Tessa Salzman (ZIP code: 93001)

186. Tina Frugoli (ZIP code: 91362)

187. Catherine Myers (ZIP code: 93004)

188. theresa hartigan (ZIP code: ?93022)

189. thomas miller (ZIP code: 93004)



190. Thomas Seigner (ZIP code: 91361)
Each new climate study outlines a more dire situation than the previous study. Even if we went carbon
neutral today, future generations will still experience hardships we have not. NO MORE NEW FOSSIL
FUEL PRODUCTION IN VENTURA COUNTY.

191. Tamara Hoyt (ZIP code: 93001)
Please address the climate crisis now

192. Todd Shuman  (ZIP code: 93010)
I endorse this petition! It is time that Ventura County increase its committment to reduce GHG
emissions ...

193. Christine Samusick (ZIP code: 93001)
We need a desalination plant. Yesterday. 

Water recycling must be encouraged and accommodated. 

All styrofoam must be banned. 

This is a partial list of actions that will help Ventura through this continual drought and help ease the
burden on our landfill.  

194. Vicki  DeBear  (ZIP code: 91311)

195. Vilma  Pineda (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Vilma

196. Lori Bates (ZIP code: 93035)

197. Margot  Davis (ZIP code: 93001)
The planning commission, or whoever it was that drafted the DEIR ,  I don't understand how they
could have so missed the boat? I hope the board of supervisors will not miss the boat entirely and OK
this general plan update the way it stands

198. Wilson  Altice (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 



Wilson



Carolyn Diacos 

c/o Hoffman, Vance & Worthington 

1000 S. Seaward Avenue 

Ventura, CA 93001 
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February 24, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 



The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 
impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 

~(M?0 
Carolyn Diacos 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:12 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Ventura County Board of Supervisors , Petition to VC Supervisors and Planners

about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR

Attachments: petition-to-vc-supervisors-and-planners-about-vc2040-draft-general-plan-and-

eir_signatures_202002271109.pdf

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Christopher Tull via ActionNetwork.org <info@sg.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:09 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Ventura County Board of Supervisors , Petition to VC Supervisors and Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan
and EIR

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Ventura County Board of Supervisors ,

206 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Petition to VC Supervisors

and Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR.

Here is the petition they signed:

With worsening climate change impacts, we reiterate and amplify the

concerns the people expressed in January of last year about “climate change
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and GHGs, and the effects of continued oil and gas extraction including

secondary effects related to climate change, air quality, water quality, water

supply, traffic, noise, odors, aesthetics, and hazards.”

Our county is warming faster than any other in the nation, our ocean is

becoming more hostile to marine life, our last drought was the most intense

and lasted longest, and our history of costly floods will be dwarfed when

future atmospheric rivers pour over our valleys. Our house is on fire. We need

a thorough plan and environmental impacts analysis based on the latest

science.

Ventura County’s plan matters. Our larger cities are making climate action

plans and look for your example of leadership. The environmental impact from

what we do to mitigate climate impacts at the global scale is profoundly

influential in trying to stop runaway climate change. This is explained in a new

report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator about the role of

the State of California in the world. Ventura County as a local government hit

hardest by climate impacts must step up and meet serious goals. “Insights

about California’s climate policies are at the forefront of global efforts to battle

climate change. The state’s leadership and success so far have helped

maintain momentum despite political headwinds. If California faltered, global

efforts to reduce GHG emissions would be dealt a major setback. Meanwhile,

the severe risks from runaway global warming are becoming more tangible as

the state suffers from wildfires supercharged by climate change.”

A. Four Overall Comments:

We are grateful for the expertise at the law firm of Shute, Mihaly and

Wineberger retained by CFROG regarding CEQA. We have appreciated their

past comments. We join them in continuing to request the following:

1. Count ALL GHGs that result from activity in our county: Count all burning of

oil and gas originating in our county and count all fugitive methane from wells

in our county and from methane entering our county that was not counted at

the jurisdiction of origin. Do the math on the GHG footprint for heavy exports.

We want to mitigate our fair share of all climate impacts from activities within

Ventura County. We have to know what they are. Worrying about double
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counting is not acceptable. Just worry that you haven’t counted every cause

of climate impacts that we are morally and legally responsible to mitigate with

a comprehensive inventory and a systematic plan.

2. Use the latest science to calculate GWP of methane: The global warming

potential of GWP is nearly 40 percent greater than what you are using. The

International Panel on Climate Change states that over a 20 year period,

methane has a GWP of 84 compared to carbon dioxide (up from their

previous estimate of 72). The US EPA estimates it at 87 and recent scientific

experts put the estimate at 96. We must know the true environmental impact

of methane emissions. A complete and scientifically valid GHG inventory is

required for a CEQA-compliant Climate Action Plan.

3. Use the emissions reduction goal from Governor Brown’s Executive Order

B-18-55 “to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than

2045, and achieve and maintain net negative emissions thereafter. This goal

is in addition to the existing statewide targets of reducing greenhouse gas

emissions.” It is an inadequate compromise, but not as much as the SB 32

goal of 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. City of LA plans to stay within a net

zero carbon budget between now and 2045. The proposed GHG reductions in

the VC2040 Draft of 41 percent below 2015 levels by 2030, 61 percent by

2040, and 80 percent by 2050 are not ambitious enough for us to do our part

to mitigate the climate chaos happening faster than scientists have predicted.

4. Policies and programs must meet the goal: It does not take an in-depth

analysis to see that this plan will not achieve the 2030 goal of 40% reduction

in GHGs below 1990 levels. A new report Insights from the California Energy

Policy Simulator shows that the State of California will fall short of that goal by

at least 15 and as much as 45 MMT CO2e. We have and continue to

advocate for a goal aligned with Governor Brown’s Executive Order to

achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible and no later than 2045.

B. Some Comments about Impacts and Mitigation

The environmental impacts that concern us are those resulting from

governments not making and carrying out plans to mitigate climate change.

Your draft analysis does not include most of them. Table B in the Executive
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Summary is not even half finished. Some of the more serious impacts are

missing from the draft analysis. Here are a few of our concerns:

1. Aesthetics, Scenic Resources and Light Pollution and Agriculture and

Forest Resources: Mitigation programs are needed to protect our resources

from degradation from significant climate impacts. The loss of soil in particular

is associated with the downfall of civilizations.

2. Air Quality: The emissions impacts from exceeding criteria pollutant

thresholds and also greenhouse gases seem significant and can be mitigated.

3. Biological Resources: The new implementation program is a good start to

“update the Initial Study Assessment Guidelines, Biological Resources

Assessment report criteria and evaluate discretionary development that could

potentially impact sensitive biological resources”. Two kinds of impacts are

missing. 1) Climate Change. A major mitigation is the restoration of wetlands

which should be at a 2:1 or greater ratio. Stormwater management is another

mitigation that reverses the loss of vegetation from drought and floods and

supports the restoration of all of the indigenous biology that makes an

ecosystem function to maintain the small water cycles. 2) Toxic Pesticide and

Herbicide Use and Drift. This must be part of the agenda of a Program for

Protection of Sensitive Biological Resources to promulgate the mitigations

provided by Integrated Pest Management. Pest management policy must

align with the recommendations of the California Department of Pesticide

Regulation Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management some of which have

climate mitigation co-benefits.

4. Energy: We want a workshop to learn how it is deemed less than significant

to allow wasteful. Inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy

resources.

5. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The climate change impacts are so dire that

the mitigations need to be benchmarked to be achieved before it is too late to

reverse runaway climate chaos. At minimum we demand a systematic plan for

decarbonization of county facilities and electrification of the transportation

system.
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6. Hazards, Hazardous Materials, and Wildfire: The impacts of toxic

explosions, leaks, and spills and the drift of regulated materials and the

ignorance of the public about toxic impacts must be addressed where feasible

through mitigations that regulate the use and transport of hazardous

materials. We have recommended feasible mitigations for people being

exposed to the risk of wildfires that have not been accepted by decision-

makers.

7. Hydrology and Water Quality: Impacts from climate change and poor land

management have have led to grave threats to water supply and water

quality. These are highly significant--ground water overdraft, overuse and

degradation of water quality, erosion, flooding, and siltation. (Impact 4.10-12)

The failure to restore small water cycles to keep stormwater in the uplands

and maintain forest health is one of the most serious impacts being mitigated

in many places through a paradigm shift about stormwater management.

Mitigation is essential--water is life. It requires an integrated water

management plan that involves every sector working on every mitigation of

which we are aware.

8. Land Use and Planning We want an analysis of incompatible land uses and

new development with negative health implications. Closing wells near

sensitive sites is a mitigation. Environmental Justice is not examined in the

draft EIR.

9. Mineral and Petroleum Resources: We want an analysis of the impact of

the scenario in which wells have been put on hold and the operator cannot

close the wells for lack of funds. We have no choice. The wells must be

closed properly. Fields must be restored to functioning ecosystems to help

mitigate climate change impacts. We need insurance as well as bigger bonds.

10. Traffic and Transportation: Tailpipe emissions is an extremely significant

environmental impact. The mitigation aimed for in the CTM-C: Vehicle Miles

Traveled (VMT) Reduction Program needs assurances of effectiveness via a

clear description of what “conditions warrant providing additional mitigations

and programs”? This is far too vague to be a mitigation for this significant
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impact. We have no alternative but to reliably cut GHGs in the transportation

sector.

11. Utilities: Failure to develop wholesale and commercial scale renewable

energy generation and microgrids is a significant environmental impact

because it has forced us to have to get our electricity from fossil fuels via

transmission lines that spark wildfires. Community microgrids are a feasible

mitigation.

12. Waste Management: Failure to properly manage waste has a highly

significant environmental impact, especially when it produces methane super-

emitter landfills that is driving climate change, but also the failure to reuse and

recycle consumer goods and the materials and equipment discarded by

commercial enterprises. We need a more comprehensive approach for

mitigation of these impacts.

C. The following policy recommendations for the Draft Plan could help the

Plan achieve the GHG reduction goals to mitigate climate change impacts

and help the EIR be more relevant to the climate crisis.

Land Use and Community Character: We endorse the comments submitted

by Bruce Smith to more firmly assure preservation of agricultural land and

open space. We point out the lack of analysis of Environmental Justice policy

issues.

Circulation, Transportation, and Mobility:

1. No overriding considerations should allow a project to NOT reduce VMT

unless all of the vehicles have zero emissions that will use the proposed

project.

2. CTM 3-9 to widen SR 118 has a significant environmental impact.

3. Benchmarks to reduce VMT need to be more clear and the plan needs a

review with public input every two years until 2028 and then no longer than

every five years.

4. Parking programs should be included in ways that reduce single-occupancy

car trips.
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Public Facilities, Services, and Infrastructure:

1. Enroll residents in a program to reduce CO2 emissions in their

neighborhoods. Ex: Cool Block or Transition Streets.

2. PFS 2.1 must be revised to say include rather than encourage ‘Sustainable

Plans and Operations’ in order to be considered a mitigation of climate

change impacts from greenhouse gas emissions.

3. Policy PFS 7.1 should be revised to delete the need for access to gas. The

environmental impact from use of natural gas requires carbonizing buildings

beginning with no gas connections to new residences . It is therefore

contradictory to ensure access to gas.

4. Local renewable energy generation must be part of the mitigation plan for

reducing transmission facility fire hazard risk. This is not the same as “Smart

Grid Technology”. You need experts who know the cutting edge of this field to

help write coherent policy on this topic.

5. Zero Waste The County shall achieve zero waste (via a suite of policies to

reduce, reuse, and recycle) with no organic waste going to landfills by 2023

6. Zero Waste Policy for Meetings and Events Design and implement a zero

waste policy for meetings and events sponsored or permitted by the County to

minimize waste and rescue surplus edible food

7. Compostable Take-Out Foodware Require that take-out foodware be made

with material compostable in solid waste processing facilities within 60 days

8. Reduce Solid Waste by Phasing Out Single-Use Plastic Evaluate how to

best reduce solid waste generation per capita by at least 15% by 2030

including phasing out single-use plastics including but not limited to plastic

straws, plastic utensils, plastic take-out containers, and expanded polystyrene

9. Ban Expanded Polystyrene

Conservation and Open Space:

1. Reduce oil and gas production by 40% by 2025 via higher monitoring

standards and 2500 ft buffer zones near sensitive sites; reduce production to

zero by no later than 2040.

2. Phase-Out of Oil and Gas Production The County shall prohibit new drilling

and shall regulate existing wells to assure steady closing of wells beginning

near residential and commercial areas.

3. Maintain Policy COS-7.8 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so

that all newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to collect gases
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and use or remove them for sale or proper disposal instead of flaring or

venting. Flaring should be allowed only in cases of emergency or for testing

purposes.

4. Maintain Policy COS-7.7 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so

that all newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to convey oil and

produced water via pipelines instead of trucking.

5. Detect and curb methane emissions from “super-emitter” sites as identified

by NASA.

6. Tax oil and gas production, and related uncaptured methane to raise the

needed revenues to fund urgent climate programs to replace high-emission

vehicles with a priority on trucking and freight companies, fishing businesses,

general contractors and K-12 schools.

7. Require a fully accountable performance bond for all new wells to cover

cost of closure Cite LAT article (maybe put on website and link to it).

8. Establish an insurance fund that oil and gas producers contribute to that

will cover accidents and closing wells if the producer goes bankrupt.

9. Ban gas-fueled lawn and garden equipment. (Ex: City of Ojai)

10. Accelerate capture of legacy HFCs Enlist the public and private to find

and destroy existing stocks of HFC’s (refrigerant gases with extremely high

Global Warming Potential).

11. Develop and adopt building codes based on best practices for use of low

embodied carbon concrete and set targets for use of low GHG concrete

alternatives. Ex: Bay Area Air Quality Management District and King Co, WA.

12. Encourage climate-safe and climate-resilient development through zoning

reform and removal of limits on height, density, and minimum parking

requirements to enable and promote walkability and a mix of uses for homes

and businesses, parks and transit.

13. Create a master local clean energy siting and funding plan for wholesale

distributed solar energy plus storage in commercial scale projects producing

energy needs by 2030.

14. Provide energy efficiency benchmarking and rebates for low-income

housing and renters as well as low-interest loans for small businesses to

reduce energy use; assist owners of existing buildings to switch from natural

gas to electricity.

15. Prepare sustainable building, siting, landscaping and passive heating and

cooling practice guidelines, with a priority on low-income housing, that reduce
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consumption of non-renewable resources and that include climate and fire-

safety in pre-approved plans.

16. Energy Efficiency to Reduce Electricity Use Use Energy Efficiency to

Deliver 15% of Projected Needs for electricity in the county by 2023; and 30%

by 2030.

17. Efficiency Building Standards for Retrofits Prioritize energy and water

efficiency building standards and work to retrofit existing buildings.

18. Decarbonize County Buildings Develop a county building electrification

plan eliminating natural gas use in County-owned facilities.

19. Decarbonize All Building Types Develop an electrification plan with goals

for GHG emission reductions through renewable energy that evaluates and

prioritizes programs for local solar, energy storage and demand response

(DR) that disconnects all buildings from gas service by 2050. Include

incentives for deep retrofits of inefficient buildings.

Agriculture:

1. Integrated Pest Management where toxic pesticides are a last resort.

Create a program that promotes the principles (systems approach, building

trust, and effective communication) and pursues the recommendations of the

Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management from the University of California

and CA Department of Pesticide Regulation. Environmental impacts from

toxic pesticides are not described in the Background Report. The Roadmap to

an Organic California Policy Report by CCOF Foundation offers information

for mitigations and climate action. A workshop is needed.

2. Inorganic Nitrogen Based Fertilizers Set benchmarks for reducing use of

inorganic N fertilizer and encourage optimized use of organic and inorganic

fertilizer for greatest efficiency in closed nutrient cycles, monitor for nutrient

runoff from fields and encourage the use of cover crops and green manure

crops to reduce or avoid nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions and nutrient runoff.

3. Diversified Cropping Systems Encourage farmers to include 1 – 5% of

beneficial insect attracting plants in a planted crop, and other methods, such

as crop rotation, perennial mowed cover crop in orchards, and integrating

multiple species or varieties to enhance the biological and economic stability

by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and extreme

weather events, and increase carbon sequestration.

4. Reward Regenerative Farmers with Digestate and Compost from Food
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Waste Research feasibility of a program for composting food waste for use by

farmers and landscapers who use regenerative practices that sequester

certified amounts of CO2.

Water Resources:

1. At least 30,000 acre-feet per year must come from storm water capture by

2035

2. All rainfall must be retained onsite in soil and reservoirs.

3. Slow It. Spread It. Sink It! The County shall enforce Best Management

Practices (BMP) and Low Impact Development (LID) for new developments.

4. Recycle all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035.

5. Reduce potable water use per capita by 22% by 2025 and 25% by 2035:

Offer incentives for water conservation features, including drought tolerant

landscaping, permeable materials in standard parkway design guidelines,

street trees, infiltration, greywater, and water-saving plumbing.

6. Close oil and gas wells and injection wells near aquifers as a top priority.

7. Create a Master Plan to develop the full potential of integrated water

management to infiltrate the ground and recharge aquifers; support

reforestation and restoration of watershed ecosystems; conserve and protect

groundwater resources, and clean up creeks, streams, and estuaries.

8. Support Santa Clara River Loop Trail and Ventura River Trail Development

Economic Vitality:

1. Agricultural Diversification should include reference to regenerative

practices to create biodiversity with opportunities for community members to

visit farms.

2. Small Business Promotion. Support approval of caretaker residential space

on business property to reduce VMT and more financial strength for small

businesses.

3. Green Economy. Prioritize youth and immigrants for workforce

development in industries that promote and enhance environmental

sustainability, including GHG reductions, climate adaptation, resiliency and

local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution, including solar

power, wind power, wave energy, regenerative organic farming and value-

added agriculture-related activities, and other appropriate renewable sources.

4. Maritime Economy. Facilitate a sustainable maritime economy using
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restorative aquaculture techniques that restore ocean health and biodiversity

while reviving pre-human fisheries abundance. For example, restore sand-

bottom kelp forests and increase kelp forests with flexible floating fishing reefs

where the seafloor is otherwise too deep for kelp.

5. Promote Fire-Resistant Infill and Revitalization. Encourage infill

development that serves as firebreak rather than as additional fuel for

wildfires.

6. Create a Collaborative Structure for Innovation for a Resilient Future. The

structure should be able to make decisions and create a way forward for

zoning, building and materials and environmental health to allow options for a

resilient future, include government officials, innovators and public as

described in submissions from Sustainable Living Research Initiative.

7. Parking Infrastructure. Develop parking policies to reduce single occupancy

trips associated with employees and business activity to reduce Vehicle Miles

Traveled.

8. Master Plan for Distributed Energy Resources and Community Microgrids.

Prepare a map of siting options for renewable energy generation and storage

facilities and coordinate the identification of financing options for renewable

energy resource development, including solar, wind, wave, storage and

community microgrids both in front of and behind the meter.

In summary, with the accelerating tipping points, we cannot go half-way in our

vision. We need extraordinary courage to set goals we can hang our hopes

and efforts on. We want completeness and clarity so we can see how the

emissions reduction plan adds up. We want respect for climate science to tell

us the truth. We want more ambition. A 2016 decision of the state legislature

in SB32 is just not good enough as a goal. We want to see a systematic plan

that will assure carbon neutrality no later than 2045.

You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you in the attached PDF.

Thank you,

Christopher Tull

Sent via Action Network, a free online toolset anyone can use to

organize. Click here to sign up and get started building an email list

and creating online actions today.
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Action Network is an open platform that empowers individuals and groups to organize for progressive causes. We encourage

responsible activism, and do not support using the platform to take unlawful or other improper action. We do not control or endorse the

conduct of users and make no representations of any kind about them.

You can unsubscribe or update your email address or change your name and address by changing your subscription preferences here.



Ventura County Board of Supervisors ,

206 people have signed a petition on Action Network telling you to Petition to VC Supervisors and
Planners about VC2040 Draft General Plan and EIR.

Here is the petition they signed:

With worsening climate change impacts, we reiterate and amplify the concerns the people
expressed in January of last year about “climate change and GHGs, and the effects of
continued oil and gas extraction including secondary effects related to climate change, air
quality, water quality, water supply, traffic, noise, odors, aesthetics, and hazards.” 

Our county is warming faster than any other in the nation, our ocean is becoming more hostile
to marine life, our last drought was the most intense and lasted longest, and our history of
costly floods will be dwarfed when future atmospheric rivers pour over our valleys. Our house
is on fire. We need a thorough plan and environmental impacts analysis based on the latest
science.

Ventura County’s plan matters. Our larger cities are making climate action plans and look for
your example of leadership. The environmental impact from what we do to mitigate climate
impacts at the global scale is profoundly influential in trying to stop runaway climate change.
This is explained in a new report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator about
the role of the State of California in the world. Ventura County as a local government hit
hardest by climate impacts must step up and meet serious goals. “Insights about California’s
climate policies are at the forefront of global efforts to battle climate change. The state’s
leadership and success so far have helped maintain momentum despite political headwinds. If
California faltered, global efforts to reduce GHG emissions would be dealt a major setback.
Meanwhile, the severe risks from runaway global warming are becoming more tangible as the
state suffers from wildfires supercharged by climate change.” 

A. Four Overall Comments:

We are grateful for the expertise at the law firm of Shute, Mihaly and Wineberger retained by
CFROG regarding CEQA. We have appreciated their past comments. We join them in
continuing to request the following: 

1.	Count ALL GHGs that result from activity in our county: Count all burning of oil and gas
originating in our county and count all fugitive methane from wells in our county and from
methane entering our county that was not counted at the jurisdiction of origin. Do the math on
the GHG footprint for heavy exports. We want to mitigate our fair share of all climate impacts
from activities within Ventura County. We have to know what they are. Worrying about double
counting is not acceptable. Just worry that you haven’t counted every cause of climate
impacts that we are morally and legally responsible to mitigate with a comprehensive
inventory and a systematic plan. 

2.	Use the latest science to calculate GWP of methane: The global warming potential of GWP
is nearly 40 percent greater than what you are using. The International Panel on Climate
Change states that over a 20 year period, methane has a GWP of 84 compared to carbon
dioxide (up from their previous estimate of 72). The US EPA estimates it at 87 and recent
scientific experts put the estimate at 96. We must know the true environmental impact of



methane emissions. A complete and scientifically valid GHG inventory is required for a CEQA-
compliant Climate Action Plan. 

3.	Use the emissions reduction goal from Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-18-55 “to
achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than 2045, and achieve and
maintain net negative emissions thereafter. This goal is in addition to the existing statewide
targets of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.” It is an inadequate compromise, but not as
much as the SB 32 goal of 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. City of LA plans to stay within a
net zero carbon budget between now and 2045. The proposed GHG reductions in the VC2040
Draft of 41 percent below 2015 levels by 2030, 61 percent by 2040, and 80 percent by 2050
are not ambitious enough for us to do our part to mitigate the climate chaos happening faster
than scientists have predicted. 

4.	Policies and programs must meet the goal: It does not take an in-depth analysis to see that
this plan will not achieve the 2030 goal of 40% reduction in GHGs below 1990 levels. A new
report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator shows that the State of California
will fall short of that goal by at least 15 and as much as 45 MMT CO2e. We have and continue
to advocate for a goal aligned with Governor Brown’s Executive Order to achieve carbon
neutrality as soon as possible and no later than 2045.

B. Some Comments about Impacts and Mitigation

The environmental impacts that concern us are those resulting from governments not making
and carrying out plans to mitigate climate change. Your draft analysis does not include most of
them. Table B in the Executive Summary is not even half finished. Some of the more serious
impacts are missing from the draft analysis. Here are a few of our concerns:

1.	Aesthetics, Scenic Resources and Light Pollution and Agriculture and Forest Resources:
Mitigation programs are needed to protect our resources from degradation from significant
climate impacts. The loss of soil in particular is associated with the downfall of civilizations. 

2.	Air Quality: The emissions impacts from exceeding criteria pollutant thresholds and also
greenhouse gases seem significant and can be mitigated.

3.	Biological Resources: The new implementation program is a good start to “update the Initial
Study Assessment Guidelines, Biological Resources Assessment report criteria and evaluate
discretionary development that could potentially impact sensitive biological resources”. Two
kinds of impacts are missing. 1) Climate Change. A major mitigation is the restoration of
wetlands which should be at a 2:1 or greater ratio. Stormwater management is another
mitigation that reverses the loss of vegetation from drought and floods and supports the
restoration of all of the indigenous biology that makes an ecosystem function to maintain the
small water cycles. 2) Toxic Pesticide and Herbicide Use and Drift. This must be part of the
agenda of a Program for Protection of Sensitive Biological Resources to promulgate the
mitigations provided by Integrated Pest Management. Pest management policy must align with
the recommendations of the California Department of Pesticide Regulation Roadmap for
Integrated Pest Management some of which have climate mitigation co-benefits.

4.	Energy: We want a workshop to learn how it is deemed less than significant to allow
wasteful. Inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources. 

5.	Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The climate change impacts are so dire that the mitigations
need to be benchmarked to be achieved before it is too late to reverse runaway climate chaos.



At minimum we demand a systematic plan for decarbonization of county facilities and
electrification of the transportation system. 

6.	Hazards, Hazardous Materials, and Wildfire: The impacts of toxic explosions, leaks, and
spills and the drift of regulated materials and the ignorance of the public about toxic impacts
must be addressed where feasible through mitigations that regulate the use and transport of
hazardous materials. We have recommended feasible mitigations for people being exposed to
the risk of wildfires that have not been accepted by decision-makers. 

7.	Hydrology and Water Quality: Impacts from climate change and poor land management
have have led to grave threats to water supply and water quality. These are highly significant--
ground water overdraft, overuse and degradation of water quality, erosion, flooding, and
siltation. (Impact 4.10-12) The failure to restore small water cycles to keep stormwater in the
uplands and maintain forest health is one of the most serious impacts being mitigated in many
places through a paradigm shift about stormwater management. Mitigation is essential--water
is life. It requires an integrated water management plan that involves every sector working on
every mitigation of which we are aware.

8.	Land Use and Planning We want an analysis of incompatible land uses and new
development with negative health implications. Closing wells near sensitive sites is a
mitigation. Environmental Justice is not examined in the draft EIR. 

9.	Mineral and Petroleum Resources: We want an analysis of the impact of the scenario in
which wells have been put on hold and the operator cannot close the wells for lack of funds.
We have no choice. The wells must be closed properly. Fields must be restored to functioning
ecosystems to help mitigate climate change impacts. We need insurance as well as bigger
bonds.

10.	Traffic and Transportation: Tailpipe emissions is an extremely significant environmental
impact. The mitigation aimed for in the CTM-C: Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) Reduction
Program needs assurances of effectiveness via a clear description of what “conditions warrant
providing additional mitigations and programs”? This is far too vague to be a mitigation for this
significant impact. We have no alternative but to reliably cut GHGs in the transportation sector.

11.	Utilities: Failure to develop wholesale and commercial scale renewable energy generation
and microgrids is a significant environmental impact because it has forced us to have to get
our electricity from fossil fuels via transmission lines that spark wildfires. Community
microgrids are a feasible mitigation.

12.	Waste Management: Failure to properly manage waste has a highly significant
environmental impact, especially when it produces methane super-emitter landfills that is
driving climate change, but also the failure to reuse and recycle consumer goods and the
materials and equipment discarded by commercial enterprises. We need a more
comprehensive approach for mitigation of these impacts.

C. The following policy recommendations for the Draft Plan could help the Plan achieve the
GHG reduction goals to mitigate climate change impacts and help the EIR be more relevant to
the climate crisis. 

Land Use and Community Character: We endorse the comments submitted by Bruce Smith to
more firmly assure preservation of agricultural land and open space. We point out the lack of
analysis of Environmental Justice policy issues.



Circulation, Transportation, and Mobility: 
1.	No overriding considerations should allow a project to NOT reduce VMT unless all of the
vehicles have zero emissions that will use the proposed project. 
2.	CTM 3-9 to widen SR 118 has a significant environmental impact.
3.	Benchmarks to reduce VMT need to be more clear and the plan needs a review with public
input every two years until 2028 and then no longer than every five years. 
4.	Parking programs should be included in ways that reduce single-occupancy car trips.

Public Facilities, Services, and Infrastructure:
1.	Enroll residents in a program to reduce CO2 emissions in their neighborhoods. Ex: Cool
Block or Transition Streets. 
2.	PFS 2.1 must be revised to say include rather than encourage ‘Sustainable Plans and
Operations’ in order to be considered a mitigation of climate change impacts from greenhouse
gas emissions. 
3.	Policy PFS 7.1 should be revised to delete the need for access to gas. The environmental
impact from use of natural gas requires carbonizing buildings beginning with no gas
connections to new residences . It is therefore contradictory to ensure access to gas. 
4.	Local renewable energy generation must be part of the mitigation plan for reducing
transmission facility fire hazard risk. This is not the same as “Smart Grid Technology”. You
need experts who know the cutting edge of this field to help write coherent policy on this topic.
5.	Zero Waste The County shall achieve zero waste (via a suite of policies to reduce, reuse,
and recycle) with no organic waste going to landfills by 2023
6.	Zero Waste Policy for Meetings and Events Design and implement a zero waste policy for
meetings and events sponsored or permitted by the County to minimize waste and rescue
surplus edible food
7.	Compostable Take-Out Foodware Require that take-out foodware be made with material
compostable in solid waste processing facilities within 60 days
8.	Reduce Solid Waste by Phasing Out Single-Use Plastic Evaluate how to best reduce solid
waste generation per capita by at least 15% by 2030 including phasing out single-use plastics
including but not limited to plastic straws, plastic utensils, plastic take-out containers, and
expanded polystyrene
9.	Ban Expanded Polystyrene

Conservation and Open Space: 
1.	Reduce oil and gas production by 40% by 2025 via higher monitoring standards and 2500 ft
buffer zones near sensitive sites; reduce production to zero by no later than 2040.
2.	Phase-Out of Oil and Gas Production The County shall prohibit new drilling and shall
regulate existing wells to assure steady closing of wells beginning near residential and
commercial areas.
3.	Maintain Policy COS-7.8 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all newly
permitted discretionary oil wells are required to collect gases and use or remove them for sale
or proper disposal instead of flaring or venting. Flaring should be allowed only in cases of
emergency or for testing purposes.
4.	Maintain Policy COS-7.7 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all newly
permitted discretionary oil wells are required to convey oil and produced water via pipelines
instead of trucking. 
5.	Detect and curb methane emissions from “super-emitter” sites as identified by NASA.
6.	Tax oil and gas production, and related uncaptured methane to raise the needed revenues
to fund urgent climate programs to replace high-emission vehicles with a priority on trucking
and freight companies, fishing businesses, general contractors and K-12 schools. 
7.	Require a fully accountable performance bond for all new wells to cover cost of closure Cite



LAT article (maybe put on website and link to it).
8.	Establish an insurance fund that oil and gas producers contribute to that will cover accidents
and closing wells if the producer goes bankrupt.
9.	Ban gas-fueled lawn and garden equipment. (Ex: City of Ojai)
10.	Accelerate capture of legacy HFCs Enlist the public and private to find and destroy existing
stocks of HFC’s (refrigerant gases with extremely high Global Warming Potential).
11.	Develop and adopt building codes based on best practices for use of low embodied carbon
concrete and set targets for use of low GHG concrete alternatives. Ex: Bay Area Air Quality
Management District and King Co, WA.
12.	Encourage climate-safe and climate-resilient development through zoning reform and
removal of limits on height, density, and minimum parking requirements to enable and
promote walkability and a mix of uses for homes and businesses, parks and transit.
13.	Create a master local clean energy siting and funding plan for wholesale distributed solar
energy plus storage in commercial scale projects producing energy needs by 2030.
14.	Provide energy efficiency benchmarking and rebates for low-income housing and renters
as well as low-interest loans for small businesses to reduce energy use; assist owners of
existing buildings to switch from natural gas to electricity.
15.	Prepare sustainable building, siting, landscaping and passive heating and cooling practice
guidelines, with a priority on low-income housing, that reduce consumption of non-renewable
resources and that include climate and fire-safety in pre-approved plans.
16.	Energy Efficiency to Reduce Electricity Use Use Energy Efficiency to Deliver 15% of
Projected Needs for electricity in the county by 2023; and 30% by 2030.
17.	Efficiency Building Standards for Retrofits Prioritize energy and water efficiency building
standards and work to retrofit existing buildings.
18.	Decarbonize County Buildings Develop a county building electrification plan eliminating
natural gas use in County-owned facilities.
19.	Decarbonize All Building Types Develop an electrification plan with goals for GHG emission
reductions through renewable energy that evaluates and prioritizes programs for local solar,
energy storage and demand response (DR) that disconnects all buildings from gas service by
2050. Include incentives for deep retrofits of inefficient buildings.

Agriculture: 
1.	Integrated Pest Management where toxic pesticides are a last resort. Create a program that
promotes the principles (systems approach, building trust, and effective communication) and
pursues the recommendations of the Roadmap for Integrated Pest Management from the
University of California and CA Department of Pesticide Regulation. Environmental impacts
from toxic pesticides are not described in the Background Report. The Roadmap to an
Organic California Policy Report by CCOF Foundation offers information for mitigations and
climate action. A workshop is needed.
2.	Inorganic Nitrogen Based Fertilizers Set benchmarks for reducing use of inorganic N
fertilizer and encourage optimized use of organic and inorganic fertilizer for greatest efficiency
in closed nutrient cycles, monitor for nutrient runoff from fields and encourage the use of cover
crops and green manure crops to reduce or avoid nitrous oxide (N2O) emissions and nutrient
runoff.
3.	Diversified Cropping Systems Encourage farmers to include 1 – 5% of beneficial insect
attracting plants in a planted crop, and other methods, such as crop rotation, perennial mowed
cover crop in orchards, and integrating multiple species or varieties to enhance the biological
and economic stability by spreading economic risk and buffering against pest invasions and
extreme weather events, and increase carbon sequestration.
4.	Reward Regenerative Farmers with Digestate and Compost from Food Waste Research
feasibility of a program for composting food waste for use by farmers and landscapers who
use regenerative practices that sequester certified amounts of CO2.



Water Resources: 
1.	At least 30,000 acre-feet per year must come from storm water capture by 2035
2.	All rainfall must be retained onsite in soil and reservoirs.
3.	Slow It. Spread It. Sink It! The County shall enforce Best Management Practices (BMP) and
Low Impact Development (LID) for new developments.
4.	Recycle all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035.
5.	Reduce potable water use per capita by 22% by 2025 and 25% by 2035: Offer incentives for
water conservation features, including drought tolerant landscaping, permeable materials in
standard parkway design guidelines, street trees, infiltration, greywater, and water-saving
plumbing.
6.	Close oil and gas wells and injection wells near aquifers as a top priority.
7.	Create a Master Plan to develop the full potential of integrated water management to
infiltrate the ground and recharge aquifers; support reforestation and restoration of watershed
ecosystems; conserve and protect groundwater resources, and clean up creeks, streams, and
estuaries.
8.	Support Santa Clara River Loop Trail and Ventura River Trail Development

Economic Vitality:
1.	Agricultural Diversification should include reference to regenerative practices to create
biodiversity with opportunities for community members to visit farms. 
2.	Small Business Promotion. Support approval of caretaker residential space on business
property to reduce VMT and more financial strength for small businesses. 
3.	Green Economy. Prioritize youth and immigrants for workforce development in industries
that promote and enhance environmental sustainability, including GHG reductions, climate
adaptation, resiliency and local renewable energy generation, storage and distribution,
including solar power, wind power, wave energy, regenerative organic farming and value-
added agriculture-related activities, and other appropriate renewable sources. 
4.	Maritime Economy. Facilitate a sustainable maritime economy using restorative aquaculture
techniques that restore ocean health and biodiversity while reviving pre-human fisheries
abundance. For example, restore sand-bottom kelp forests and increase kelp forests with
flexible floating fishing reefs where the seafloor is otherwise too deep for kelp.
5.	Promote Fire-Resistant Infill and Revitalization. Encourage infill development that serves as
firebreak rather than as additional fuel for wildfires. 
6.	Create a Collaborative Structure for Innovation for a Resilient Future. The structure should
be able to make decisions and create a way forward for zoning, building and materials and
environmental health to allow options for a resilient future, include government officials,
innovators and public as described in submissions from Sustainable Living Research Initiative.
7.	Parking Infrastructure. Develop parking policies to reduce single occupancy trips associated
with employees and business activity to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled.
8.	Master Plan for Distributed Energy Resources and Community Microgrids. Prepare a map of
siting options for renewable energy generation and storage facilities and coordinate the
identification of financing options for renewable energy resource development, including solar,
wind, wave, storage and community microgrids both in front of and behind the meter.

In summary, with the accelerating tipping points, we cannot go half-way in our vision. We need
extraordinary courage to set goals we can hang our hopes and efforts on. We want
completeness and clarity so we can see how the emissions reduction plan adds up. We want
respect for climate science to tell us the truth. We want more ambition. A 2016 decision of the
state legislature in SB32 is just not good enough as a goal. We want to see a systematic plan
that will assure carbon neutrality no later than 2045.



You can view each petition signer and the comments they left you below.

Thank you,

Christopher Tull

1. Andrew Abate (ZIP code: 93001)

2. Adam Kaiserman (ZIP code: 93001)

3. Allen Pobirs (ZIP code: 93004)

4. Ally Gialketsis (ZIP code: 93003)

5. Noah Aist (ZIP code: 93004)

6. Alexander Verharen (ZIP code: 93001)

7. Allison Maires (ZIP code: 93003)
Climate Change needs to be our county’s top priority, we are in jeopardy.  Please have it figure
prominently in the General Plan.

8. Emiliano Amaro (ZIP code: 93036)

9. Alli Fish (ZIP code: 93001)

10. Andrew Ellison (ZIP code: 93023)

11. Angela Romero (ZIP code: 93003)

12. Annette Halpern (ZIP code: 93004)

13. Arnett   Smithson (ZIP code: 93004)

14. Ellen Smith (ZIP code: 93010)
I support this petition!

15. Rebecka  Hutchins (ZIP code: 92701)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 



Sincerely,

Rebecka

16. Barbara Leighton (ZIP code: 91320)

17. Ben Werner (ZIP code: 93101)

18. elizabeth shipley (ZIP code: 93041)

19. Bryan Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Bryan

20. Luis Campa (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely, 

Luis

21. Jeannette Welling (ZIP code: 91362)

22. brian  rasnow (ZIP code: 91320)
We need to follow the science and not discount the future for short term, unsustainable, rewards.

23. Brigid Morales (ZIP code: 93003)

24. Cesar Vega  (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 

Sincerely, 

Cesar



25. Candie Lange (ZIP code: 93022)

26. Carol Hart (ZIP code: 93001)

27. Catherine Forbes (ZIP code: 92374)

28. Charles Myers (ZIP code: 93022)

29. Anthony Krzywicki (ZIP code: 93001)

30. Chelsea Sutula (ZIP code: 93023)
we need to do better

31. Christina Pasetta (ZIP code: 90405)
-CARBON NEUTRAL 2028
-INDEPENDENT EIR 
-ACCEPT AND SUPPORT CFROG AND SURFRIDER POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

32. Charmaine Feria (ZIP code: 9303e)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Charmaine

33. Christine Johnston (ZIP code: 93015)

34. Claire Williams (ZIP code: 91301)

35. Christopher Tull (ZIP code: 93036)

36. Denice Avila (ZIP code: 93012)

37. Craig  Juan  (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely

38. David Gilbertson (ZIP code: 93012)



The VC General Plan must identify specific actions to address the impacts of our Climate Crisis.  The
current draft General Plan lacks specific measurable actions to reduce GHG emissions.

I support this petition and its recommendations.

39. Dee Reid (ZIP code: 93023)

40. Cheryl Dilks (ZIP code: 93035)

41. Daniel Jordan, PhD (ZIP code: 93035)

42. DANIEL TWEDT (ZIP code: 91360)
As a CERT-trained Extra Class Amateur Radio Operator, (KK6VDR) I believe we can recruit Ventura
County's Hams into finding various Citizen Science Initiatives to assist with the regenerative steps we
need to save our shared biosphere.

43. Douglas Johannes (ZIP code: 93004)

44. Dulce
Satterfield (ZIP code: 93041)

45. Doug  DuBois (ZIP code: 93001)

46. liz lamar (ZIP code: 93033)

47. Elisha Borcena (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Elisha

48. Elizabeth Rice (ZIP code: 93010)

49. Elizabeth  Billiot (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth



50. Erica Ramirez (ZIP code: 93003)

51. Pat Browne (ZIP code: 93012)

52. Emma Aist  (ZIP code: 93004)

53. Amber Bassett (ZIP code: 93003)
It is absolutely crucial that all efforts to create carbon neutral communities happens before 2045. Our
climate in particular is affected by this.

54. Erlinda Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Erlinda

55. Erlinda Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about climate change and it's effects on global warming. 

Thank you, 

Erlinda

56. Faith  Grant (ZIP code: 91361)
We need to have strong climate policies in Ventura.  It's going to take major changes to even slow
down climate change. Please listen to the electorate and endorse strong climate policies.

57. Jennifer Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer

58. Fiona Bremner (ZIP code: 93003)

59. Judith  Wilson  (ZIP code: 93003 )



60. Gabriel  Sandosham (ZIP code: 95112)

61. Gael Belden  (ZIP code: 93023)

62. Geoffrey Dann (ZIP code: 93003)
The county must plan to mitigate the effects of climate change and help slow or reverse climate
change. We should set an example for the rest of the country.

63. Gordon Clint (ZIP code: 91320)

64. gail hubbs (ZIP code: 91320)

65. George Vye (ZIP code: 93004)

66. Ashley  Basquez (ZIP code: 93012)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 
Please take care of our Climate Change Challenges for our future children and their children’s
children. Our land is so precious. We are the 5th richest county in Southern California and can make
a positive impact. 

Sincerely,
Ash

67. grant marcus (ZIP code: 93001)

68. Gene Fox (ZIP code: 93004)

69. Gwen Bell (ZIP code: 93023)

70. Helen Dziadulewicz (ZIP code: 93010)

71. Leicy  Grace (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about climate change and it's effects on global warming. 

Thank you, 

Leicy

72. Michelle Cabrera (ZIP code: 93001)

73. Jack Weber (ZIP code: 93023)
Climate policy must be a priority; cease all fossil fuels and witch to renewables and make biking more
safe! Thank you...



74. Jackson Piper (ZIP code: 91320)
This general plan will shape how development occurs in Ventura County in the near future and will
affect the lives of County residents beyond the timeframe of the plan. It is essential that the plan
acknowledges and does everything possible to prepare Ventura County and its residents for the
dangers that we face due to climate change - whether or not some of our fellow residents wish to
acknowledge that danger or our agency as a society in working to minimize its impact. Please
improve upon the Draft General Plan by incorporating the suggestions of the Climate Hub into the
final document, so that Ventura County and its residents can more effectively protect this place that is
special to all of us.

75. Judy Duerr (ZIP code: 93004-1228)

76. Jaira Farala (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jaira

77. James Brehm (ZIP code: 93001)

78. Janet Sager Knott (ZIP code: 93023)

79. Jan Dietrick (ZIP code: 93001)

80. Jeff  Otterbein  (ZIP code: 93023)

81. Jennaci Feria (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennaci

82. Jenny Pandol (ZIP code: 93001)

83. Jamee Faral (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 



Sincerely, 

Jamee

84. Jonathan  Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan

85. Jeff Farin (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff

86. James Merrill (ZIP code: 93033-7965)

87. James Whitney (ZIP code: 93001-1491)
We need to act now, the climate will not take a time out for us to mull it over.

88. Joyce McIntire (ZIP code: 91320)

89. Jimmy Vasquez (ZIP code: 93003)

90. Karen Trowbridge (ZIP code: 93035)
We need to do everything possible to divert the impact of climate change or rather climate crisis here
in Ventura County?  We must act now!!!!

91. Joan Nygren (ZIP code: 93023)
We all need to take this seriously

92. Joe Connett (ZIP code: 93001)
Addressing climate change must be a priority!

93. John Brooks (ZIP code: 93022)
The climate action plan must be clear, drastic and enforceable.



94. Jon Wilk (ZIP code: 93023)

95. Jennie  Altice (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Jennie

96. Josie  Sabalerio (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Josie

97. Karen Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Karen

98. Karen Farin (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Karen

99. Karen  Sher  (ZIP code: 93012)

100. Karina Kaye (ZIP code: 93035)

101. Kate Higgins (ZIP code: 93004)
Vote Kim Stephenson for Cty Supervisor, District 3

102. Kathleen Wheeler (ZIP code: 93003)



103. Kaysha  Farala (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Kaysha

104. Keith Nieves (ZIP code: 93001)

105. Kristen Kessler (ZIP code: 93004)

106. Katharine Merrill (ZIP code: 93033-7965)
We need to create a climate plan that is grounded in good science, and that means counting all the
green house gas emissions from all sources.

107. Katherine Mack (ZIP code: 03023)

108. Kathleen Nolan (ZIP code: 93023)

109. Layla White (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Layla

110. Krystal Anderson (ZIP code: 92071)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Krystal

111. Diana Kubilos (ZIP code: 93004)

112. Kevin Ward (ZIP code: 93036)
The time is now for transitioning to non-fossil fuel products, all of them.
Solar, permaculture and voting for Bernie is a good defense against global warming already evident in
fires, floods and, like Coronavirus, microbes. Any delay will make the US complicit with chosen



extinction. Think Green New Deal or nada.

113. Kristofer  Young  (ZIP code: 93023)
The climate portions of the general plan lacks specific, critical goals and mechanisms to ensure
achieving them. We do not have time to waste.

114. Kyle Pobirs (ZIP code: 93004)

115. Lauren Mendez (ZIP code: 93030)

116. Lorren Carter (ZIP code: 92064)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Global warming is happening right now we would like for you to consider our climate solutions, so we
can live and breathe in a healthier and cleaner environment. 

Sincerely, 

Starsha

117. LeeAnne Christensen (ZIP code: 93021)

118. Leopoldo Lopez (ZIP code: 93003)

119. Leslie Purcell (ZIP code: 93001)

120. Yusef Kilea (ZIP code: 93035)

121. Liz Campos (ZIP code: 93002)

122. Sio Arden (ZIP code: 9303p)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Sio

123. Willard Lubka (ZIP code: 91362)

124. Lupe Anguiano (ZIP code: 93033-3449)
I continue expressing strong support for the recommendations made by CFROG and Climate Hub to
the Ventura Country’s 2040 DraftvGeneral Plan and EIR.

125. Madalitso Kalinde (ZIP code: 2461)



Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Madalitso

126. Mary Ann Krause (ZIP code: 93060)

127. Mary Nelson (ZIP code: 93036)
It is way past time to take action. Step up!

128. Maria Ornelas (ZIP code: 91320)

129. Marlena  Roberts  (ZIP code: 93041)

130. Marlene Breitenbach  (ZIP code: 93035)

131. Martha Wolter (ZIP code: 93001)

132. Martha Fellows (ZIP code: 93023)

133. Martha Martinez-Bravo (ZIP code: 93012)

134. Meridel Carson (ZIP code: 93041)

135. Merrill  Berge (ZIP code: 93010)
Since the General Plan process began we have seen horrific wildfires, sea level rise reports and been
designated the warmest county in the lower 48. The next 20 years will only increase the impacts of
climate change...Ventura County's General Plan must address this new reality with measurable,
actionable policies that reduce our carbon emissions right here and right now.

136. Michele Burns (ZIP code: 93004)

137. Michelle Ellison (ZIP code: 93023)

138. Mina Nichols (ZIP code: 93036)
The good news is: if we admit that humans influence the weather, it's just a matter of time before we
control the weather.

139. Mary Stanistreet (ZIP code: 93003)

140. Kari Aist (ZIP code: 93004)



141. Monica Gray (ZIP code: 93001)

142. Steven Nash (ZIP code: 93036)
Climate change must have primacy above all other significant impacts.

143. Dee Kiana Laborte (ZIP code: 93010)

144. Tim Nafziger (ZIP code: 93022)
Ventura County needs a robust climate component of our new general plan.

145. Nancy Merrick (ZIP code: 93003-242-)

146. norma gochin (ZIP code: 91362)
We need to address climate change, and we need to address it now.  Our planet will not survive if we
don't make plane immediately.

147. Nicolette Walker-Itza (ZIP code: 93023-2230)

148. Jaclyn Fillingame (ZIP code: 93060)

149. Nancy Tamarin (ZIP code: 91362-3212)

150. Denise Coin (ZIP code: 93001)

151. Karissa Sandoval (ZIP code: 93010)

152. Vickie Peters (ZIP code: 93023)

153. Olivia Lopez (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Olivia

154. Celia Ortenberg (ZIP code: 93030)

155. Pamela Lopez (ZIP code: 91362)

156. Pam Shellenbarger (ZIP code: 93001)

157. Paul Aist (ZIP code: 93004)



158. Margaret (Peg) Strobel (ZIP code: 93003)
The General Plan must take into account rapid, serious changes--drought and wildfires being the
most obvious--from climate change. Since agriculture  is a critical part of our economy, attention must
be paid to that industry. Also important will be funding a way to seriously reduce oil and gas
production, since it contributes to climate change.  Plans to train workers to transition to new
economic opportunities from climate-friendly industries must be planned. New and existing housing
needs to be considered (weatherization to reduce electrical use from air conditioning).  Climate
change will impact everything that county government does.

159. Phil  McGrath (ZIP code: 93010)

160. Rachelle  Feria (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please consider the impact of global warming effecting our climate and the area we live in. Please
consider our effective climate solutions that would benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Rachelle

161. Randall Edwards (ZIP code: 91362)

162. Ray Powers (ZIP code: 93023)
A thorough analysis and comprehensive climate action needs to be part of the general plan update.
What's is currently being proposed is not sufficient.

163. Ricardo  Lopez (ZIP code: 93030)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors,

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely, 

Ricardo

164. Robert Dodge (ZIP code: 93023)
Climate change and its effects are one of our greatest existential threats and we must move away
from a carbon based extractive economy as soon as possible. We urge you on behalf of the health
and wellbeing of Ventura County and all of our citizens to adopt the strongest possible environmental
protection in the Draft General Plan.

165. Ron Whitehurst (ZIP code: 93001)
We need to move to regenerative organic farming and landscaping to re-establish the small water
cycles.

166. Ron Merkord (ZIP code: 93015)
Rising CO2 levels will soon have consequences for everyone, and Ventura County will see the first of



some of these effects, like increased wildfires and rising sea levels.  We need to quit waiting for
someone else to do something about it.  Our own General Plan update is a great place to start.

167. Rominck Callo (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Romnick

168. rosemary fields (ZIP code: 93004)
Climate change affects the entire world all animals and humans.

169. Siomara Ardon (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Siomara

170. Scott eckersley (ZIP code: 93023)

171. Karen Karayan (ZIP code: 93060)
This is one of my top concerns!  I worry about our children and their children's world if we don't do as
much as we can to protect and heal our world!  Ventura County can be one of the leaders in this
effort!

172. Sarah Fleury (ZIP code: 93060)

173. Sasha Phan (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please consider taking care of our climate and reducing the effects of global warming. 

Sincerely, 

Sasha

174. Sonia Kroth (ZIP code: 93001)

175. Sharon Ray (ZIP code: 93105)

176. Starsha Farala (ZIP code: 93033)



Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change as it is currently happening. Please strongly do
something about the impact towards global warming in our environment.

Sincerely, 

Starsha Farala

177. steve nipper (ZIP code: 93023)
Because it's the right thing to do!

178. Steve Pinsky (ZIP code: 93001)

179. Kristin Storey (ZIP code: 93023)

180. Susan Williamson (ZIP code: 93023)
Get with you guys! Ventura is a coastal city! Duhhh. You need to host a climate convention to get
input on what needs to be done in VC!

181. Susan Curtis (ZIP code: 91361)

182. Francesa Gonzales (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on our
global warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 

Francesa

183. Arthur Snyder (ZIP code: 93036)
Global warming is an existential threat.

184. Paul Burke (ZIP code: 93012)

185. Tessa Salzman (ZIP code: 93001)

186. Tina Frugoli (ZIP code: 91362)

187. Catherine Myers (ZIP code: 93004)

188. theresa hartigan (ZIP code: ?93022)

189. thomas miller (ZIP code: 93004)



190. Thomas Seigner (ZIP code: 91361)
Each new climate study outlines a more dire situation than the previous study. Even if we went carbon
neutral today, future generations will still experience hardships we have not. NO MORE NEW FOSSIL
FUEL PRODUCTION IN VENTURA COUNTY.

191. Tamara Hoyt (ZIP code: 93001)
Please address the climate crisis now

192. Todd Shuman  (ZIP code: 93010)
I endorse this petition! It is time that Ventura County increase its committment to reduce GHG
emissions ...

193. Christine Samusick (ZIP code: 93001)
We need a desalination plant. Yesterday. 

Water recycling must be encouraged and accommodated. 

All styrofoam must be banned. 

This is a partial list of actions that will help Ventura through this continual drought and help ease the
burden on our landfill.  

194. Vicki  DeBear  (ZIP code: 91311)

195. Vilma  Pineda (ZIP code: 93033)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and its negative impact towards global warming.

Sincerely,

Vilma

196. Lori Bates (ZIP code: 93035)

197. Margot  Davis (ZIP code: 93001)
The planning commission, or whoever it was that drafted the DEIR ,  I don't understand how they
could have so missed the boat? I hope the board of supervisors will not miss the boat entirely and OK
this general plan update the way it stands

198. Wilson  Altice (ZIP code: 92128)
Dear Ventura County Supervisors, 

Please care about the effects of climate change and the negative impact it has been making on global
warming. Please consider our effective solutions to benefit our humanity and biodiversity. 

Sincerely, 



Wilson



Diane Diedrich 

c/o Hoffman, Vance & Worthington 

1000 S. Seaward Avenue 

Ventura, CA 93001 

February 24, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 



The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 
impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly Impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention In the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied In the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the 
DEIR, the undersigned Is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, Including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 

Diane Diedrich 



c/o Hoffman, Vance & Worthington 

1000 S. Seaward Avenue 

Ventura, CA 93001 

February 24, 2020 

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 

We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft 
General Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have 
not been properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will 
have severe impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other 
productive economic segments. 

Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We 
have owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout 
Ventura County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 

The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically 
and economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past 
attempted to identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land 
that was converting from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do 
so, no one would even quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners were that 
you can buy my property for full market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a 
project that can be built by adding double land cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced 
based on proposed policies at LAFCo. These policies were eventually not enacted due to the inability to 
purchase development rights in an economical feasible manner. This was when LAFCo was 
contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed in the 2040 General Plan is 
requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This will eliminate the 
ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must study 
these impacts, since they are not feasible. 

The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on 
increased water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, 
there is no agricultural industry. 



The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually 
impossible. These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers. The 
General Plan also requires the conversion of all farm equipment to be all electric. Again, not feasible. 
The costs to purchase new pumps, farm equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase 
operational costs to a point that the County crops will not be competitive in the open market. These 
new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied and again are not economically feasible. 

The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth 
of what has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed 
studies must be added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both 
direct and indirect impacts on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies 
need to be timely prepared. However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 

After numerous devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, 
the General Plan continues to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife 
corridor eliminates any ag operation or fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a 
major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 

The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of 
permanent bike paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very 
severe due to constant conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag 
operations, along with impacts created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and 
pet waste. The proposed mitigation measures require additional setbacks from these trails which 
renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 

In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns ofthe 
DEIR, the undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas 
production of the DEIR and related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions. In these documents there is 
a total failure to address the economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the 
requirements for this process, including but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of 
County residents. I join in the detailed comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in 
the DEIR as described in the concurrent submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators 
delivered this week to the County. 

Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We 
formally request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many 
more issues. The DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions. Then it can be recirculated. 

Sincerely, 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:36 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Ventura County General Plan Update EIR - SoCalGas Comments

Attachments: 20200227152300.pdf

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org
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From: Pezda, Jennifer <JPezda@socalgas.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:34 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Ventura County General Plan Update EIR - SoCalGas Comments

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Hi Susan,

Please find attached a PDF version of SoCalGas’ comments on the Draft EIR for the County’s General Plan Update.

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns.

Sincerely,
Jenny Pezda

Jenny Pezda, MESM | Environmental Policy Advisor | SoCalGas
Office: 213-244-4570
Cell: 213-321-8443



SoCalGas Deanna Haines

Director of Policy, Strategy and Environment

South rn California Gas Company

Strategy & Engagement
555 W. Fifth Street, GCT 21C5

Los Angeles, CA 90013

Tel: 213.244.3010

Mobile: 213.220-1121

DHaines@socalgas.com

Susan Curtis

Manager, General Plan Update Section

Ventura County Resource Management Agency, Planning Division

800 South Victoria Avenue, L#1740

Ventura, CA 93009-1740

RE: County of Ventura - Draft 2040 General Plan Update EIR

Dear Ms. Curtis,

Southern California Gas Company appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on the

Draft 2040 General Plan EIR ( DEIR ) and believes the document will provide valuable direction

for the County to pursue effective, long-term development goals, as well as enhance local

sustainability objectives. In particular, we support proposed policies that encourage beneficial

reuse of County-generated waste for energy generation. Such policies have great potential to

help reduce County GHG emissions, especially from agriculture and human waste streams.

However, SoCalGas is concerned by one of the County s proposed mitigation measures: MM

GHG-1: New Implementation HAZ-X: Prohibit Natural Gas Infrastructure in New Residential

Development:

Implementation Program HAZ-X: Prohibit Natural Gas Infrastructure in New

Residential Development-To support the proposed reach codes under COS-S, the 2040

General Plan shall include a new program in the Hazards and Safety element that

prohibits the installation of new natural gas infrastructure in new residential

construction through amendments to the Ventura County Building Code. This program

shall also be extended to include commercial building types such as offices, retail

buildings, and hotels where the use of natural gas is not critical to business operations

and contain appliances that can be feasibility substituted with electricity powered

equivalents.  (pg. 4.8-45-46).

While we support the County s attempt to reduce emissions associated with buildings, this

mitigation measure is technology-restrictive, may actually increase emissions and will limit the

County's ability to e plore other innovative approaches to achieve emissions reductions in the

future without deleveraging residents and businesses to hedge themselves against climate risks

such as wildfires and household rising energy costs.
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This type of ban would contravene California state law and policy as it relates to the availability

of natural gas as a resource for residents and to the provision of a reliable and resilient energy

supply. In addition, such a ban raises concerns under federal law.

Further, the DEIR s analysis and treatment of MM GHG-1 is legally flawed under the California

Environmental Quality Act ( CEQA ). First, the DEIR fails to consider, discuss or analyze the

environmental effects of implementing MM GFIG-1. Second, the County cannot rely on MM

GFIG-1 to mitigate GFIG impacts caused by the 2040 General Plan because MM GFIG-1 is

infeasible  under CEQA. Lastly, by finding that climate change impacts would remain

significant and unavoidable even with implementation of MMs GHG-1 through GHG-3, the

County has neglected to consider other GHG emission reduction strategies as potential

mitigation in the DEIR.

1. The DEIR Fails to Analyze the Environmental Impacts Associated with MM GHG-1

CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(1)(D) provides that, if a mitigation measure would itself

cause significant environmental impacts, those impacts must be discussed in the EIR.1 Here, the

DEIR discusses what MM GHG-1 would consist of (i.e., implementation of programs to prohibit

natural gas infrastructure in new residential development, otherwise known as  Reach Codes"),

notes that MM GHG-1 would implement Policy COS-8.6, which "will encourage zero net carbon

emissions building design, which was assumed for quantifying GHG reduction benefits of the

program", and states that implementation of a Reach Code will be predicated on a  cost-

effectiveness study" by the California Energy Commission ("CEC").2 However, the DEIR fails to

discuss the potential environmental effects from implementing a Reach Code that bans or

restricts natural gas in residential and/or commercial buildings.

Substantial evidence indicates that adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 and Reach Codes

could lead to the following significant environmental impacts under CEQA.

® Utilities and Service Systems - In the CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist,3 section

XIX. Utilities and Service Systems  asks whether proposed projects would  [rjequire or

result in the relocation or construction of new or expanded water, wastewater

treatment or storage drainage, electric power, ... facilities, the construction or relocation

of which could cause significant environmental effects."

114 Cal Code Regs. § 15126.4(a)(1)(D); see also Sacramento Old City Assn. v. Cit  Council (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d

1011,1027; Stevens v. City of Glendale (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 986); Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn., Inc.  .

Montecito Water Dist. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396, 400 (mitigation measures employed to prevent downstream

flooding associated with reservoir project may themselves have a significant environmental impact, but was not

analyzed); Gray v. Cty. of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099,1118 (EIR did not address potentially significant

impacts associated with water quality mitigation measures).

2 DEIR at 4.8-47.

3 See Governor s Office of Planning and Research, Final Adopted Text of Revisions for CEQA Guidelines,

http://resources.ca.gov/ceaa/docs/2018 CEQA FINAL TEXT 122818.pdf.
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Adoption and implementation of a Reach Code would require new buildings to either be

all-electric or, if mixed-fuel, likely subject to higher levels of energy efficiency than all¬

electric buildings. It is reasonably foreseeable that some developers will choose to

develop buildings with all-electric energy, which will increase the demand for electricity;

however, there is no analysis in the DEIR as to whether (i) the local grid has the

generating resources and capacity to meet such increased demand for electricity, or (ii)

whether the local public utility or load-serving entity has sufficient distribution or

transmission assets to provide increased service in a safe and reliable manner.4 The DEIR

fails to quantify increased electricity demand, how many additional generation,

distribution or transmission assets may be needed to facilitate this increased demand,

or how the construction or relocation of such assets could impact the environment.5

The need to substantially overbuild local power systems when natural gas is not used as

a base load means that a much greater amount of land, habitat and related physical

resources will be impacted by solar and wind generation facilities. In a scenario where

natural gas is banned across the state, new solar arrays and wind farms will need to be

fabricated, transported to, and installed throughout California at more than five times

the historical rate of deployment every year for the next 25 years.6 This deployment will

significantly impact the physical environment across California. The fabrication,

transportation and construction of the required generation facilities will also generate

GHG emissions that would have cumulative climate change impacts.

In addition, as more electric energy is utilized new transmission capacity must be

fabricated, transported to and installed throughout the state to connect with thousands

of miles of new nationwide transmission lines. Additional transmission facilities will have

significant impacts to the physical environment and result in aesthetic and potentially

cultural impacts. The fabrication, transportation, and construction of new transmission

equipment and capacity will also generate GHG emissions.

Because renewable generation is intermittent, California will also be required to

increase power storage capacity to unprecedented levels if natural gas is banned.

Additionally, California would need to dramatically increase hydropower capacity by

increasing the size of state reservoirs by as much as 100 times above current levels.

Battery storage on this scale would have significant hazardous materials, human health,

4 See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 451 ( Every public utility shall furnish and maintain such adequate, efficient, just, and

reasonable service, instrumentalities, equipment, and facilities, including telephone facilities, as defined in Section

54.1 of the Civil Code, as are necessary to promote the safety, health, comfort, and convenience of its patrons,

employees, and the public. ).

5 Cf. California Clean Energy Comm. v. City of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 208 (EIR for shopping center

lacked required energy analysis despite stating, among other things, that existing facilities were sufficient to serve

the project:  In addition, a substation, multiple utility lines (60 kV, 115 kV, and 230 kV), and gas transmission lines

exist in the area to serve the buildout of the proposed project. ).

6 Clean Air Task Force, Comments On SB 100 Joint Agency Report - Charting a Path to a 100% Clean Energy Future,

September 19, 2019, https://efilinfi.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=229800&DocumentContentld=61244

(CATE 2019).
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fire, fire suppression, and policing services, GHG emissions, and physical impacts. The

construction of new hydropower storage would similarly have significant air quality,

aquatic plant, animal and habitat, land, GHG emissions, water and hydrology, public

safety, and other impacts.

CEQA caselaw holds that EIRs must consider the effects of changes to the environment

that can result from an expansion of facilities, services, or utilities to serve the project.7

Here, DEIR Chapter 4.17 does not cross-reference MM GHG-1 and fails to discuss how

implementation of MM GHG-1 may lead to expanded facilities, services or utilities that

would be necessary in the future when a Reach Code is adopted.

o Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Impacts - Implementation of a Reach Code under MM GHG-1 is

predicated on the assumption that 100% electrified buildings are more energy-efficient

and have a smaller carbon footprint than buildings with gas-powered appliances. Yet,

multiple, independent studies demonstrate that such an assumption is not accurate.

o In May 2019, the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards

and Technology ( NIST ) published a study of the energy use, environmental

impacts, and economic performance of residential buildings using either

electricity or natural gas for space and domestic water heating. The analysis was

based on a single-family home meeting all applicable building code requirements

in Maryland. The NIST research concluded that a natural gas-heated home is

more economical, results in "lower environmental impacts across numerous

impact categories,  including lower GHG emissions, has a faster heating

response time and generates a greater level of indoor comfort than an all¬

electric residence. In particular, GHG emissions were found to be higher because

of the greater amount of fuels required to produce electricity for home use

compared with the use of natural gas equipment in a residence.8

o Although California has a larger proportion of renewable utility-scale energy

than Maryland, consistent with the NIST study the CEC has also shown that, on

average, natural gas generates substantially lower GHG emissions than electrical

building use in California. As shown below, in 2018 the CEC estimated that

electricity use in buildings produces a greater level of GHG emissions than

natural gas about 60 percent of the year in California.9 Natural gas results in

lower GHG emissions during a significant majority of all morning and evening

hours in all months, the periods of highest residential energy demand. The

significantly lower GHG emissions from natural gas use in California buildings

7 Goleta Union Sch. Dist. v. Regents ofUniv. of Cal. (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1025; El Dorado Union High Sch. Dist. v.

City of Placerville (1983) 144 Cal.App.3d 123.

8 E. O Rear, D. Webb, J. Kneifel and C. O Fallon. Gas vs electric: Heating system fuel source implications on low-

energy single-family dwelling sustainability  erformance. Journal of Building Engineering. September 2019 issue.

Full text available at https://tsapps.nist.Rov/publication/get pdf.cfm?pub id=926046.

9 CEC, Building Decarbonization, 2018 Update - Integrated Energy Policy Report, Presentation by M. Brook at June

14 2018 IEPR Workshop at 16, https://efiling.energv.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=223817.
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reflects the fact that, except during daytime hours from about March to June,

intermittent solar and wind is insufficient to meet in-state building energy

demand. When intermittent renewable energy is not available, electrical

generation is less efficient and produces a greater level of GHG emissions than

natural gas use in California buildings.

Buildings Perspective: 2019

o Other researchers have also questioned whether requiring all electric buildings

might, however unintentionally, result in higher GHG emissions. Household

energy demand tends to peak in the morning and evening hours, when residents

are preparing to leave for or returning from work, school or other activities and

when intermittent renewable power, particularly solar, is unavailable. At these

times, electric supplies must be produced from other sources, including natural

gas-fired power plants. Converting fuels, such as natural gas, to electricity to

meet home demands is less efficient than directly using natural gas. As a result, a

Stanford University researcher has estimated that when renewable power is

unavailable, such as during the evening hours, residential electricity

consumption produces three times more GHG emissions than natural gas.10

o The County cannot assume that, over time, GHG emissions from electrical

generation will be reduced during peak morning and evening periods when

natural gas is currently a lower emission energy source in the state. Recent

studies indicate that even if additional intermittent wind and solar generation

capacity is deployed, gas-fired electrical facilities will almost certainly remain

essential to stabilize the state s power grid. The gas-fired generators serving the

state, however, may be forced to increasingly operate as short-term inefficient

10 See Anthony R. Kovscek, Is a natural gas ban an  antidote to climate change ?, San Jose Mercury News (Nov. 12,

2019), https://mercurvnews-ca.newsmemorv.com/?publink=754c8d2e3 13411ac. Professor Kovscek is a member

of the Energy Resources Engineering faculty at Stanford University.
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peaker plants  which are known to emit more GHG emissions.11 Thus, it is far

from clear that an all-electric building mandate will reduce GHG emissions.

The DEIR must disclose and acknowledge potential GHG impacts that could occur from

shifting building energy use from natural gas to electric power given reasonably

foreseeable conditions in which electrical energy consumption would produce more

GHG emissions than natural gas building use.

® Energy Impacts - Under the CEQA Appendix G Checklist, a project may involve a

significant environmental impact if it would result in  wasteful  or  inefficient  energy

consumption. MM GHG-1 seeks to prohibit the installation of new natural gas

infrastructure in new residential construction. But nowhere does the DEIR discuss how

that may result in either (i) a failure to use already captured natural gas, or (ii) the

expenditure of additional energy to transport or divert natural gas elsewhere. Studies

have shown that low carbon natural gas may continue to be a viable resource in

assisting the state with reaching its climate goals, and should continue to be utilized in

typically hard to electrify thermal applications in residential, commercial and industrial

uses.12 Specifically, Renewable Natural Gas ( RNG"), or biomethane, can be produced

from biomass wastes (e.g. forest, agriculture, waste water and food and green waste)

and then processed to inject into existing pipelines. Because its production removes

more potent greenhouse gas from the air (methane) compared to what is produced

when used (carbon dioxide), R G production can be carbon negative from a lifecycle

perspective. The County cannot determine whether full electrification policies will have

unintended consequences of "wasteful" or "inefficient  energy use, without first

analyzing these impacts in the DEIR.

9 Public Health and Safety - In an era of increasingly dry and warm climates, and

increased population in the wildfire urban interface along with build out of electrical

infrastructure that could be an ignition source to serve population growth, California

wildfires are occurring at increased frequencies and severities. Each of the three

California investor-owned utilities adhere to wildfire mitigation plans ("WMP")

submitted to and approved by the California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC")  

which establish internal mechanisms and protocols for de-energization events, also

known as Public Service Power Shutoffs ("PSPS"). PG&E s most recent PSPS event

(occurring on October 6, 2019) impacted over 728,980 customers in 35 counties across

the Sacramento Valley, Sierra Foothills, North Bay, South Bay, East Bay, Central Coast,

11 See, e.g., Mark Thurber, Gas-fired generation in a high- renewables world, Stanford University

School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences and Precourt Institute for Energy Natural Gas Initiative, NGI

Research Brief (June 2018), https://ngi.stanford.edU/sites/g/files/sbivbil4406/f/NGI Brief 2018-

06 R3 Thurber.pdf.

12 Energy + Environmental Economics, Decarbonizing Pipeline Gas to Hel  Meet California s 2050 Greenhouse Gas

Reduction Goal (Jan. 2005), https://www.ethree.com/wp-

content/uploads/2017/02/E3 Decarbonizing Pipeline 01-27-2015.pdf.
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and parts of Southern California.13 Southern California Edison ( SCE )  the investor-

owned utility whose service territory includes the County   is likewise obligated to

implement PSPS protocols in certain circumstances giving risk to wildfires and has done

so on numerous occasions in 2019 and 2020. For example, on November 15-17, 2019,

SCE instituted a PSPS event that was initially estimated to impact 31,975 customers on

48 circuits across four counties (including the County), although had a much smaller

impact than originally considered.

It is evident that increasing the amount of power needed from the electrical grid, such

as by reducing the use of natural gas and increasing the use of electricity, will only

exacerbate these problems. Until that time, however, PSPS events will be the  new

norm,  both in Northern and Southern California. In addition to the large-scale

economic losses that customers suffer as a result of a PSPS event, public safety issues

can also arise due to several factors. These include loss of power at critical medical

facilities, added strain on first responder services (such as local police departments and

EMTs), loss of school days, and disruption of critical city infrastructure during emergency

responses (such as traffic lights). Although MM GHG-1 will contribute to an overloaded

grid and exacerbate the economic and safety implications from future, likely PSPS

events; the DEIR mentions none of these issues.

The County should consider how increased deployment of other technologies, such as

microgrids and energy storage projects, can help achieve decarbonization and resiliency

goals. A 2018 CEC report found that microgrid projects offer a number of  value

propositions,  including renewable energy integration, grid resiliency, and carbon

reductions.14 The CEC report concluded that microgrid projects align with the state s

Renewables Portfolio Standard and GHG reduction mandates.15 The County should

analyze the effectiveness of these mitigation options instead of a ban on natural gas.

® Impacts on Biological Resources, Water Quality and Noise Stemming From Additional

Renewable Generating Resources - As stated above, the County has not demonstrated

how adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 will impact existing electricity demand. In

other words, no evidence exists to support the notion that existing or future electricity

load could meet energy demands if natural gas infrastructure is banned for all future

residential construction. Rather, it is reasonably foreseeable that new renewable energy

resources will be needed, in addition to those required under the California Renewables

Portfolio Standard ( RPS"), to meet new building electrification policies. The CEC's 2019

California Energy Efficiency Action Plan Staff Report acknowledges that statewide

13 PG&E,  Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) Report to the CPUC Oct. 9-12, 2019 De-Energization E ent  (Oct. 25,

2019), at https://www.pge.com/pge global/common/pdfs/safetv/emergency-preparedness/natural-

disaster/wildfires/PSPS-Report-Letter-10.09.19.pdf.

14 Asmus, Peter, Adam Forni, and Laura Vogel. Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2017. Microgrid Analysis and Case Study

Report. California Energy Commission. Publication Number: CEC-500-2018-022,

https://ww2.enerKV.ca.gov/2018publications/CEC-500-2018-022/CEC-500-2018-022.pdf

15 Id. at ii.
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building electrification efforts  will seek to increase the share of renewable generation

on the electricity grid.... 16

The DEIR does not analyze how development of foreseeable additional renewable

generating resources will impact the environment. Because it is likely that the County

can determine with particularity the amount of MW or MWh that will be needed to fully

implement MM GHG-1 in years to come, an accompanying analysis of generating

resources and their potential environmental impacts must be provided. These

renewable resource facilities are known to have their own environmental impacts

associated with construction and operation, including but not limited to, impacts on

federal and California sensitive species, water quality and quantity, nearby noise

receptors, and project-related air quality impacts.

Because such commercial-scale facilities might be located outside the County does not

insulate the County from its obligation to consider the indirect environmental impacts

from MM GHG-1. Indeed,  the purpose of CEQA would be undermined if the

appropriate governmental agencies went forward without an awareness of the effects a

project will have on areas outside of the boundaries of the project area. 17 It is well-

settled that "the project area does not define the relevant environment for purposes of

CEQA when a project's environmental effects will be felt outside the project area."18

• Environmental Justice - "Environmental justice  is defined as "the fair treatment of

people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, adoption,

implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies."

Gov. Code § 65040.12(e). An Attorney General report defines "fairness" in this context

to mean that  the benefits of a healthy environment should be available to everyone,

and the burdens of pollution should not be focused on sensitive populations or on

communities that already are experiencing its adverse effects." "In addition, though

CEQA s main purpose is to evaluate whether a project may have a significant effect on

the physical environment, "human beings are an integral part of the environment."

The CEQA Guidelines state that "[ejconomic or social effects of a project may be used to

determine the significance of physical changes caused by the project. For example, if the

construction of a new freeway or rail line divides an existing community, the

construction would be the physical change, but the social effect on the community

would be the basis for determining that the effect would be significant." Here, MM

GHG-1 would require the construction of new electric infrastructure, including within

the County, to supply the electricity necessary to support a natural gas ban. This

16 California Energy Commission, 2019 Energy Efficiency Action Plan Draft Staff Report,

https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=229496.

17 Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Su ervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 369.

18 County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 of Los Angeles County v. County of Kern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544, 1582-1583.
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physical change to the environment will lead to cost increases for ratepayers, an

economic impact which must be considered under CEQA.

Before the County can adopt MM GHG-1, the DEIR must consider the impact it will have

on customer affordability and ratepayers. About 90 percent of residential energy

consumers in Southern California use natural gas for space and water heating, and

ratepayers prefer a choice in how they heat their homes and cook their food. Further,

according to a 2018 study produced by Navigant Consulting on behalf of the California

Building Industry Association, switching to all-electric appliances could cost single-family

homeowners in Southern California  over $7,200 and increase energy costs by up to

$388 per year.  Low-income customers would be the most burdened by the costs of

building electrification.

Thus, as a resulting of adopting MM GHG-1, the County will have effectively established

an unnecessary energy policy that will disproportionately impact its disadvantaged

communities. Under CEQA, the County cannot gloss over this potential impact.

Given the substantial evidence that adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 will result in

potential significant environmental impacts, the County is required to undertake proper CEQA

review of such impacts, including both the direct and indirect environmental impacts stemming

therefrom.

2. MM GHG-1 is Not "Feasible  under CEQA

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(1), an EIR must  describe feasible measures

which could minimize significant adverse impacts, including where relevant, inefficient and

unnecessary consumption of energy." "Feasible  means "capable of being accomplished in a

successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic,

environmental, legal, social, and technological factors."19 Courts do not defer to an agency s

determination that mitigation measures will work when their efficacy is not apparent and there

is no evidence in the record showing they will be effective.20 Here, there is no evidence that

MM GHG-1 is feasible as a means to mitigate GHG-related impacts associated with the 2040

General Plan. In fact, evidence demonstrates that natural gas bans are environmentally,

economically and technologically infeasible.

Intermittent Renewable Generation Inhibits Feasibility of a Natural Gas Ban

Since 2015, several studies have evaluated the results of multiple assessments of national and

California decarbonization strategies and options.21 Other studies have considered the power

19 CEQA Guidelines § 15364.

20 See, e.g., Sierra Club v. County of San Diego (2014) 231 Cal.App.4th 1152,1168; Communities for a Better Env t v.

City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 95; Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099,1116-17.

21 See, e.g., P. Loftus et al., A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios: what

do they tell us about feasibility?, WIRES Climate Change, January/February 2015,

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267875650 A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios w
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system and costs associated with relying solely on intermittent renewable power for

decarbonization, in contrast with approaches that also utilize fossil fuels with CCS or renewable

natural gas ( RIMG ).22 These studies consistently conclude that renewable generation without a

reliable baseload power source cannot achieve deep carbonization, will require installing

massive amounts of additional generation and distribution facilities, and will be unaffordable.

• Relying on variable renewable sources such as wind, hydroelectric and solar to

decarbonize will require the fabrication, installation and operation of approximately

3 to 10 times the level of solar and wind facilities that would be required if a reliable

lower-carbon energy source was also utilized.23 This overbuilding is required as

intermittent power cannot achieve its nominal nameplate capacity 100 megawatts

of solar or wind power will produce approximately 20-40 percent of capacity per

year compared with approximately 90 percent capacity rates for natural gas. Thus, a

much larger power system must be built to produce enough energy.

• As the percentage of intermittent renewable power serving a community increases,

the amount of energy that is  curtailed  or wasted because it is not produced when

needed can approach 40 percent of total generation.24 Due to the timing mismatch

between demand and the availability of solar and wind power, wind and solar would

be unable to meet about 30 percent of California s annual energy demand.25 As a

result, massive electrical power storage must be constructed, installed and operated

hat do they tell us about feasibility A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios (analysis of 17

decarbonization studies); J. Jen ins et al., Deep decarbonization of the electric power sector: insights from recent

literature, Energy Innovation Reform Project, March 2017, https://www.innovationreform.org/ p-

content/uploads/2018/02/EIRP-Deep-Decarb-Lit-Review-Jenkins-Thernstrom-March-2017.pdf (analysis of 30

decarbonization studies); S. Brick, Renewables and decarbonization: studies of California, Wisconsin and Germany,

The Electricity Journal, 2016,

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299380869 Renewables and decarbonization Studies of California

Wisconsin and Germanv/fulltext/57dcl5a408ae4e6fl8469f9d/299380869 Renewables and decarbonization St

udies of California Wisconsin and Germanv.pdf?ori in=publication detail (analysis of California, Wisconsin and

German studies); and J. Jenkins et al, Getting to zero-carbon emissions in the electric power sector, Joule, 2018,

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542435118305622 (analysis of 40 studies).

22 See, e.g., N. Sepulveda et al, The role of firm low-carbon electricity resources in deep decarbonization of power

generation, Joule, November 2018,

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S25424351183038667via%3Dihub and B. Frew at al., Flexibility

mechanisms and pathways to a highly renewable US electricity future, Energy, 2016,

https://web.stanford.edu/ roup/efmh/iacobson/Articles/Others/16-Frew-Ener v.pdf.

23 See, e.g., P. Loftus et al., A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios: what do they tell us about

feasibility?, WIRES Climate Change, January/February 2015,

https://www.research ate.net/publication/267875650 A critical review of  lobal decarbonization scenarios w

hat do they tell us about feasibility A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios and J. Jenkins et

al., Deep decarbonization of the electric power sector insights from recent literature. Energy Innovation Reform

Project, March 2017, https://www.innovationreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/EIRP-Deep-Decarb-Lit-

Review-Jenkins-Thernstrom-March-2017.pdf.

24 J. Jenkins et al, Getting to zero-carbon emissions in the electric power sector,

Joule, 2018, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542435118305622 based on

25 GATE 2019.
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to capture a community s surplus intermittent power generation. In California alone,

storing surplus generation would require batteries with an instantaneous capacity

larger than the generating capacity of the entire US electric grid.  Even assuming

battery storage costs fall dramatically to $80 per megawatt, California communities

would be required to pay about $2.9 trillion to secure the necessary power

storage.26

• To increase the reliability of intermittent renewable energy, significant new large-

scale transmission will be required to  knit together diverse wind, sun and hydro

resources  including as much as "a twenty-fold increase in US transmission capacity

and interties for very high renewable energy scenarios, according to the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory."27

8 Due to the need for overbuilding, energy storage increases, and new transmission

capacity, decarbonization using intermittent renewables without reliable low-carbon

power sources would be unattainably expensive. The cost of electricity generation in

California has been estimated to rise from about $58 per megawatt hour with 60

percent renewable generation to $389 using 80 percent renewable power, and an

astonishing $1,402 per megawatt hour at 100 percent renewable levels even

assuming that the cost of wind, solar and storage falls substantially.28 Other studies

have estimated that California communities would pay more than $1,600 per

megawatt hour using 100 percent renewable power.29

A Natural Gas Ban is Economically Infeasible for Customers

According to 2019 survey data published by the U.S. Energy Information Agency, the average

household in California currently consumes about 7 megawatt hours of energy at a cost of

approximately $1,000 ($0.14 per kilowatt hour). Published estimates indicate that California

electrical generation costs could rise by 8 to 24 times current levels with 60 percent renewable

power, higher utilization of renewables than at present. California households would also use

more electrical power over time for transportation and other needs under a 100 percent

renewable power scenario. Assuming that the average household electrical demand increases

to 10 megawatt hours per year,30 and that prices do not significantly increase until renewable

use reaches 80 to 100 percent of total generation, the average California household electric bill

26 CATF 2019.

27 CATF 2019.

28 CATF 2019.

29 J. Temple, The $2.5 trillion reason we can t rely on batteries to clean up the grid, MIT Technology Review, July

27, 2018, https://www.technologvreview.com/s/611683/the-25-trillion-reason-we-cant-relv-on-batteries-to-clean-

up-the-grid/.

30 EIA, How much electricity does an American home use? (Oct. 2, 2019),

https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=97&t=3 (explaining that in 2018, the average annual electricity

consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer was 10,972 kWh).
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would increase to about $8,000 per year at 80 percent renewable use, and to about $24,000

per year with 100 percent renewable use.

Annual cost increases of this magnitude could be expected to stimulate significant population

relocation to lower cost communities. Physical relocation, including the use of larger, high

emission vehicles, could have significant impacts on air quality, population and housing. High

household energy costs would also have significant health and safety impacts, including higher

mortality and illness rates for vulnerable populations due to the inability to heat or cool homes.

Direct relocation GHG emissions, and additional emissions that could occur from the movement

of large amounts of households to lower cost communities with higher average household

emission rates could also generate significant cumulative climate change impacts.

Higher electrical power costs could also result in the relocation, or failure to open and operate

businesses in the state and the relocation of these activities to lower cost, higher-emission

communities. As discussed in a January 2020 report by the California Legislative Analyst s

Office, California communities already have disproportionately higher energy costs than most

of the U.S. compared with marginal generation expenses. Consequently, higher costs associated

with 100 percent renewable energy could generate significant GHG impacts.

3. The DEIR Finds that GHG Impact 4.8-1 Will Remain Significant and Unavoidable, but

Does So Without Considering Other Feasible and Effecti e GHG Mitigation

Under CEQA, a lead agency may not adopt a project unless it has eliminated or substantially

lessened all significant effects on the environment, or determined that remaining significant

effects are acceptable due to overriding considerations.31 Here, the County concluded that,

with the implementation of all identified GHG mitigation measures, Impact 4.8-1 would remain

significant and unavoidable.32 However, the County cannot adopt this finding without

implementation all feasible mitigation measures.33 While it is true than  an EIR need not

analyze  every imaginable alternative or mitigation measure'..." it  must respond to specific

suggestions for mitigating a significant environmental impact unless the suggested mitigation is

facially infeasible. 34

SoCalGas urges the County to consider other GHG emission-reduction strategies that are

scalable and easier to implement, more resilient and more affordable. Specifically, the use of

renewable gases such as hydrogen and renewable natural gas (RNG), are low carbon to

negative fuels that can dramatically reduce county greenhouse gas emissions and provide

optionality and flexibility for the energy system.

31 Pub. Res. Code. § 15092(b).

32 DEIR at 4.8-49.

33 Guidelines §§ 15043(a), 15092(b).

34 Los Angeles Unified Sch. Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal. App. 4th 1019,1029; citing San Francisco

Ecology Center v. City and County of San Francisco (1975) 48 Cal.App.3d 584, 596 (EIR did not respond to School

District s sug estion that air conditioning and filtering might prove feasible means of reducing air quality impacts

under proposed plan).
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As stated in our prior comment letter for the General Plan Update (attached), RNG, or

biomethane, can be produced from a variety of waste resources (e.g. agricultural waste, forest

biomass, waste water, and landfills) and then processed to meet pipeline specifications.

Further, green hydrogen can be produced from excess solar and wind power generated when

demand is low. The hydrogen can then be stored for later use in hydrogen fueling stations, be

used for electric generation in fuel cells, and/or blended into the gas pipeline system to

decarbonize gas supply which benefits all sectors. This technology, called Power-to-Gas, has

been demonstrated in numerous pilot projects, including UC Irvine.35 36
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36

Renewable Gases Can Achieve Numerous Co-Benefits

Because most production of renewable natural gas removes methane from the air and converts

it to carbon dioxide when used, RNG production can be significantly carbon negative from a

35 UCI Samueli School of Engineering. UCI and SoCalGas Partner to Design  Advanced Energy Community. 

December 2017. Available at: https://engineerine.uci.edu/news/2017/12/uci-and-socalgas-partner-desien-

advanced-enerev-communitv

36 California Air Resources Board. LCFS Certified Pathway Carbon Intensities. February 2020. Available at:

https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/lcfs-pathwav-certified-carbon-intensities
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lifecycle perspective. Renewable gases can also achieve numerous co-benefits by helping the

energy system be more flexible and work across sectors. For example, conversion of dead trees

or other forest waste to renewable gases can dramatically reduce wildfire risks. The Power to

Gas concept that can convert excess renewable electricity to hydrogen and store it for months

instead of hours as in the case with batteries enables extension of the renewable energy for

long durations to meet demand. Finally, renewable gases can reduce greenhouse gases in hard

to decarbonize sectors such as agriculture and industry which form the economic engine of

California. As the County is aware, SoCalGas is working towards the goal of replacing 5% of our

natural gas supply with RNG by 2022, and 20% by 2030.

The CPUC is evaluating the levels of hydrogen that can be blended into the natural gas system.

Just last month, Lawrence Livermore National Labs issued a study of how California can get to

carbon neutrality by leveraging the gas pipelines and their rights-of-way to convey hydrogen

and carbon dioxide.37 In fact, the most cost-effective carbon negative solution is to convert

biomass waste to hydrogen and sequester the carbon via pipelines using the rights-of-ways of

the natural gas system. In addition, studies show that replacing roughly 16% of SoCalGas

throughput with RNG achieves the same emissions reductions as electrifying the entire building

sector by 2030.38

Inclusion of RNG as a mitigation strategy also aligns with policies already included in the Draft

General Plan. In particular, policies PFS-5.4, PFS-5.5, PFS-5.6, and COS-8.1 all support reuse of

waste resources for energy generation as well as replacement of fossil fuels with renewable

energy resources, including bioenergy. Accordingly, the use of renewable gases as a mitigation

measure seems a natural complement to these policies, whereas a ban on gas infrastructure

seems counterproductive. Therefore, we encourage the County to replace Mitigation Measure

GHG-1: Prohibit Natural Gas in New Residential Construction, with an alternative mitigation

measure that is performance-based, technology neutral and allows for flexibility in use of

renewable fuels to help achieve emissions reductions.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the DEIR and look forward to working

with the County as a valuable energy partner to achieve their environmental goals. If you have

any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out via telephone or email.

Deanna Haines

Director Policy, Strategy and Environment

37 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Getting to Neutral. January 2020. A ailable at: https://www-

gs.llnl.gov/content/assets/docs/energy/Getting to Neutral.pdf

38 Navigant Consulting, Gas Strategies for a Low-Carbon California Future (April 2018).
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Carrie Simmons <csimmons@civicspark.lgc.org>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:38 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: Fwd: FW: General Plan / EIR Comments

Attachments: image001.png

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Carrie Simmons
CivicSpark Climate Fellow
Central Coast
csimmons@civicspark.lgc.org
805-654-2834

To help protect your privacy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic
download of this picture from the Internet.

CivicSpark is a program of the Local Government Commission

www.civicspark.lgc.org

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2020 at 2:20 PM
Subject: FW: General Plan / EIR Comments
To: Carrie Simmons <csimmons@civicspark.lgc.org>

Susan Curtis l Manager

General Plan Update Section

susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
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P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509

800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740

Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning

Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org

For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Meghan McMonigle <meghancmcmonigle@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:19 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>; Bev Denicola <de.nicola@cox.net>
Subject: General Plan / EIR Comments

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

To: Susan Curtis-

County failed to evaluate mitigation measure for feasibility- 500' set back for "sensitive
receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads.

Mitigation Measure AQ-3 (Policy HAZ10-X) creates a minimum 500' set back for
"sensitive receptors" from freeways and high traffic roads. Yet the County states in the
Land Use section of the EIR that "the majority of the anticipated build out will be within
the freeway corridors."

Has the County completed a "buildout study" to ensure that the establishment of this
set back still leaves enough room for development to occur? Will this mitigation
measure be economically feasible?

Meghan Chambers McMonigle
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Meghan McMonigle

KTLA 5 Technology Segment Producer
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:47 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Petition (205 signers): Count and Mitigate Impacts of Climate Change - Comments

and Recommendations

Attachments: Petition VC2040 Draft EIR Sponsor 350 VC Climate Hub.pdf

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: 350 Ventura County Climate Hub <VCClimateHub@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:45 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>; ClerkoftheBoard, ClerkoftheBoard <ClerkoftheBoard@ventura.org>
Cc: Bennett, Steve <Steve.Bennett@ventura.org>
Subject: Petition (205 signers): Count and Mitigate Impacts of Climate Change - Comments and Recommendations

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Dear Susan Curtis,

Our policy team compiled and began sharing the attached petition five and a half days ago. Today is our
second largest day of signing with a current total of 205 from diverse sectors, mostly West Ventura County.
It would not be eight pages long if more of our intelligent recommendations from last year had been
adopted and retained by staff. The process would be more efficient and the plan more germane to the
many serious impacts of the climate and ecological crisis if you would consult with our team of topical
experts before you release the next drafts.

There could be over 500 signatures if we continue asking people to read it.

Please confirm that you received the petition and the 204 signatures and comments emailed via Action
Network.

Yours,
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Jan Dietrick, Policy Team
350 Ventura County Climate Hub
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Petition 
 

Count and Mitigate Impacts of Climate Change  

in Draft EIR and General Plan 

Comments and Recommendations 
 

To: Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
From: Jan Dietrick and 204 Signatories 

 
With worsening climate change impacts, we reiterate and amplify the concerns the 
people expressed in January of last year about “climate change and GHGs, and the 
effects of continued oil and gas extraction including secondary effects related to climate 
change, air quality, water quality, water supply, traffic, noise, odors, aesthetics, and 
hazards.” 

Our county is warming faster than any other in the nation, our ocean is becoming more 
hostile to marine life, our last drought was the most intense and lasted longest, and our 
history of costly floods will be dwarfed when future atmospheric rivers pour over our 
valleys. Our house is on fire. We need a thorough plan and environmental impacts 
analysis based on the latest science. 

Ventura County’s plan matters. Our larger cities are making climate action plans and 
look for your example of leadership. The environmental impact from what we do to 
mitigate climate impacts at the global scale is profoundly influential in trying to stop 
runaway climate change. This is explained in a new report Insights from the California 
Energy Policy Simulator about the role of the State of California in the world. Ventura 
County as a local government hit hardest by climate impacts must step up and meet 
serious goals. “Insights about California’s climate policies are at the forefront of global 
efforts to battle climate change. The state’s leadership and success so far have helped 
maintain momentum despite political headwinds. If California faltered, global efforts to 
reduce GHG emissions would be dealt a major setback. Meanwhile, the severe risks 
from runaway global warming are becoming more tangible as the state suffers from 
wildfires supercharged by climate change.” 

A. Four Overall Comments: 

We are grateful for the expertise at the law firm of Shute, Mihaly and Wineberger 
retained by CFROG regarding CEQA. We have appreciated their past comments. We 
join them in continuing to request the following: 
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1. Count ALL GHGs that result from activity in our county: Count all burning of oil and 
gas originating in our county and count all fugitive methane from wells in our county and 
from methane entering our county that was not counted at the jurisdiction of origin. Do 
the math on the GHG footprint for heavy exports. We want to mitigate our fair share of 
all climate impacts from activities within Ventura County. We have to know what they 
are. Worrying about double counting is not acceptable. Just worry that you haven’t 
counted every cause of climate impacts that we are morally and legally responsible to 
mitigate with a comprehensive inventory and a systematic plan. 

2. Use the latest science to calculate GWP of methane: The global warming potential of 
GWP is nearly 40 percent greater than what you are using. The International Panel on 
Climate Change states that over a 20 year period, methane has a GWP of 84 compared 
to carbon dioxide (up from their previous estimate of 72). The US EPA estimates it at 87 
and recent scientific experts put the estimate at 96. We must know the true 
environmental impact of methane emissions. A complete and scientifically valid GHG 
inventory is required for a CEQA-compliant Climate Action Plan. 

3. Use the emissions reduction goal from Governor Brown’s Executive Order B-18-55 
“to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible, and no later than 2045, and achieve 
and maintain net negative emissions thereafter. This goal is in addition to the existing 
statewide targets of reducing greenhouse gas emissions.” It is an inadequate 
compromise, but not as much as the SB 32 goal of 80% below 1990 levels by 2050. 
City of LA plans to stay within a net zero carbon budget between now and 2045. The 
proposed GHG reductions in the VC2040 Draft of 41 percent below 2015 levels by 
2030, 61 percent by 2040, and 80 percent by 2050 are not ambitious enough for us to 
do our part to mitigate the climate chaos happening faster than scientists have 
predicted. 

4. Policies and programs must meet the goal: It does not take an in-depth analysis to 
see that this plan will not achieve the 2030 goal of 40% reduction in GHGs below 1990 
levels. A new report Insights from the California Energy Policy Simulator shows that the 
State of California will fall short of that goal by at least 15 and as much as 45 MMT 
CO2e. We have and continue to advocate for a goal aligned with Governor Brown’s 
Executive Order to achieve carbon neutrality as soon as possible and no later than 
2045. 

B. Some Comments about Impacts and Mitigation 

The environmental impacts that concern us are those resulting from governments not 
making and carrying out plans to mitigate climate change. Your draft analysis does not 
include most of them. Table B in the Executive Summary is not even half finished. 
Some of the more serious impacts are missing from the draft analysis. Here are a few of 
our concerns: 
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1. Aesthetics, Scenic Resources and Light Pollution and Agriculture and Forest 
Resources: Mitigation programs are needed to protect our resources from degradation 
from significant climate impacts. The loss of soil in particular is associated with the 
downfall of civilizations. 

2. Air Quality: The emissions impacts from exceeding criteria pollutant thresholds and 
also greenhouse gases seem significant and can be mitigated. 

3. Biological Resources: The new implementation program is a good start to “update the 
Initial Study Assessment Guidelines, Biological Resources Assessment report criteria 
and evaluate discretionary development that could potentially impact sensitive biological 
resources”. Two kinds of impacts are missing. 1) Climate Change. A major mitigation is 
the restoration of wetlands which should be at a 2:1 or greater ratio. Stormwater 
management is another mitigation that reverses the loss of vegetation from drought and 
floods and supports the restoration of all of the indigenous biology that makes an 
ecosystem function to maintain the small water cycles. 2) Toxic Pesticide and Herbicide 
Use and Drift. This must be part of the agenda of a Program for Protection of Sensitive 
Biological Resources to promulgate the mitigations provided by Integrated Pest 
Management. Pest management policy must align with the recommendations of the 
California Department of Pesticide Regulation Roadmap for Integrated Pest 
Management some of which have climate mitigation co-benefits. 

4. Energy: We want a workshop to learn how it is deemed less than significant to allow 
wasteful. Inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy resources. 

5. Greenhouse Gas Emissions: The climate change impacts are so dire that the 
mitigations need to be benchmarked to be achieved before it is too late to reverse 
runaway climate chaos. At minimum we demand a systematic plan for decarbonization 
of county facilities and electrification of the transportation system. 

6. Hazards, Hazardous Materials, and Wildfire: The impacts of toxic explosions, leaks, 
and spills and the drift of regulated materials and the ignorance of the public about toxic 
impacts must be addressed where feasible through mitigations that regulate the use 
and transport of hazardous materials. We have recommended feasible mitigations for 
people being exposed to the risk of wildfires that have not been accepted by decision-
makers. 

7. Hydrology and Water Quality: Impacts from climate change and poor land 
management have have led to grave threats to water supply and water quality. These 
are highly significant--ground water overdraft, overuse and degradation of water quality, 
erosion, flooding, and siltation. (Impact 4.10-12) The failure to restore small water 
cycles to keep stormwater in the uplands and maintain forest health is one of the most 
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serious impacts being mitigated in many places through a paradigm shift about 
stormwater management. Mitigation is essential--water is life. It requires an integrated 
water management plan that involves every sector working on every mitigation of which 
we are aware. 

8. Land Use and Planning We want an analysis of incompatible land uses and new 
development with negative health implications. Closing wells near sensitive sites is a 
mitigation. Environmental Justice is not examined in the draft EIR. 

9. Mineral and Petroleum Resources: We want an analysis of the impact of the scenario 
in which wells have been put on hold and the operator cannot close the wells for lack of 
funds. We have no choice. The wells must be closed properly. Fields must be restored 
to functioning ecosystems to help mitigate climate change impacts. We need insurance 
as well as bigger bonds. 

10. Traffic and Transportation: Tailpipe emissions is an extremely significant 
environmental impact. The mitigation aimed for in the CTM-C: Vehicle Miles Traveled 
(VMT) Reduction Program needs assurances of effectiveness via a clear description of 
what “conditions warrant providing additional mitigations and programs”? This is far too 
vague to be a mitigation for this significant impact. We have no alternative but to reliably 
cut GHGs in the transportation sector. 

11. Utilities: Failure to develop wholesale and commercial scale renewable energy 
generation and microgrids is a significant environmental impact because it has forced 
us to have to get our electricity from fossil fuels via transmission lines that spark 
wildfires. Community microgrids are a feasible mitigation. 

12. Waste Management: Failure to properly manage waste has a highly significant 
environmental impact, especially when it produces methane super-emitter landfills that 
is driving climate change, but also the failure to reuse and recycle consumer goods and 
the materials and equipment discarded by commercial enterprises. We need a more 
comprehensive approach for mitigation of these impacts. 

C. The following policy recommendations for the Draft Plan could help the Plan achieve 
the GHG reduction goals to mitigate climate change impacts and help the EIR be more 
relevant to the climate crisis. 

Land Use and Community Character: We endorse the comments submitted by Bruce 
Smith to more firmly assure preservation of agricultural land and open space. We point 
out the lack of analysis of Environmental Justice policy issues. 
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Circulation, Transportation, and Mobility: 
1. No overriding considerations should allow a project to NOT reduce VMT unless all of 
the vehicles have zero emissions that will use the proposed project. 
2. CTM 3-9 to widen SR 118 has a significant environmental impact. 
3. Benchmarks to reduce VMT need to be more clear and the plan needs a review with 
public input every two years until 2028 and then no longer than every five years. 
4. Parking programs should be included in ways that reduce single-occupancy car trips. 

Public Facilities, Services, and Infrastructure: 
1. Enroll residents in a program to reduce CO2 emissions in their neighborhoods. Ex: 
Cool Block or Transition Streets. 
2. PFS 2.1 must be revised to say include rather than encourage ‘Sustainable Plans 
and Operations’ in order to be considered a mitigation of climate change impacts from 
greenhouse gas emissions. 
3. Policy PFS 7.1 should be revised to delete the need for access to gas. The 
environmental impact from use of natural gas requires carbonizing buildings beginning 
with no gas connections to new residences . It is therefore contradictory to ensure 
access to gas. 
4. Local renewable energy generation must be part of the mitigation plan for reducing 
transmission facility fire hazard risk. This is not the same as “Smart Grid Technology”. 
You need experts who know the cutting edge of this field to help write coherent policy 
on this topic. 
5. Zero Waste The County shall achieve zero waste (via a suite of policies to reduce, 
reuse, and recycle) with no organic waste going to landfills by 2023 
6. Zero Waste Policy for Meetings and Events Design and implement a zero waste 
policy for meetings and events sponsored or permitted by the County to minimize waste 
and rescue surplus edible food 
7. Compostable Take-Out Foodware Require that take-out foodware be made with 
material compostable in solid waste processing facilities within 60 days 
8. Reduce Solid Waste by Phasing Out Single-Use Plastic Evaluate how to best reduce 
solid waste generation per capita by at least 15% by 2030 including phasing out single-
use plastics including but not limited to plastic straws, plastic utensils, plastic take-out 
containers, and expanded polystyrene 
9. Ban Expanded Polystyrene 

Conservation and Open Space: 
1. Reduce oil and gas production by 40% by 2025 via higher monitoring standards and 
2500 ft buffer zones near sensitive sites; reduce production to zero by no later than 
2040. 
2. Phase-Out of Oil and Gas Production The County shall prohibit new drilling and shall 
regulate existing wells to assure steady closing of wells beginning near residential and 
commercial areas. 
3. Maintain Policy COS-7.8 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all 
newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to collect gases and use or remove 
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them for sale or proper disposal instead of flaring or venting. Flaring should be allowed 
only in cases of emergency or for testing purposes. 
4. Maintain Policy COS-7.7 as recommended by the Board of Supervisors, so that all 
newly permitted discretionary oil wells are required to convey oil and produced water via 
pipelines instead of trucking. 
5. Detect and curb methane emissions from “super-emitter” sites as identified by NASA. 
6. Tax oil and gas production, and related uncaptured methane to raise the needed 
revenues to fund urgent climate programs to replace high-emission vehicles with a 
priority on trucking and freight companies, fishing businesses, general contractors and 
K-12 schools. 
7. Require a fully accountable performance bond for all new wells to cover cost of 
closure Cite LAT article (maybe put on website and link to it). 
8. Establish an insurance fund that oil and gas producers contribute to that will cover 
accidents and closing wells if the producer goes bankrupt. 
9. Ban gas-fueled lawn and garden equipment. (Ex: City of Ojai) 
10. Accelerate capture of legacy HFCs Enlist the public and private to find and destroy 
existing stocks of HFC’s (refrigerant gases with extremely high Global Warming 
Potential). 
11. Develop and adopt building codes based on best practices for use of low embodied 
carbon concrete and set targets for use of low GHG concrete alternatives. Ex: Bay Area 
Air Quality Management District and King Co, WA. 
12. Encourage climate-safe and climate-resilient development through zoning reform 
and removal of limits on height, density, and minimum parking requirements to enable 
and promote walkability and a mix of uses for homes and businesses, parks and transit. 
13. Create a master local clean energy siting and funding plan for wholesale distributed 
solar energy plus storage in commercial scale projects producing energy needs by 
2030. 
14. Provide energy efficiency benchmarking and rebates for low-income housing and 
renters as well as low-interest loans for small businesses to reduce energy use; assist 
owners of existing buildings to switch from natural gas to electricity. 
15. Prepare sustainable building, siting, landscaping and passive heating and cooling 
practice guidelines, with a priority on low-income housing, that reduce consumption of 
non-renewable resources and that include climate and fire-safety in pre-approved plans. 
16. Energy Efficiency to Reduce Electricity Use Use Energy Efficiency to Deliver 15% of 
Projected Needs for electricity in the county by 2023; and 30% by 2030. 
17. Efficiency Building Standards for Retrofits Prioritize energy and water efficiency 
building standards and work to retrofit existing buildings. 
18. Decarbonize County Buildings Develop a county building electrification plan 
eliminating natural gas use in County-owned facilities. 
19. Decarbonize All Building Types Develop an electrification plan with goals for GHG 
emission reductions through renewable energy that evaluates and prioritizes programs 
for local solar, energy storage and demand response (DR) that disconnects all buildings 
from gas service by 2050. Include incentives for deep retrofits of inefficient buildings. 
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Agriculture: 
1. Integrated Pest Management where toxic pesticides are a last resort. Create a 
program that promotes the principles (systems approach, building trust, and effective 
communication) and pursues the recommendations of the Roadmap for Integrated Pest 
Management from the University of California and CA Department of Pesticide 
Regulation. Environmental impacts from toxic pesticides are not described in the 
Background Report. The Roadmap to an Organic California Policy Report by CCOF 
Foundation offers information for mitigations and climate action. A workshop is needed. 
2. Inorganic Nitrogen Based Fertilizers Set benchmarks for reducing use of inorganic N 
fertilizer and encourage optimized use of organic and inorganic fertilizer for greatest 
efficiency in closed nutrient cycles, monitor for nutrient runoff from fields and encourage 
the use of cover crops and green manure crops to reduce or avoid nitrous oxide (N2O) 
emissions and nutrient runoff. 
3. Diversified Cropping Systems Encourage farmers to include 1 – 5% of beneficial 
insect attracting plants in a planted crop, and other methods, such as crop rotation, 
perennial mowed cover crop in orchards, and integrating multiple species or varieties to 
enhance the biological and economic stability by spreading economic risk and buffering 
against pest invasions and extreme weather events, and increase carbon sequestration. 
4. Reward Regenerative Farmers with Digestate and Compost from Food Waste 
Research feasibility of a program for composting food waste for use by farmers and 
landscapers who use regenerative practices that sequester certified amounts of CO2. 

Water Resources: 
1. At least 30,000 acre-feet per year must come from storm water capture by 2035 
2. All rainfall must be retained onsite in soil and reservoirs. 
3. Slow It. Spread It. Sink It! The County shall enforce Best Management Practices 
(BMP) and Low Impact Development (LID) for new developments. 
4. Recycle all wastewater for beneficial reuse by 2035. 
5. Reduce potable water use per capita by 22% by 2025 and 25% by 2035: Offer 
incentives for water conservation features, including drought tolerant landscaping, 
permeable materials in standard parkway design guidelines, street trees, infiltration, 
greywater, and water-saving plumbing. 
6. Close oil and gas wells and injection wells near aquifers as a top priority. 
7. Create a Master Plan to develop the full potential of integrated water management to 
infiltrate the ground and recharge aquifers; support reforestation and restoration of 
watershed ecosystems; conserve and protect groundwater resources, and clean up 
creeks, streams, and estuaries. 
8. Support Santa Clara River Loop Trail and Ventura River Trail Development 
 
Economic Vitality: 
1. Agricultural Diversification should include reference to regenerative practices to 
create biodiversity with opportunities for community members to visit farms. 
2. Small Business Promotion. Support approval of caretaker residential space on 
business property to reduce VMT and more financial strength for small businesses. 
3. Green Economy. Prioritize youth and immigrants for workforce development in 
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industries that promote and enhance environmental sustainability, including GHG 
reductions, climate adaptation, resiliency and local renewable energy generation, 
storage and distribution, including solar power, wind power, wave energy, regenerative 
organic farming and value-added agriculture-related activities, and other appropriate 
renewable sources. 
4. Maritime Economy. Facilitate a sustainable maritime economy using restorative 
aquaculture techniques that restore ocean health and biodiversity while reviving pre-
human fisheries abundance. For example, restore sand-bottom kelp forests and 
increase kelp forests with flexible floating fishing reefs where the seafloor is otherwise 
too deep for kelp. 
5. Promote Fire-Resistant Infill and Revitalization. Encourage infill development that 
serves as firebreak rather than as additional fuel for wildfires. 
6. Create a Collaborative Structure for Innovation for a Resilient Future. The structure 
should be able to make decisions and create a way forward for zoning, building and 
materials and environmental health to allow options for a resilient future, include 
government officials, innovators and public as described in submissions from 
Sustainable Living Research Initiative. 
7. Parking Infrastructure. Develop parking policies to reduce single occupancy trips 
associated with employees and business activity to reduce Vehicle Miles Traveled. 
8. Master Plan for Distributed Energy Resources and Community Microgrids. Prepare a 
map of siting options for renewable energy generation and storage facilities and 
coordinate the identification of financing options for renewable energy resource 
development, including solar, wind, wave, storage and community microgrids both in 
front of and behind the meter. 

In summary, with the accelerating tipping points, we cannot go half-way in our vision. 
We need extraordinary courage to set goals we can hang our hopes and efforts on. We 
want completeness and clarity so we can see how the emissions reduction plan adds 
up. We want respect for climate science to tell us the truth. We want more ambition. A 
2016 decision of the state legislature in SB32 is just not good enough as a goal. We 
want to see a systematic plan that will assure carbon neutrality no later than 2045. 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:53 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: General Update Comment Letter from ACCT

Attachments: ACCT Letter to VC County (1).pdf

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Maverick Media <maverickmedia@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:50 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: ramirezmcar@gmail.com; Steve.Bennet@ventura.org
Subject: General Update Comment Letter from ACCT

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Dear Ms. Curtis,

Please find the attached General Update Comment Letter that is attached. I have also included it in the body of this email.

Thank you,

Carin Wofford

Action for Change in Changing Times

(ACCT)

Cindy Piester

177 Jordan Ave.

Ventura, CA. 93001
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February 27, 2020

To: Susan Curtis, General Plan Update Manager

via email (susan.curtis@ventura.org)

RE: Action for Change in Changing Times Comment Letter on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for the County of Ventura
Draft 2040 General Plan

Dear Ms. Curtis,

Action for Change in Changing Times (ACCT) has reviewed portions of the draft EIR and have serious concerns with what we see as a
lack of completeness, an entirely inadequate Climate Action Plan, and a failure to recognize the role of the County in the production
of oil and gas. Lacking and needed are policies and environmental mitigations that ensure we do our share of addressing the climate
crisis. On these issues the draft General Plan and the draft EIR, unfortunately, fail.

When this process started in 2015, Ventura County did not realize that we are on the front lines of the Climate Crisis. The current 2.6
degree Celsius rise above pre-industrial levels, major wildfires, droughts and analysis of climate impacts on our County demonstrate
that a significant, if not the most significant, land use issue facing this county over the next 20 years is the climate crisis and how we
respond through the planning process.

We could not find a clear indication in either of these documents of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) potential produced annually in
the county. In fact, the role of the industry in this county appears to be missing in the documents. On an annual basis what is the
BTU value of the liquid and gas products extracted by our oil & gas industry? What is the GHG emission from the ultimate production
and use of those fossil fuels?

On a planetary scale we need to plan now for the systematic and rapid phase out of oil and gas extraction and shift rapidly to
development and use of cleaner renewable fuels -- on that the planet depends.

We cannot find a schedule within the county documents for the systematic and cost-effective winding down of this industry along
with a just transition for our workers in the oil field, many of whom will be employed throughout the closing out of production and
restoration of land. Others have skills that are directly transferable to clean industries of commercial and residential solar and wind
energy.
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In summary, ACCT finds the current county drafts unacceptable for planning over the next twenty years with too many unanswered
issues in the draft EIR.

We, the undersigned residents of Ventura County, respectfully call for the above concerns to be fully addressed.

Cindy Piester

Carin Wofford

Jabbar Wofford

Leslie Purcell

Margo Davis

Gail Hodgson

Alan Hodgson

Carol Vasecky

Alex Uvari

Marisa Sanchez

Arturo Guido

Frank Bognar

Geoffrey Dann

Wendy Lofland

Rosyln Jean Scheuerman

Paul Benevidez

Nissa Benevidez

Ivsar Marina

Andrew Steel

Nancy Genevieve Oatway

Nicholas Oatway

Rev. Dr. Audrey Wise Vincent

Martin Jones
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Susan Shamroy

Margaret Wilson

Nikki G. Alexander

Edward G. Alexander

Dianne Kenny

Judith Cuevas

Ray Cuevas

Gillian Dale

Nancy Shuman

Mark Shuman

Amelia Aparicio

Jeremy Kersch

Debra Myrent

Nick Corrett

Janet Murphy

Heidi Rosenfield

Sheila Williams

Lucy Duffy

Frank Peterson

Heidi Whelan

Sandy Beckner

Laura Schneider

Betsy Shipley

Gerald Schwanke

Angela Grismer

Julie Shaw

Diana Cooley
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Pam Holley-Wilcox

Karen Trowbridge

Beverly Brovsky

Arnett Smithson



Action for Change in Changing Times 
(ACCT) 
Cindy Piester 
177 Jordan Ave. 
Ventura, CA. 93001 
February 27, 2020 
 
 
 
To: Susan Curtis, General Plan Update Manager 
via email (susan.curtis@ventura.org) 
 
RE: Action for Change in Changing Times Comment Letter on the Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) for the County of Ventura Draft 2040 General Plan 
 
Dear Ms. Curtis, 
 
Action for Change in Changing Times (ACCT) has reviewed portions of the draft EIR and have serious 
concerns with what we see as a lack of completeness, an entirely inadequate Climate Action Plan, and a 
failure to recognize the role of the County in the production of oil and gas. Lacking and needed are 
policies and environmental mitigations that ensure we do our share of addressing the climate crisis. On 
these issues the draft General Plan and the draft EIR, unfortunately, fail. 
 
When this process started in 2015, Ventura County did not realize that we are on the front lines of the 
Climate Crisis. The current 2.6 degree Celsius rise above pre-industrial levels, major wildfires, droughts 
and analysis of climate impacts on our County demonstrate that a significant, if not the most significant, 
land use issue facing this county over the next 20 years is the climate crisis and how we respond through 
the planning process. 
 
We could not find a clear indication in either of these documents of the total greenhouse gas (GHG) 
potential produced annually in the county. In fact, the role of the industry in this county appears to be 
missing in the documents. On an annual basis what is the BTU value of the liquid and gas products 
extracted by our oil & gas industry? What is the GHG emission from the ultimate production and use of 
those fossil fuels? 
 
On a planetary scale we need to plan now for the systematic and rapid phase out of oil and gas extraction 
and shift rapidly to development and use of cleaner renewable fuels -- on that the planet depends. 

 
We cannot find a schedule within the county documents for the systematic and cost-effective winding 
down of this industry along with a just transition for our workers in the oil field, many of whom will be 
employed throughout the closing out of production and restoration of land. Others have skills that are 
directly transferable to clean industries of commercial and residential solar and wind energy.  
 
In summary, ACCT finds the current county drafts unacceptable for planning over the next twenty years 
with too many unanswered issues in the draft EIR. 
 
We, the undersigned residents of Ventura County, respectfully call for the above concerns to be fully 
addressed. 
 
Cindy Piester 
Carin Wofford 
Jabbar Wofford 
Leslie Purcell 
Margo Davis 
Gail Hodgson 
Alan Hodgson 

mailto:susan.curtis@ventura.org


Carol Vasecky  
Alex Uvari 
Marisa Sanchez 
Arturo Guido 
Frank Bognar 
Geoffrey Dann 
Wendy Lofland 
Rosyln Jean Scheuerman 
Paul Benevidez 
Nissa Benevidez 
Ivsar Marina 
Andrew Steel 
Nancy Genevieve Oatway 
Nicholas Oatway 
Rev. Dr. Audrey Wise Vincent 
Martin Jones 
Susan Shamroy 
Margaret Wilson 
Nikki G. Alexander 
Edward G. Alexander 
Dianne Kenny 
Judith Cuevas 
Ray Cuevas 
Gillian Dale 
Nancy Shuman 
Mark Shuman 
Amelia Aparicio 
Jeremy Kersch 
Debra Myrent 
Nick Corrett 
Janet Murphy 
Heidi Rosenfield 
Sheila Williams 
Lucy Duffy 
Frank Peterson 
Heidi Whelan 
Sandy Beckner 
Laura Schneider 
Betsy Shipley 
Gerald Schwanke 
Angela Grismer 
Julie Shaw 
Diana Cooley 
Pam Holley-Wilcox 
Karen Trowbridge 
Beverly Brovsky 
Arnett Smithson 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:20 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Climate change has environmental impacts!

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Kari Aist <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Climate change has environmental impacts!

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Susan Curtis,

Dear Ventura County Board of Supervisors and Planning Department,

Climate issues are something I feel worried about. Ventura County is warming faster than any

county in the nation. Our ocean is acidifying faster. Drought and floods have hit us worse, and

we can expect more extreme weather.

My family and community are counting on you to assure analysis of the full scope of

environmental impacts and mitigations in the Draft EIR.
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First, it is necessary that all greenhouse gas emissions be counted based on the most current

science.

There are many ways to mitigate climate impacts, like a sunset plan for oil and gas

production, decarbonization of transportation and buildings, zero waste, incentives for

regenerative agriculture and water management, and reducing emissions from tailpipes.

I want an EIR that covers major climate impacts via a systematic plan.

Thank you for listening to the people and doing what’s right for the health of your

constituents, the ones you represent.

Remember this: we ALL live downstream.

Thank you—

Kari Aist

Mom4mykids@gmail.com

8892 Tacoma St

Ventura, California 93004
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:26 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: 2040 General Plan Comments

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Lizzy Martinez <emchambers@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:20 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: General Plan Update <GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org>
Subject: 2040 General Plan Comments

Sanger Hedrick, Chair

Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) County of Ventura
800 S. Victoria Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003

Re: 2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s presentation by Ventura County
Planning staff on the 2040 General Plan EIR.

There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will negatively impact the
viability of local agriculture.

Proposed mitigation measure AG-2: The County proposes that any project that either directly or
indirectly results in the loss of farmland must obtain and place into perpetual agricultural preservation
twice the total of the farmland loss. This mitigation measure is infeasible. Contrary to statements made
by County Planning staff today at the APAC meeting, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
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requires that all mitigation proposed in an EIR be feasible. CEQA Section 21061.1 defines feasible as
“capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,

” (emphasis added). All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to reduce impacts

and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce impacts.

The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:

1. 1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation

easement for each farmland category;

2. 2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland;
3. 3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each

category of farmland;

4. 4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland

under a conservation easement;

5. 5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost;

6. 6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of farmland

in conservation easements;

February 19, 2020

Ventura County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business / 1672 Donlon Street, Ventura, CA 93003 / 805-633-
2260 / info@colabvc.org

Page 2 of 4

7. 7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation measure (including
impacts associated with LU compatibility conflicts and increased urban-ag-interface);

8. 8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the minimum to
ensure viability of agriculture on the parcel; and

9. 9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and regulations, such as
the County’s Zoning Ordinance and the County’s minimum lot sizes.

The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible. On March 24, 2016, at
a Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor Linda Parks attempted to establish
an “Agricultural Mitigation Measure” through the LAFCo project approval process. The mitigation
measure would have required the 1-to-1 purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the
2040 General Plan EIR) to replace farmland that would be impacted by any proposed development.
Ventura County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor Parks that the proposed
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mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and, for that and other reasons,
LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed mitigation measure. He referenced a 2015 legal
decision, City of Irvine v. County of Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense
of land supports the finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a
non-starter.”

In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will reduce impacts
on agricultural land, as it does not address the actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040
General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture,
increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

Indirect Impacts
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040 General Plan as
“less than significant.”

Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect agricultural land
uses from conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land purchasers and residents
understand the potential for nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise, odors) that may occur as the natural result of
living in or near agricultural areas...These sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural
activity from public nuisance claims...This protects the farming community, including Important
Farmlands and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit their ability to continue
agricultural production.”

Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has the potential to
result in land use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more sensitive and prone to conflict with
adjacent agricultural land uses than commercial or industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land
uses, such as residences and schools, nearby classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to
conflict including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture machinery. The countywide Right-to-Farm
Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts attributed to residential
development...Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be minimal. This impact would be less than
significant” (emphasis added).

This is simply not true. Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County has and will
continue to create new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant impact on existing agricultural

Ventura County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business / 1672 Donlon Street, Ventura, CA 93003 / 805-633-
2260 / info@colabvc.org

Page 3 of 4
and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development. The recent interim

urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.

Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it is labeled as
“programmatic” or “project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable consequences of the action that is
proposed. For the 2040 General Plan EIR, the action proposed is the implementation of all policies and
programs within. Therefore, if the implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an
impact, that impact must be analyzed. For example, the 2040 General Plan contains land use designation
changes that will increase allowable housing density near agricultural land. It is reasonably foreseeable
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that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with normal farming operations. The impact of
these compatibility conflicts must be addressed in the EIR.

In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is labeled a
‘project’ rather than a ‘program’ EIR matters little....Designating an EIR as a program EIR ... does not by
itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR. All EIRs must cover the same general
content. The level of specificity of an EIR is determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of
reason,” rather than any semantic label accorded to the EIR.”

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are SIGNIFICANT and
cannot be dismissed in the EIR.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations. CoLAB
believes that the most effective way to minimize conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses
is to take active measures to allow farming to remain profitable. And even the County admits that
reducing the cost of farming reduces conversion of agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson
Act in Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.

But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies that will
increase the cost of normal farming operations, such as:

 Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The County shall
encourage and support the transition to electric- or renewable-powered or lower emission
agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-powered equipment when feasible.

 Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County shall encourage
farmers to convert fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to systems powered by electric or
renewable energy sources, such as solar power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate or
reduce standby charges.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water resources caused by
development allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either the conversion of agricultural land or
the loss of agricultural lands through the loss of topsoil.

The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “...a reduction in available water resources for irrigation” is an
example of indirect impacts on agricultural land due to loss of topsoil from increased wind and
water erosion.
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address this significant
impact.

Ventura County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business / 1672 Donlon Street, Ventura, CA 93003 / 805-633-
2260 / info@colabvc.org

Page 4 of 4

APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues in Ventura
County. And the County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the actual issues that will impact
farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory
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demands on agriculture, increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility
conflicts from development.

CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective mitigation
measures to prevent the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses. These may include:

1. 1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance complaints from being
used to justify the creation or expansion of setbacks or regulatory restrictions on normal
farming practices;

2. 2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space zoned properties
that are engaged in farming (including grazing); and

3. 3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and compatibility
conflicts by establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land that will restrict the
construction of bike paths, public trails, and sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any land
zoned A/E.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue. We appreciate your
consideration and leadership at this time.

Sincerely,

Louise Lampara Executive Director

In support of this letter-
Elizabeth Chambers Martinez

Sent from my iPhone
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 7:57 AM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: 2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: John Chambers <jechambers330@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 6:35 AM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: 2040 General Plan Draft EIR Comment

Dear Ms. Curtis:

I am writing to call your attention to significant flaws in the process, data, and conclusions of the
Ventura County General Plan, Draft EIR, and supplemental documents.

My great grandfather, Mark McLoughlin (1843-1914), was a true Ventura County pioneer, purchasing his
first 318 acres of undeveloped land in Ventura County in 1875. He was a hard-working visionary, revered
by his community. With his son—my grandfather, James Patrick McLoughlin—he raised livestock and
farmed the land, providing jobs and feeding the growing towns of Oxnard and Ventura.

Our land, in a vitally important location on Olivas Park Drive across from the Ventura Marina, has been
in the family, and part of the economic fabric of the community, for 100 years. And we want it to be part
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of the future of this community, with a flourishing economy, a thriving job market, and unsurpassed
quality of life for its residents.

But the General Plan and DEIR do not describe a viable path for us as landowners going forward.

I will begin with some specific issues regarding language in the Coastal Area Plan, 4-82-83 and 4-94-95.
Part of our land is located in the Central Coastal Zone, adjacent to the Ventura Marina, on Olivas Park
Drive at Harbor Blvd. The only conclusion the Plan draws about our land is the statement that, “unlike
the Preble area, services are not readily available to the Olivas lands.” This is false. Our property has
access to all utilities, water, main roads, and the freeway. Indeed, easements on our property serve
surrounding areas with utilities.

The Plan also claims that our property is “not included in the City’s sanitation district because of
problems with water pressure.” This language is irrelevant and incorrect. There is no evidence that there
are water pressure issues, and the sanitation district’s pipelines actually traverse our property.

While we do not know the original source of these misstatements, such misrepresentations—now
repeated in the Plan—threaten to diminish the value of our land in relation to the Preble property. And,
of course, they undermine the goal and the value of the Plan itself.

The General Plan also speaks of the widening of Olivas Park Drive, our southern boundary. This would
have a direct impact on our property. But the Plan does not address how this would happen or how it
would affect our land.

Damaging misstatements about our property also appear In the DEIR. Contrary to the portrayal in the
DEIR, our property has significant infrastructure in place, as well as prime accessibility to the highway
and the harbor. In fact, with easy access to the marina and beach community, and with the railroad as
part of our eastern boundary, our land is uniquely suited to be an important part of future economic
development in the area. We are entitled to have all these matters corrected.

I would also like to raise some additional concerns:

1. The General Plan and DEIR continue to ignore the 28% increase in the homeless population in our
community.
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2. According to the General Plan, if we were to build an acre of low income / worker housing we would
need to buy two replacement acres of same Ag land to be placed into perpetual agricultural
preservation. This is unrealistic and infeasible, and certainly not in line with the State government’s
housing policies.

3. The EIR does not adequately address the enormous “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of
implementing the General Plan, calling them “less than significant.”

4. The General Plan contains policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations, making
it difficult for farming to remain profitable.

5. The Plan does not adequately evaluate the impacts of increased competition for water in our
community.

The EIR is a flawed document, full of errors, that does not disclose all impacts, direct and indirect,
caused by the General Plan. It was obviously rushed—completed in six weeks. It is inaccurate and
incomplete, and fails to provide members of the community with the information that they are legally
entitled to. This EIR should be corrected and reconsidered, and a reasonable time period should be
allowed for meaningful and thoughtful community input.

Sincerely,

John Chambers

--
John Chambers
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Suzanne Kelly <suzanne.bcos@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 2:42 PM

To: General Plan Update; Curtis, Susan

Cc: Borchard, John

Subject: Comments on DEIR re: VC 2040 General Plan

Attachments: Letter to Board of Supervisors 2-27-20.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Please find the attached letter urging the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft General Plan
EIR.

Suzanne Borchard Kelly
BORCHARD COMPANIES, INC.
2112 Eastman Avenue, Suite 103
Ventura, CA 93003
805-639-0998



 

 
February 27, 2020 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org  

Ventura County Board of Supervisors 
Attn: RMA Planning Division 
General Plan Update 
800 Victoria Avenue L#1740 
Ventura, California 93009-1740 
 
 
Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff: 
 
We are writing this letter to urge the Board of Supervisors to reconsider moving forward with the Draft General 
Plan EIR. The draft EIR has been accelerated to the point that too many issues and impacts have not been 
properly addressed or studied. These impacts and the corresponding mitigation measures will have severe 
impacts to land owners and especially those, like us in the agricultural industry and other productive economic 
segments. 
 
Our family has been involved in the agricultural industry for more than 100 years in Ventura County. We have 
owned numerous land holdings that remain in the family to this date. We have farmed throughout Ventura 
County and hope to continue to do so in the future. 
 
The Draft EIR is deficient on many levels. CEQA requires that all mitigation measures must be technically and 
economically feasible. Numerous proposed mitigation measures are neither. We have in the past attempted to 
identify land and any owners that would be open to sell their development rights for land that was converting 
from agricultural to commercial use. Not only did we not find anyone that would do so, no one would even 
quote a price. The only positive response from numerous land owners was that you can buy my property for full 
market value and then you can do what you want. There is not a project that can be built by adding double land 
cost to the equation. This was very recently experienced based on proposed policies at LAFCo.  These policies 
were eventually not enacted due to the inability to purchase development rights in an economically feasible 
manner. This was when LAFCo was contemplating an acre for acre ag preserve. The new policy that is proposed 
in the 2040 General Plan is requiring 2 acres for every 1 acre of land converted from ag to any other use. This 
will eliminate the ability to add any new required ag buildings or even farm worker housing. The Draft EIR must 
study these impacts, since they are not feasible. 
 

Farm and Investment Operations of 

John W. Borchard Trusts 
John W. Borchard, Jr. 
J. David Borchard 
Patricia Borchard Trusts 
Cecilia Borchard Trusts 
Ernest Borchard Ranch Co., LLC 
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Greenhills Ranch Co. 
John W. Borchard Ranches, Inc. 
 
 

Suzanne Borchard Kelly 
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Ventura, CA 93003 

(805) 639-0998 
Fax (805) 639-0898 

 
John W. Borchard, Jr. 

Chief Financial Officer 
805-386-5716 

 
J. David Borchard 

Farm Manager 
(805) 444-3283 
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The Draft EIR also deals with water in a manner that is not properly studied. There is no analysis on increased 
water costs and diminishing availability of water. Without reasonable water costs and supply, there is no 
agricultural industry. 
 
The General Plan indicates that agriculture is a high priority in the County. However, new policies and 
requirements in the General Plan add additional mitigation measures that will make ag virtually impossible. 
These include new setbacks, limiting types of fumigants pesticides and fertilizers.  The General Plan also requires 
that all farm equipment be converted to electric. Again, not feasible. The costs to purchase new pumps, farm 
equipment and other existing fuel using equipment will increase operational costs to a point that the County 
crops will not be competitive in the open market. These new mitigation measures are not sufficiently studied 
and again are not economically feasible. 
 
The Draft EIR is extremely difficult to read and understand. The background reports are lacking in depth of what 
has been studied other than numerous general statements and very poor mapping. Detailed studies must be 
added to sufficiently identify impacts and the related mitigation measures for both direct and indirect impacts 
on the agricultural industry. It is our understanding that reports and studies need to be timely prepared. 
However numerous studies are older than 5 years. Not timely. 
 
After devastating wildfires over the last few years, which significantly impacted ag, the General Plan continues 
to lay out limiting mitigation measures for fire prevention. The Wildlife corridor eliminates any ag operation or 
fire prevention in the proposed corridor areas. This is also a major concern not studied in the Draft EIR. 
 
The Draft EIR for the 2040 General plan does not provide adequate analysis for the expansion of permanent bike 
paths and pedestrian walking trails throughout the County. These impacts are very severe due to constant 
conflicts from trail users and ag operations. Spraying, dust, odors from ag operations, along with impacts 
created by the trail users. These are usually theft, vandalism, litter and pet waste. The proposed mitigation 
measures require additional setbacks from these trails which renders additional land unusable for ag operations. 
 
In addition to the above comments on the agricultural aspects and related land use concerns of the DEIR, the 
undersigned is also a mineral owner directly interested in the impacts on oil and gas production of the DEIR and 
related General Plan 2040 proposed provisions.  In these documents there is a total failure to address the 
economic impacts of the various policies proposed in violation of the requirements for this process, including 
but not limited to the loss of royalty income to a large group of County residents.  I join in the detailed 
comments on the various deficiencies and concerns identified in the DEIR as described in the concurrent 
submissions on behalf of Aera Energy and other operators delivered this week to the County. 
 
Furthermore, for the good of the County, its employees, and its citizens should not the implications to land 
values, therefore assessed values, therefore property tax collections be considered an unmitigated impact? I 
would think that Ventura County is a wonderful example of government for the people, all of its people, 
taxpayers and beneficiaries of government services alike. I would also think that it is irresponsible for the Board 
of Supervisors to ignore this impact. I have not seen an analysis of economic impacts in the body of the 
proposed 2040 General Plan DEIR. I think this is a serious omission. 
 
Please look at the long-term consequences of these General Plan policies and mitigation measures. We formally 
request additional studies and a revised Draft EIR that will properly look at these and many more issues.  The 
DEIR must be corrected with details of the revisions.  Then it can be recirculated. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
John W. Borchard, Jr.  
Chief Financial Officer 
Borchard Companies, Inc. 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Bell, Korinne

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:43 PM

To: General Plan Update; Curtis, Susan

Cc: Williams, Ed; Schilder, Annemiek M.; Sanger Hedrick; Scott Deardorff;

gordon@kimballengineering.com; patty.waters@aol.com; Bobby Jones; Thille, Alec

Subject: APAC Response Letter Re Draft EIR

Attachments: 3146_001.pdf; CoLAB Comments to APAC GPU EIR 2_19_2020.pdf

Good afternoon,

Please accept the Response Letter to the Draft EIR for the Ventura County General Plan Update, and accompanying
Comment Letter from VC CoLAB, sent on behalf of the Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC).

Thank you,

Korinne Bell
Chief Deputy Agricultural Commissioner
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February 19, 2020 
 

 
Sanger Hedrick, Chair          
Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) 
County of Ventura   
800 S. Victoria Blvd. 
Ventura, CA 93003        
 
Re:  2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR) 
 
Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:  
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s 
presentation by Ventura County Planning staff on the 2040 General Plan EIR.   
 
There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will 
negatively impact the viability of local agriculture.   
 
Proposed mitigation measure AG-2:  The County proposes that any project that 
either directly or indirectly results in the loss of farmland must obtain and place 
into perpetual agricultural preservation twice the total of the farmland loss.   
This mitigation measure is infeasible.  Contrary to statements made by County 
Planning staff today at the APAC meeting, the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA) requires that all mitigation proposed in an EIR be feasible.  CEQA 
Section 21061.1 defines feasible as “capable of being accomplished in a 
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account 
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors” (emphasis added).  
All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to reduce impacts 
and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce 
impacts.   

 
The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:    
1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation 

easement for each farmland category; 
2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland; 
3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each 

category of farmland; 
4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland 

under a conservation easement; 
5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels 

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost; 
6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of farmland 

in conservation easements; 
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7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation measure (including 
impacts associated with LU compatibility conflicts and increased urban-ag-interface); 

8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the minimum to 
ensure viability of agriculture on the parcel; and 

9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and regulations, such 
as the County’s Zoning Ordinance and the County’s minimum lot sizes. 

 
The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible.  On March 24, 2016, at 
a Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor Linda Parks attempted to establish 
an “Agricultural Mitigation Measure” through the LAFCo project approval process.  The mitigation 
measure would have required the 1-to-1 purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the 
2040 General Plan EIR) to replace farmland that would be impacted by any proposed development.  
Ventura County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor Parks that the proposed 
mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and, for that and other reasons, 
LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed mitigation measure.  He referenced a 2015 legal 
decision, City of Irvine v. County of Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense 
of land supports the finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a 
non-starter.”  

 
In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will reduce impacts 
on agricultural land, as it does not address the actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040 
General Plan:  lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture, 
increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.    
 
Indirect Impacts 
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040 General Plan as 
“less than significant.”   
 
Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect agricultural land 
uses from conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land purchasers and residents 
understand the potential for nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise, odors) that may occur as the natural result of 
living in or near agricultural areas…These sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural 
activity from public nuisance claims…This protects the farming community, including Important 
Farmlands and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit their ability to continue 
agricultural production.”   
 
Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has the potential to 
result in land use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more sensitive and prone to conflict with 
adjacent agricultural land uses than commercial or industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land 
uses, such as residences and schools, nearby classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to 
conflict including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture machinery. The countywide Right-to-Farm 
Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts attributed to residential 
development…Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be minimal. This impact would be less than 
significant” (emphasis added).   
 
This is simply not true.  Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County has and will 
continue to create new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant impact on existing agricultural 
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and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development.  The recent interim 
urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.   
 
Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it is labeled as 
“programmatic” or “project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable consequences of the action that is 
proposed.  For the 2040 General Plan EIR, the action proposed is the implementation of all policies and 
programs within.  Therefore, if the implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an 
impact, that impact must be analyzed.  For example, the 2040 General Plan contains land use 
designation changes that will increase allowable housing density near agricultural land.  It is reasonably 
foreseeable that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with normal farming operations.  
The impact of these compatibility conflicts must be addressed in the EIR.   
 
In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is labeled a 
‘project’ rather than a ‘program’ EIR matters little….Designating an EIR as a program EIR … does not by 
itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR.  All EIRs must cover the same general 
content.  The level of specificity of an EIR is determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of 
reason,” rather than any semantic label accorded to the EIR.” 

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are SIGNIFICANT and 
cannot be dismissed in the EIR.    

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs 
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations.  CoLAB 
believes that the most effective way to minimize conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses 
is to take active measures to allow farming to remain profitable.  And even the County admits that 
reducing the cost of farming reduces conversion of agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson 
Act in Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.   

 
But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies that will 
increase the cost of normal farming operations, such as:    

• Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The County shall 
encourage and support the transition to electric- or renewable-powered or lower emission 
agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-powered equipment when feasible.  

• Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County shall encourage 
farmers to convert fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to systems powered by electric or 
renewable energy sources, such as solar power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate 
or reduce standby charges.  
 

Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources 
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water resources caused by 
development allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either the conversion of agricultural land or the loss 
of agricultural lands through the loss of topsoil.   
 
The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “…a reduction in available water resources for irrigation” is an example 
of indirect impacts on agricultural land due to loss of topsoil from increased wind and water erosion.   
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address this significant impact.   
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APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues in Ventura 
County. And the County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the actual issues that will impact 
farmland under the 2040 General Plan:  lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory 
demands on agriculture, increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility 
conflicts from development.    
 
CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective mitigation 
measures to prevent the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses.  These may include:  
 

1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance complaints from being 
used to justify the creation or expansion of setbacks or regulatory restrictions on 
normal farming practices; 

2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space zoned properties 
that are engaged in farming (including grazing); and  

3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and compatibility 
conflicts by establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land that will restrict the 
construction of bike paths, public trails, and sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any 
land zoned A/E. 

 
Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue.  We appreciate your 
consideration and leadership at this time. 

 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Louise Lampara 
Executive Director 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: David Armstrong <david@smithhobson.com>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 3:45 PM

To: General Plan Update

Subject: General Plan DEIR Comment Letter

Attachments: GPDEIR Comment Ltr 2020.pdf

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Susan,

Please see attached comment letter on the DEIR for the General Plan Update.

David S. Armstrong | CEO

Smith-Hobson, LLC

63 North Ash Street
Ventura, CA 93001
T: 805.648.3363
C: 310.600.6682
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Figueroa, Isidro <isidro.figueroa@oxnard.org>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:39 PM

To: General Plan Update

Cc: Lambert, Jeffrey; Scott Kolwitz; Curtis, Susan

Subject: City of Oxnard_Comment Letter_2040 General Plan DEIR_County of Ventura

Attachments: City of Oxnard_Comment Letter_2040 General Plan DEIR_County of Ventura_

02.27.20.pdf

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Please accept the City of Oxnard's comment letter on the County of Ventura's 2040 General Plan DEIR.

Regards,

-Isidro

--
Isidro Figueroa
Principal Planner
805-385-8207
Please visit us online: oxnard.org/planning
For Answers to Frequently Asked Questions visit our FAQ page
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Matt Brady <legal@abaenergy.com>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:01 PM

To: General Plan Update

Subject: Comments on Analysis of Environmental Impact Report for Draft 2040 General Plan

(State Clearinghouse #2019011026)

Attachments: DEIR 2040 Gen Plan Comment Letter on behalf of ABA Energy Corporation.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Completed

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Attn: Susan Curtis, Manager, General Plan Update Section

Please find attached the Comment Letter on behalf of ABA Energy Corporation

Mathew Brady

Mathew M. Brady
Vice President & General Counsel
ABA ENERGY CORPORATION
P.O. Box 80476
Bakersfield CA 93380-0476
(661) 324-7500, Ext 1007; Fax: (661) 324-7568
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342, 356. ? eCGO j_fl c[, n _\ecffb \[ Xk Xj X n _fc\, gifm [̀\ X i\XjfeXYc\, ^ ff[ ]X k̀_ [ j̀Zcfjl i\ Xe[

(+(.)0 ',.-,.&/*,+
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XeXcpj j̀ f] k_\ gifa\Zk)j \em ìfed \ekXc d̀ gXZkj' 0 7IF;A . ;?=> HG /BEFDJ;B;CH ( G G &CJ 3 ;=;CHG D< 6 C?J' D<

* 7 A. * 1988+ 47 A3[ 376, 392.

; 8 ? 8 B 4 = 6 @ > > 8 ? DC

B LV RHJPT N = U JHRR^ A W U K Z JLK @ PR \ PYO <S V U W YLK @ PR G PRR <T JWLHXL& ? U Y B LK Z JL& ; WLLT O U Z XL

; HXLX(

Q_\ k\id tE i\\en Xj_ è̂ u Xggc̀\j kf fî XèqXk̀ fej k_Xk [ j̀j\d èXk\ [ j̀ è]fid Xk̀ feXe[ d j̀c\X[ è̂ ZcX d̀ j
jf Xj kf gi\j\ek Xe\em ìfed \ekXccp i\jgfej Ỳc\ gl Yc̀Z d̀ X^ \ n _\e è]XZk k_\ ìgfc̀Z \̀j Xe[ gif[l Zkj _Xm\
k_\ fggfj k̀\ \]]\Zk. ? j X gXik f] AXc̀]fièXsj gl j_ ]fi\em ìfed \ekXcal jk̀ Z\, j\m\iXcZfd gXè\j k_Xk _Xm\
\ê X^ \[ èE i\\en Xj_ è̂ _Xm\ \m\eY\\ejl \[ Yp k_\ ? kkfie\p E \e\iXc.1 Q_\ Afl ekp f] S\ekl iX Xgg\Xij
kf Y\ \ê X^ è̂ èE i\\en Xj_ è̂ Yp gifgfj è̂ gfc̀Z \̀j k_Xk k̀ kfl kj n c̀cXZ_ \̀m\ X [\Zi\Xj\ è^ i\\e_fl j\
^ Xj\j * tE FE u+, Yp \c̀d èXk̀ ê cfZXccp gif[l Z\[, _`̂ _cp i\^ l cXk\[, f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe, n _\e èi\Xc̀kp
k_\j\ gfc̀Z \̀j n c̀cZXl j\ Xe èZi\Xj\ èE FE Xe[ fk_\igfccl kXekj. T _ c̀\ k_\ BCGO XZb efn c\[^ \j Xk gX^ \j
4.12-21 k_ifl ^ _ 4.12-23 Xe[ 4.12-32 k_Xk k_\j\ gfc̀Z \̀j, Xj gifgfj\[, n c̀c i\jl ck è èZi\Xj\j è k_\
d̀ gfikXk̀ fef]f c̀* .̀\. d fi\ f c̀kiX èj Xe[ f c̀kXeb \ij+, k_\i\ _Xj Y\\eef \]]fikkf hl Xek̀ ]p k_\ Zfii\jgfe[ è̂
èZi\Xj\ èE FE Xe[ fk_\igfccl kXekj k_Xk n c̀cY\ k_\ [ ì\Zk i\jl ck f] jl Z_ gfc̀Z \̀j fi k_\ ì d̀ gXZk fek_\
\em ìfed \ek. Q_\ XYa\Zk ]X c̀l i\ f] k_\ BCGO kf X[[i\jj k_\ \em ìfed \ekXccp _Xid ]l c\]]\Zkj f] gfc̀Z \̀j
[\j`̂ e\[ kf gl j_ d̀ gXZkj fl kj [̀\ k_\ Afl ekp I è\ * Xj ]̀ k_\p n c̀c k_\e d X^ Z̀Xccp Z\Xj\ kf \òjk+ j̀
E i\\en Xj_ è̂ Yp Xep [\]̀ èk̀ fe.2

Ged p 37-p\XiZXi\\iXj X g\kifc\l d \ê è\\i, G_Xm\ _X[ k_\ fggfikl èkp kf gXik̀ Z g̀Xk\ èk_\ \ogcfiXk̀ fe
Xe[ gif[l Zk̀ fef]f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj Yfk_ [fd \jk̀ ZXccp èmXìfl j jkXk\j Xe[ Xccfm\ik_\ n fic[ Xe[ Xj X i\jl ck, GXd
]Xd c̀̀Xin k̀_ k_\ i\^ l cXk̀ fej k_Xk_Xm\ Y\\e d̀ gfj\[ fef c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ feYp mXìfl j ]fi\`̂ eXe[ jkXk\
^ fm\ied \ekj Xj n \cc Xj fk_\i al ì j[ Z̀k̀ fej n k̀_ è k_\ PkXk\ f] AXc̀]fièX. Q_\ \òjk̀ ê cXn j, il c\j Xe[
i\^ l cXk̀ fej è S\ekl iX Afl ekp k_Xk Xggcp kf f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe Xi\ Xd fê k_\ jkìZk\jk G_Xm\
\og\ì\eZ\[ èd p ZXi\\i. Dfi\oXd gc\, k_\ S\ekl iX Afl ekp ? ìMfccl k̀ feAfekifcB j̀kìZk \e]fiZ\j jkìZk
X ì hl Xc̀kp jkXe[Xi[j Xe[ X ì Zi\[ k̀ gif^ iXd j k_Xk _Xm\ i\jl ck\[ è [iXd Xk̀ ZXccp i\[l Z\[ \d j̀j f̀ej Xj
Zfd gXi\[ kf k_\ \d j̀j f̀ej ]ifd f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe]ifd fk_\ijkXk\j Xe[ Z\ikX ècp fk_\iZfl ekì\j. Ge
X[[ k̀̀ fe, Xe[ Xj efk\[ Y\cfn èk_\ [\kX c̀\[ Zfd d \ekj, efkXccf c̀ j̀ Zi\Xk\[ \hl Xcn _\e k̀ Zfd \j kf AXiYfe
Gek\ej k̀p. Q_\ AXc̀]fièX ? ìO\jfl iZ\j @fXi[ * tA? O@u+ gl Yc̀j_\j AXiYfeGek\ej k̀p mXcl \j ]fik_\ mXìfl j
Zil [\ f c̀jfl iZ\j l e[\ik_\ ìI fn AXiYfeDl \cPkXe[Xi[ O\^ l cXk̀ fe.Q_\ d fjki\Z\ekgl Yc̀j_\[ [XkX j̀ ]ifd
20 18 n _ Z̀_ [\d fejkiXk\j k_Xk k_\ AXiYfeGek\ej k̀p ]ifd k_\ f c̀gif[l Z\[ èk_\ LoeXi[ L c̀]̀ \c[ * n _\i\ Xcc
f] ? @? sj gif[l Zk̀ fe j̀ cfZXk\[+, feXeXeel XcXm\iX^ \, j̀ c\jj k_Xe_Xc] k_\ AXiYfeGek\ej k̀p f] k_\ Zil [\
f c̀l j\[ èAXc̀]fièX Xj X n _fc\ [l ì ê 20 18 * 5.39 mj. 12.35 ^ AL2\/J H+.3 ? hl Z̀b cffb Xk k_ j̀ AXiYfe
Gek\ej k̀p [XkX Xcjf i\m\Xcj k_Xkk_\ AXiYfeGek\ej k̀p f]f c̀]ifd ? cXjb Xn Xj 15.91 ^ AL2\/J H Xe[ k_\ AXiYfe
Gek\ej k̀p f] k_\ Yc\e[\[ Xm\iX^ \ f] f c̀]ifd PXl [`? iXY X̀ n Xj 8.82 ^ AL2\/J H.

Bifg g\i[ifg, YXii\cg\iYXii\c, j d̀ gcp i\gcXZ è̂ cfZXccp gif[l Z\[ S\ekl iX Afl ekp f c̀n k̀_ d̀ gfik\[ f c̀
n c̀ci\jl ck èXe èZi\Xj\ èE FE , Xe[ k_Xk j̀ kil \ \m\eY\]fi\ Zfej [̀\ì ê k_\ _l ^ \ \em ìfed \ekXc d̀ gXZkj
XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ k_\ E FE Xe[ fk_\i gfccl kXekj ^ \e\iXk\[ èk_\ gifZ\jj f] j_ g̀g è̂ k_Xk i\gcXZ\d \ek f c̀
XZifjj k_\ n fic[ * efk kf d \ek̀ fek_\ èZi\Xj\[ ì jb j XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ f c̀ jg c̀cj+. P̀ d gcp gl k, k_\ BCGO j̀

1 _kkgj;//fX^ .ZX.̂ fm/\em ìfed \ek/^ i\\en Xj_ è̂
2 _kkgj;//]f\.fî /XcXjb Xe-XiZk̀ Z-ZXc̀]fièX-Zil [\/< _kkgj;//n n n .]fiY\j.Zfd /j k̀\j/Z_l Zb [\mfi\/20 19/10 /0 7/ZXc̀]fièXj-
e\ok-f]]j_fi\-f c̀-jg c̀c-n c̀c-Y\-ZXl j\[- ìfèZXccp-Yp-k_\-jkXk\j-n Xi-fe-f c̀/&652]8]YY6535
3 _kkgj;//n n 3.XiY.ZX.̂ fm/]l \cj/cZ]j/Zil [\-f c̀/20 18W Zil [\W Xm\iX^ \W Z Ẁ mXcl \W ]̀ eXc.g[]
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[\]̀ Z \̀ek Y\ZXl j\ k̀ ]X c̀j kf hl Xek̀ ]p èXep d \Xèê ]l cn Xp, l j è̂ i\X[ c̀p XmX c̀XYc\ [XkX, k_\ èZi\Xj\j è
E FE Xe[ fk_\i gfccl kXekj k_Xk n c̀c Y\ ZXl j\[ ]̀ k_\ e\n gfc̀Z \̀j è_ Ỳ k̀̀ ê e\n f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe
gi\j\ekcp ZfekX è\[ èk_\ 20 40 E \e\iXcMcXeXi\ d̀ gc\d \ek\[. Q_\ ]X c̀l i\ f] k_\ Afl ekp kf tZfd \ Zc\Xeu
Yp gifm [̀ è̂ X d \Xèê ]l cE FE XeXcpj j̀ f] k̀j [\Z j̀ f̀ekf ]Xmfi d̀ gfik\[ f c̀fm\iZc\Xe\i,_`̂ _cp i\^ l cXk\[,

cfZXccp gif[l Z\[ f c̀, i\e[\ij k_\ BCGO èX[\hl Xk\ Xj Xe è]fid Xk̀ feXc[ j̀Zcfjl i\ [fZl d \ek, Xj X d Xkk\if]

cXn .

DO L A WU V U XLK + &/ * * _), &/ * * _ CLYIHJQ MU W ? L\ 7 PXJWLYPU T HW ^ @ PR HT K ; HX G LRRX PX HT ET S PYPN HYLK

DHQ PT N YO HY PX ? U Y CZ V V U W YLK I^ CZ IXYHT YPHR 8 [ PK LT JL(

Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.2 Xj gifgfj\[ n fl c[ i\hl ì\ k_Xk e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj Y\ cfZXk\[ X d è̀d l d
f] 1,50 0 ]\\k ]ifd i\j [̀\ek̀ Xc[n \cc̀ê j Xe[ 2,50 0 ]\\k ]ifd Xep jZ_ffc. Gejl ggfikf] k_\j\ [iXjk̀ Z j\kYXZb
i\hl ì\d \ekj, k_\ Afl ekp ]X c̀\[ kf Zfe[l Zk Xep XeXcpk̀ ZXcjkl [ \̀j [\d fejkiXk̀ ê n _p k_\ Zl ii\ek j\kYXZb
* 50 0 s Xe[ 80 0 s+ èZfd Y èXk̀ fen k̀_ ifl k̀ e\ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fei\hl ì\d \ekj * .̀\. jfl e[ n Xccj [l ì ê [ìcc̀ê Xe[
n fib fm\ifg\iXk̀ fej+ èZfd Y èXk̀ fen k̀_ Zl ii\ek X ì hl Xc̀kp i\jkìZk̀ fej èZcl [ è̂ mXgfii\Zfm\ip ]fiXcc
]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j Xe[ q\if \d j̀j f̀ekfc\iXeZ\j Xi\ èX[\hl Xk\.Q_\ BCGO XZb efn c\[^ \j k_Xkk_\ SA? MAB Zfe[l Zkj
hl Xik\icp èjg\Zk̀ fej f]f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj ]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j kf \e]fiZ\ k_\ q\if \d j̀j f̀ej gfc̀Zp Xe[ k̀ j̀ l eZc\Xi]ifd Xep
è]fid Xk̀ fen _p jl Z_ Zl ii\ek d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fej Xi\ èX[\hl Xk\. Q_\ BCGO ]X c̀j kf j k̀\ Xep X ì d fèkfì ê jkl [p,
Xep ef j̀\ jkl [p, Xep m ỲiXk̀ fe[\k\Zk̀ fejkl [p, fiXep f[fijkl [p Zfe[l Zk\[ èc̀b \ fij d̀ c̀XiZfe[ k̀̀ fej kf
jl ggfik k̀j ZfeZcl j f̀ek_Xk X Z_Xê \ èj\kYXZb j ]fi f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj n fl c[ èXep n Xp Z_Xê \ X j è̂ c\
\em ìfed \ekXc d̀ gXZk ]fij\ej k̀̀ m\ i\Z\gkfij fifk_\in j̀\.

OXk_\i k_Xei\cp l gfeXZkl Xc[XkX Xe[ XeXcpj j̀ kf jl ggfik Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.2, k_\ BCGO i\c̀\j _\Xm c̀p feX
i\gfikYp k_\ I fj ? ê \c\j Afl ekp B\gXikd \ekf]Ml Yc̀Z F\Xck_ j̀jl \[ èD\Yil Xip f]20 18 \ek̀ kc\[; tMl Yc̀Z
F\Xck_ Xe[ PX]\kp O j̀b j f] L c̀Xe[ E Xj DXZ c̀̀k̀ \j èI fj ? ê \c\j Afl ekpu * tI ? Afl ekp O\gfiku+. Pl Z_
i\c̀XeZ\ j̀ d j̀gcXZ\[ Xj k_\ I ? Afl ekp O\gfik ]X c̀j kf jl ggcp Xep XZkl Xc[XkX fiXeXcpj j̀ k_Xk j̀ Xggc̀ZXYc\
kf k_\ Z ìZl d jkXeZ\j Xk j̀jl \ èk_\ S\ekl iX E \e\iXcMcXeXi\X. D ìjk, k_\ YXj j̀ f] k_\ jkl [p n Xj kf X[[i\jj
gl Yc̀Z _\Xck_ Xe[ jX]\kp ZfeZ\iej i\cXk\[ kf f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj i\j\im\j k_Xk t c̀\ Y\e\Xk_ [\ej\cp gfgl cXk\[ l iYXe
Xi\Xju n _ Z̀_ Xi\ k_\ \oXZk fggfj k̀\ f] k_\ Xi\Xj Zl ii\ekcp XmX c̀XYc\ ]fi e\n f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj è
l èeZfigfiXk\[ S\ekl iX Afl ekp. P\Zfe[, k_\ I ? Afl ekp O\gfik ZfeZcl [\[, tk_\ \g [̀\d f̀cf^ Z̀Xcjkl [ \̀j
Xi\ efkXYc\ kf ZfeZcl [\ n _\k_\ifiefk c̀m è̂ e\Xif c̀Xe[ ^ Xj XZk̀ m k̀̀ \j j̀ XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ cfê -k\id _\Xck_
d̀ gXZkj.u Q_ ì[, e\`̂ _Yfi_ff[ _\Xck_ èm\jk̀ ^ Xk̀ fej n \i\ Zfe[l Zk\[ è jl ggfik f] k_\ i\gfik, n _ Z̀_
[\d fejkiXk\[ cfn ì jb c\m\cj ]fiì jb j XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ _p[if^ \ejl c]̀ [\ ^ Xj,fg\iXk̀ ê gi\jjl i\j,Xe[ [ìcc̀ê
]i\hl \eZp Yl k j òfl k f] k_\ 15 ]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j k_\p èjg\Zk\[ _X[ f c̀n \ccj fikXeb j n k̀_ è30 0 ]\\k f] i\j [̀\eZ\j
fij\ej k̀̀ m\ i\Z\gkfij n _ Z̀_ _Xj ef Y\Xìê fek_\ Zl ii\ek i\^ l cXk̀ fej ]fie\n n \ccj èS\ekl iX Afl ekp.

Kf è[\g\e[\ek jkl [ \̀j n \i\ Zfe[l Zk\[ kf [\k\id è\ XZkl Xcj\kYXZb Zì k\ìX n k̀_ Xe[/fin k̀_fl k d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe
d \Xjl i\j. OXk_\i, k_\ jkl [p ^ ifl g cffb \[ Xk P\m\e* 7+ CGOj Xe[ Qn f * 2+ F\Xck_ Gd gXZk ? jj\jjd \ekj gcl j
fe\ * 1+ jkl [p ]ifd AfcfiX[f, efe\ f] n _ Z̀_ i\cXk\[ kf f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj [\m\cfgd \ek èl èeZfigfiXk\[ S\ekl iX
Afl ekp l e[\i \òjk̀ ê j\kYXZb i\hl ì\d \ekj Xe[ \d j̀j f̀eZfekifcj k_Xk Xi\ Xggc̀ZXYc\ Zl ii\ekcp kf e\n
[ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj èS\ekl iX Afl ekp. Q_\ I ? Afl ekp O\gfik ZfeZcl [\[ k_Xk d fjk f] d̀ gXZkj
Zfl c[ Y\ d k̀̀ ^ Xk\[, Yl k k̀ j̀ l eZc\Xi ]ifd k_ j̀ i\gfik l gfen _Xk [XkX Xe[ l e[\i n _Xk Z ìZl d jkXeZ\j k_\p
YXj\[ Xep f] k_\ ì ]̀ e[ è̂ j. Dfi\oXd gc\, \m\ek_fl ^ _ k_\p ]fl e[ c̀kkc\ fief \m [̀\eZ\ f] f[fij k_Xk n \i\
[ ì\Zkcp i\cXk\[ kf _p[if^ \ejl c]̀ [\ * F2P+ k_Xk j̀ XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ Z\ikX èf c̀]̀ \c[j, k_\p jl ^ ^ \jk\[ d̀ gfj è̂
XeX[[ k̀̀ feXc50 0 -]ffk j\k YXZb i\^ Xi[c\jj f] n _\k_\i F2P n Xj b efn ekf Y\ X gifYc\d èk_Xk f c̀ ]̀ \c[.
Dl ik_\i, i\^ Xi[ è̂ k_\ ì i\Zfd d \e[Xk̀ fe]fi j\kYXZb j kf X[[i\jj ef j̀\ j̀jl \j, k_\p ]X c̀\[ kf X[[i\jj k_\
\]]\Zk f] ifl k̀ e\ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fed \Xjl i\j k_Xk Xi\ \d gcfp\[ [l ì ê [ìcc̀ê fg\iXk̀ fej. P̀ d gcp gl k, k_\ I ?
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Afl ekp O\gfik ]X c̀j kf gifm [̀\ jl YjkXek̀ Xc \m [̀\eZ\ kf jl ggfik k_\ gifgfj\[ èZi\Xj\ è j\kYXZb
i\hl ì\d \ekj ]fie\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj. Q_\ BCGO Y\^ il [^ è̂ cp XZb efn c\[^ \j k_Xk èHl cp f]
20 19 k_\ A k̀p f]I fj ? ê \c\j i\a\Zk\[ k_\ ]̀ e[ è̂ j èk_\ I ? Afl ekp O\gfikXe[ X[fgk\[ X 60 0 -]ffkj\kYXZb
]fie\n f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj.

T _ c̀\ k_\ BCGO [f\j i\]\i\eZ\ X Zfl gc\ f] fk_\ijkl [ \̀j, k_\ i\Zfi[ j̀ Zc\Xik_Xk efe\ f] k_\ fk_\ijkl [ \̀j
Z k̀\[ èk_\ BCGO, n \i\ Zfe[l Zk\[ èS\ekl iX Afl ekp l e[\i Zfe[ k̀̀ fej j d̀ c̀Xi kf fi Xggifòd Xk̀ ê k_\
\òjk̀ ê i\^ l cXkfip Zfe[ k̀̀ fej kf n _ Z̀_ X e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccn fl c[ Y\ jl Ya\Zk. Q_\i\ j̀
j d̀ gcp XeXYj\eZ\ f] i\c\mXek [XkX fiX jl ]]̀ Z \̀ek [\^ i\\ f] XeXcpj j̀ kf gifm [̀\ [\Z j̀ f̀e-d Xb \ij n k̀_ k_\
è]fid Xk̀ fee\\[\[ kf d Xb \ Xe èk\cc̀^ \ek al [^ d \ek ZfeZ\ièê jl Z_ X [iXd Xk̀ Z Z_Xê \ èk_\ j\kYXZb

i\hl ì\d \ekj ]fie\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj.

Gk j̀ n fik_ efk̀ ê k_Xk ]̀ Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.2, * n k̀_ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fed \Xjl i\j fi efk+ n \i\ X[fgk\[, X ]Xid \i n _f
Zfe[l Zkj ]Xid è̂ fg\iXk̀ fej l k̀ c̀q è̂ [ \̀j\c kiXZkfij Xe[ fk_\i _\Xmp \hl g̀d \ek, jgiXp è̂ g\jk̀ Z [̀\j,
_\iY Z̀ [̀\j, Xe[ ]\ik̀ c̀q\ij, Xe[ fk_\in j̀\ \ê X^ è̂ è[l jkp, ef j̀p, ifl k̀ e\ ]Xid è̂ d̀ d \[ X̀k\cp X[aXZ\ekkf
j\ej k̀̀ m\ i\Z\gkfij, n fl c[ Xk k_\ jXd \ k̀ d \ Y\ Zfd gc\k\cp gi\Zcl [\[ ]ifd [\m\cfg è̂ k_\ d è\iXcj fe_ j̀
gifg\ikp n k̀_ è1,50 0 ]\\k f] k_fj\ jXd \ j\ej k̀̀ m\ i\Z\gkfij, \m\ek_fl ^ _ jl Z_ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj [\m\cfgd \ek
Zfl c[ Y\ Zfe[l Zk\[ èX d Xee\i k_Xk d̀ gfj\j c̀kkc\ fi ef d̀ gXZkj fek_fj\ jXd \ j\ej k̀̀ m\ i\Z\gkfij. Q_\
Xggc̀ZXk̀ fef] XeXik̀ ]̀ Z X̀cj\kYXZb i\hl ì\d \ek ]fi n _ Z̀_ k_\i\ j̀ ef XZkl XcjZ \̀ek̀ ]̀ Z fi fk_\i jl ggfik̀ ê
[XkX j̀ c̀c\^ Xc, j̀ Y\ è̂ Xggc̀\[ èXgl èk̀ m\ d Xee\i,Xe[ jl Z_ cfjj f]k_\ ì ^ _k]l cl j\f]k_\]Xid \isj gifg\ikp
n fl c[ Y\ Xel eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXckXb è̂ , X ]XZk k_Xk Xgg\Xij kf Y\ XZb efn c\[^ \[ èk_\ BCGO.

= PQ L > U XY 5 Z XPT LXXLX& DW Z JQ PT N PX YO L @ T R^ 9 LHXPIRL > LYO U K U M ; LYYPT N @ Z W A W U K Z JY YU > HW Q LY(

I b̀ \ d fjk Yl j è\jj\j èS\ekl iX Afl ekp k_Xk gif[l Z\ X gif[l Zk * .̀\. ]Xid è̂ , d Xel ]XZkl ì ê , fi fk_\i
è[l jkì\j+, k_\ fecp ]\Xj Ỳc\ d \k_f[ ]fi fl i Zfd gXep kf ^ \k k̀j gif[l Zk kf d Xib \k j̀ kf l k̀ c̀q\ kil Zb è̂ .
Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.7, Xj gifgfj\[, ]X c̀j kf X[[i\jj Xep fk_\i è[l jkip, Yl k j è̂ c\j fl k f c̀gif[l Zk̀ fe]fi jfd \
jg\Z X̀c d j̀ki\Xkd \ek. Gek\i\jk̀ ê cp, k_ j̀ gfc̀Zp XkkXZb j fecp kil Zb è̂ kf X i\]̀ e\ip, Yl k \o\d gkj ]ifd
i\^ l cXk̀ fek_\ kil Zb è̂ f] k_\ ]̀ èj_\[ g\kifc\l d gif[l Zk]ifd k_Xk jXd \ i\]̀ e\ip YXZb èkf k_\ Zfd d l èkp.
Q_\i\ j̀ ef jZ \̀ek̀ ]̀ Z fi fk_\i YXj j̀ k_Xk jl ggfikj k_ j̀ [ j̀gXiXk\ ki\Xkd \ek jl Z_ k_Xk k_\ fecp cf^ Z̀Xc
ZfeZcl j f̀e j̀ k_Xk k̀ _Xj Y\\egifgfj\[ Xj X gl èk̀ m\ d \Xjl i\ n _ Z̀_ j̀ l eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXc. ? j efk\[ XYfm\, ]̀
k_\ gl igfj\ f]k_\ Mfc̀Zp j̀ kf [ d̀ è̀j_ S\ekl iX Afl ekp f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe, k_\ \e[ i\jl ck j̀ Xe èZi\Xj\
èE FE Xe[ fk_\i gfccl kXekj. Rek̀ ck_\ mfcl d \ f] f c̀gif[l Zk̀ feal jk̀ ]̀ \j k_\ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek \em ìfed \ekXc
d̀ gXZkj Xe[ Zfjkj XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ k_\ Zfejkil Zk̀ feXe[ d X èk\eXeZ\ f] e\n f c̀g g̀\c̀e\j, kil Zb è̂ j̀ k_\
fecp ]\Xj Ỳc\ d \k_f[ f] ^ \kk̀ ê fl igif[l Zk kf d Xib \k. Rec\jj d f[ ]̀̀ \[, Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.7 n c̀ci\jl ck èk_\
èXY c̀̀kp kf [ìcce\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj, n _ Z̀_ n fl c[ ZXl j\ \Zfefd Z̀ _Xid kf k_\ d è\iXc
fn e\ij Xe[ fk_\im\jk\[ ì ^ _kj_fc[\ij, n _f èk\e[ kf [ìcce\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj Xe[ k̀ n c̀c
i\jl ck èXe èZi\Xj\ èE FE Xe[ fk_\igfccl kXekj.Q_\ BCGO ]X c̀j kf èZcl [\ jl YjkXek̀ Xc\m [̀\eZ\ ZfeZ\ièê
k_\ d̀ gXZkj kf \em ìfed \ek ZXl j\[ Yp k_\ e\\[ kf Zfejkil Zk Xe[ d X èkX è d l ck̀ gc\ e\n f c̀ Xe[ n Xk\i
g g̀\c̀e\j.

<T CU S L = U JHYPU T X& 9 RHW PT N U M ? HYZ WHR ; HX PX YO L @ T R̂ 9 LHXPIRL @ V YPU T (

Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.8 n fl c[ i\hl ì\ k_XkeXkl iXc^ Xj gif[l Z\[ ]ifd e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip n \ccj Y\ Zfcc\Zk\[ Xe[ l j\[
fii\d fm\[ ]fijXc\ n k̀_fl k ]cXì ê . ? @? _Xj \og\e[\[ d l Z_ k̀ d \ Xe[ i\jfl iZ\j Xkk\d gk̀ ê kf [\m\cfg X
jXc\j d Xib \k ]fi k_\ eXkl iXc ^ Xj k_Xk j̀ gif[l Z\[ n k̀_ k̀j f c̀ gif[l Zk̀ fe. Re]fikl eXk\cp, [\jg k̀\ fl i Y\jk
_fg\j, efe\ f] k_\ gifgfj\[ Zfd gi\jj\[ eXkl iXc^ Xj * tAKE u+ fi c̀hl [̀ eXkl iXc^ Xj * t I KE u+ fgk̀ fej n \
_Xm\ èm\jk̀ ^ Xk\[ _Xm\ Zfd \ Zcfj\ kf XZ_ \̀m è̂ X m X̀Yc\ gcXekf kXb \ k_\ eXkl iXc ^ Xj n \ gif[l Z\ Xe[
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kiXejgfik k̀ èXe\em ìfed \ekXccp Xe[ \Zfefd Z̀Xccp ]\Xj Ỳc\ d Xee\i ]fi [\c̀m\ip kf X jkXYc\, jl jkX èXYc\
d Xib \k. ? ck_fl ^ _ n \ Xi\ gif_ Ỳ k̀\[ ]ifd j_Xì ê [XkX ZfeZ\ièê fl i\]]fikj, n \ _Xm\ Xcjf [\k\id è\[ k_Xk
[\c̀m\ì ê eXkl iXc^ Xj ]ifd fl ifg\iXk̀ fe èkf X cfZXcl k̀ c̀kp c̀e\ n Xj efk ]\Xj Ỳc\ i\^ Xi[c\jj f] k_\ [ j̀kXeZ\
kf k_\ e\Xi\jk l k̀ c̀kp g g̀\c̀e\. Q_\ i\d X è̀ê ]\Xj Ỳc\ fgk̀ fe]fid fjk f] fl i\òjk̀ ê eXkl iXc^ Xj j̀ kf ]cXi\
k̀ èXZZfi[ n k̀_ k_\ g\id k̀j j̀jl \[ Yp k_\ SA? MAB. Qf k_Xk \e[ n \ _Xm\ \og\e[\[ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek jl d j kf

fYkX èX @? AQ ]cXi\ k_Xk _Xj j`̂ è]̀ ZXekcp [ d̀ è̀j_\[ * = 90 ( + k_\ \d j̀j f̀ej ]ifd k_\ ]cXì ê gifZ\jj Xe[
n \ gXik̀ Z g̀Xk\ èk_\ X ìZi\[ k̀ gif^ iXd X[d è̀jk\i\[ Yp k_\ SA? MAB * e\ k̀_\i d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe j̀ Zfej [̀\i\[ è
k_\ BCGO+. Gefk_\in fi[j, n \ _Xm\ kXb \eXcc]\Xj Ỳc\ jk\gj kf d k̀̀ ^ Xk\ k_\ d̀ gXZkj f]fl igif[l Zk̀ fe, n _ Z̀_
[f\j efk fZZl i n k̀_ d fjk d̀ gfik\[ f c̀. Rec\jj d f[ ]̀̀ \[, Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.8 n fl c[ i\jl ck èk_\ èXY c̀̀kp kf
[ìcce\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj, n _ Z̀_ n fl c[ ZXl j\ \Zfefd Z̀ _Xid kf k_\ d è\iXcfn e\ij Xe[
fk_\i m\jk\[ ì ^ _kj_fc[\ij, n _f èk\e[ kf [ìcce\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj Xe[ k̀ n c̀ci\jl ck èXe
èZi\Xj\ èE FE Xe[ fk_\igfccl kXekj Xj n \ccXj Zfejk̀ kl k\ Xel eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXckXb è̂ f] m\jk\[ ì ^ _kj.

DO L 7 8 <B 9 HPRX YU <T JRZ K LHT 8 JU T U S PJCYZ K ^ U W 4 K K WLXX YO L A O ^ XPJHR 6 O HT N LX YU YO L 8 T [ PW U T S LT Y

6 HZ XLK I^ YO L = U XX U M DH] B L[ LT Z L B LXZ RYPT N MW U S A W U V U XLK 6 O HT N LX YU @ PR HT K ; HX A U RPJPLX(

Q_\ g_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \j kf k_\ \em ìfed \ek ZXl j\[ Yp k_\ cfjj f] kXoi\m\el \ ]ifd [ d̀ è̀j_\[ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj
gif[l Zk̀ fe Xi\ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek Xe[ e\\[ kf Y\ X[[i\jj\[ è k_\ BCGO. T _ c̀\ \Zfefd Z̀ Xe[ jfZ X̀c \]]\Zkj
fi[ èXìcp e\\[ efk Y\ [ j̀Zl jj\[ èXeCGO, g_pj Z̀Xc Z_Xê \j kf k_\ \em ìfed \ek ZXl j\[ Yp X gifa\Zk)j
\Zfefd Z̀ fijfZ X̀c\]]\Zkj Xi\ j\Zfe[Xip d̀ gXZkj k_Xk d l jk Y\ èZcl [\[ èXeCGO)j d̀ gXZk XeXcpj j̀ ]̀ k_\p
Xi\ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek. * 14 AAO v150 64* \++. ? eCGO d Xp kiXZ\ k_\ \]]\Zkj f]\Zfefd Z̀ fijfZ X̀cZ_Xê \j i\jl ck̀ ê
]ifd X gifa\Zk kf g_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \j ZXl j\[ Yp k_\ \Zfefd Z̀ fijfZ X̀cZ_Xê \j. * 14 AAO v15131* X++. Re[\i
k_ j̀ il c\, X jfZ X̀cfi\Zfefd Z̀ \]]\Zk i\jl ck̀ ê ]ifd X gifa\Zk d Xp Y\ ]fl e[ kf ZXl j\ X j`̂ è]̀ ZXek g_pj Z̀Xc
d̀ gXZk k_Xk d l jk Y\ XeXcpq\[ èk_\ CGO. P\\ ) 7@;FG <?;A9 * ?H?M;CG <DF0 D87 A * DCHFDA J* ?HLD< ) 7@;FG <?;A9

* 20 0 4+ 124 A? 4k_ 1184, 1215 * CGO d̀ gifg\icp [ j̀d j̀j\[ gfjj Ỳ c̀̀kp k_XkcXî \ j_fgg è̂ Z\ek\iZfl c[ [ìm\
fk_\i i\kX c̀\ij fl k f] Yl j è\jj Xj Xe\Zfefd Z̀ \]]\Zk n _\el iYXe[\ZXp Xe[ fk_\i Yc̀^ _k-c̀b \ Zfe[ k̀̀ fej
Zfl c[ i\jl ck+< , A + DF79D6 C?DC. ?=> 48>'+ ?G H'J* ?HLD<2 A7 8;FJ?AA; * 1983+ 144 A? 3[ 123 * n _ c̀\ èZi\Xj\[
jkl [\ek \eifccd \ek Xe[ gfk\ek̀ Xc]fifm\iZifn [ è̂ Yp k̀j\c] j̀ c̀b \cp èjl ]]̀ Z \̀ek kf d̀ gc̀ZXk\ ACN ? , jl Z_
\]]\Zkj Xi\ i\c\mXekn _\ek_\p n c̀cc\X[ kf Zfejkil Zk̀ fef]e\n ]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j+. P\\ Xcjf * ?HLD<. 7LK7F9 J) D7F9

D<5 FIG H;;G D<* 7 A'4 H7 H; 6 C?J. * 20 15+ 242 A? 4k_ 833, 842 * CGO gifg\icp XeXcpq\[ gfk\ek̀ Xc\em ìfed \ekXc
d̀ gXZkj f]Zfejkil Zk̀ ê e\n ]̀ i\ jkXk̀ fee\\[\[ kf j\im\ gifa\Zkn _ c̀\ Xcjf i\Zf^ èq è̂ k_XkZfjkf] d \\k̀ ê
èZi\Xj\[ e\\[ ]fi]̀ i\ gifk\Zk̀ fej\im Z̀\j j̀ \Zfefd Z̀ d̀ gXZk+.

Q_\ Afl ekp f] S\ekl iX i\c̀\j fekXoi\m\el \ ]fi k̀j Xeel Xcfg\iXk̀ ê Yl [^ \k k_Xk èZcl [\j j`̂ è]̀ ZXek kXo
i\m\el \ i\jl ck̀ ê ]ifd k_\ [ìcc̀ê f] e\n f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj. Ge]XZk, l ek̀ ck_\i\ j̀ X jl ZZ\jj]l cf c̀Xe[ ^ Xj
n \cc[ìcc\[, k_\ d è\iXc\jkXk\ j̀ efk kXo\[ Xe[ j̀ efk \m\e èZcl [\[ èk_\ \mXcl Xk̀ fef] gifg\ikp kXo\j.
Lg\iXkfij f]f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gifg\ik̀ \j, jl Z_ Xj ? @? , Xi\ i\hl ì\[ kf gifm [̀\ [XkX ZfeZ\ièê e\n n \ccj kf k_\
Afl ekp QXo? jj\jjfi èfi[\i]fi\XZ_ e\n n \cckf Y\ Xjj\jj\[ ]figifg\ikp kXogl igfj\j. Q_\ gfc̀Z \̀j è
k_\ BiX]k20 40 E \e\iXcMcXeXkkXZb è̂ ]l kl i\ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fen c̀cgi\Zcl [\ d è\iXcfn e\ij Xe[ k_\ ì
c\jj\\j ]ifd [ìcc̀ê e\n n \ccj k_l j Zfe[\d èê k_\ gifg\ikp * Xel eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXckXb è̂ + Xe[ ZXl j\ k_\
Afl ekp kf cfj\ k_\ gifg\ikp kXoi\m\el \ k_Xk n fl c[ _Xm\ fk_\in j̀\ Y\\e^ \e\iXk\[ _X[ k_\ d è\iXcj ]ifd
jl Z_ gifg\ikp Y\\e [\m\cfg\[. Dl ik_\i, f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj [\m\cfgd \ek ^ \e\iXk\j j`̂ è]̀ ZXek [ ì\Zk jXc\j kXo
i\m\el \ Xe[ j\Zfe[Xip i\m\el \ ]ifd \d gcfp\\j, ZfekiXZkfij Xe[ m\e[fij Xccf] n _ Z̀_ n c̀cY\ cfjk ]̀ k_\
gfc̀Z \̀j [\j`̂ e\[ kf è_ Ỳ k̀ ]l kl i\ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj [\m\cfgd \ek Xi\ X[fgk\[.

Cm\eX Zl ijfip i\m \̀n f] P\Zk̀ fe5 f] k_\ BiX]k 20 40 E \e\iXc McXen _ Z̀_ X[[i\jj\j Ml Yc̀Z DXZ c̀̀k̀ \j,
P\im Z̀\j, Xe[ Ge]iXjkil Zkl i\ i\m\Xcj k_Xk Xep cfjj f] ]l e[ è̂ ]fi k_\ \jj\ek̀ Xc ]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j, j\im Z̀\j Xe[
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è]iXjkil Zkl i\ k_\ Afl ekp gifm [̀\j n fl c[ c̀b \cp ZXl j\ X g_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \ kf k_\ \em ìfed \ek k_Xk n fl c[
k_i\Xk\ek_\ m\ip \òjk\eZ\ f] k_\ Z k̀̀ q\ej, _fd \j, Yl j è\jj\j, ]Xid j, fg\ejgXZ\ Xe[ n c̀[c̀]\ èS\ekl iX
Afl ekp. Q`̂ _k Zfl ekp Yl [^ \kj Xi\ Xci\X[p X i\Xc̀kp n k̀_ [\gXikd \ekXcY\ck k̀ ^ _k\èê Y\ è̂ k_\ efid . Dfi
\oXd gc\, X cfjj f] d è\iXckXoi\m\el \ Xe[ XjjfZ X̀k\[ jXc\j kXoi\m\el \ n c̀c]l ik_\ijkiX èk_\ Yl [^ \kf] k_\
S\ekl iX Afl ekp D ì\ Mifk\Zk̀ feB j̀kìZk * tSADMBu+ k_Xk gifm [̀\j ]̀ i\ gifk\Zk̀ fe èk_\ l èeZfigfiXk\[
Xi\Xj f] k_\ Afl ekp Xcfê n k̀_ mXìfl j Z k̀̀ \j. ? i\m \̀n f] k_\ @l [^ \k ]fik_\ SADMB ]fi20 17-18 i\m\Xcj
k_Xk f] k_\ '178,618,70 8 Xeel XcYl [^ \k, gifg\ikp kXo\j * '133,586,989+ XZZfl ek\[ ]fi e\Xicp 75( f] k_\
kfkXcYl [^ \k. ? Zl k ègifg\ikp kXo\j [l \ kf gfc̀Z\j _ è[\ì ê f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fen c̀ci\jl ck èX [ifg è
]l e[ è̂ k_Xkn c̀cd Xb \ k_\ SADMB c\jj gi\gXi\[ kf gi\m\ekXe[ [\]\e[ ]l kl i\ n c̀[ ]̀ i\j kf n _ Z̀_ k_\ Afl ekp
f] S\ekl iX j̀ Xci\X[p jl jZ\gk̀ Yc\. T c̀[ ]̀ i\j ZXl j\ g_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \ kf k_\ \em ìfed \ekn _ Z̀_ j̀ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek
Xe[ k_\i\]fi\ Xe\Zfefd Z̀ jkl [p d l jk Y\ Zfe[l Zk\[ kf [\k\id è\ k_\ d̀ gXZkj ZXl j\[ Yp k_\ cfjj f] f c̀
i\cXk\[ kXoi\m\el \ èk_ j̀ BCGO. P̀ d c̀Xicp, k_\i\ Xi\ d Xep fk_\ig_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \j kf k_\ \em ìfed \ek k_Xk
Xi\ j`̂ è]̀ ZXek k_Xk Zfl c[ i\jl ck ]ifd X cXZb f] ]l e[ è̂ ]fi k_\ Afl ekp j\im Z̀\j n \ i\cp fekf gifk\Zk k_\
\em ìfed \ekXe[ ]̀k_\i\ j̀ X [\k\ìfiXk̀ fef]]l e[ è̂ [l \ kf cXZb f]f c̀i\cXk\[ kXo\j,k_\j\ [ ì\ZkXe[ è[ ì\Zk
\]]\Zkj d l jk Y\ èZcl [\[ Xj X gXik f] Xe\Zfefd Z̀ jkl [p kf gifm [̀\ [\Z j̀ f̀ed Xb \ij n k̀_ k_\ è]fid Xk̀ fe
e\Z\jjXip kf [\k\id è\ k_\ j`̂ è]̀ ZXeZ\ f] k_\ d̀ gXZkj ZXl j è̂ g_pj Z̀XcZ_Xê \j kf k_\ \em ìfed \ek. Q_\
[XkX kf Zfe[l Zk jl Z_ X jkl [p i\d X èj èk_\ gfjj\jj f̀ef]k_\ Afl ekp n _ Z̀_ j_fl c[ Y\ XYc\, n k̀_ c̀kkc\ \]]fik
kf [\k\id è\, ]fi \oXd gc\, _fn d l Z_ f] S\ekl iX Afl ekpsj Yl [^ \k j̀ [\ìm\[ ]ifd gifg\ikp kXo\j fe
d è\iXcj>Ffn d l Z_ n c̀cS\ekl iXAfl ekp cfj\ èkXoi\m\el \Yp d̀ gc\d \ek̀ ê e\n gfc̀Z \̀j k_Xk[ j̀Zfl iX^ \
fi \c̀d èXk\ k_\ [ìcc̀ê f] e\n n \ccj> Ffn d l Z_ jXc\j kXoi\m\el \ n c̀cY\ cfjk k_Xk j̀ XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_
[ìcc̀ê , d X èkX è̀ê f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj>Ffn n c̀ck_ j̀ cfjj f] i\m\el \ d̀ gXZk k_\ Ml Yc̀Z DXZ c̀̀k̀ \j, P\im Z̀\j
Xe[ Ge]iXjkil Zkl i\ [\jZìY\[ èk_\ 20 40 E \e\iXcMcXeP\Zk̀ fe5>

FLT YZ WH 6 U Z T Y^ _X 8 MMU W Y YU 5 HT ? L\ @ PR HT K ; HX G LRRX FPU RHYLX YO L = H\

Q_\ BCGO i\c̀\j l gfec\^ Xccp è]\Xj Ỳc\ gfc̀Z \̀j gifgfj\[ èk_\ 20 40 E \e\iXcMcXek_Xk_Xm\ Xj k_\ ì[ ì\Zk
Xe[ è[ ì\Zk ^ fXc, k_\ \c̀d èXk̀ fef] f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj \ogcfiXk̀ feXe[ gif[l Zk̀ fe èS\ekl iX Afl ekp. Q_\j\
gifgfj\[ Mfc̀Zp Z_Xê \j, Xj [\jZìY\[ _\i\ è, X]]\Zk̀ ê e\n f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj Xi\ è]\Xj Ỳc\ èk_Xk k_\p
n c̀ci\jl ck èX YXefee\n [ìcc̀ê , n _ Z̀_ Zfe[l Zk Yp k_\ Afl ekp j̀ gi\\d gk\[ Yp jkXk\ Xe[ ]\[\iXccXn , j̀
l eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXc, m f̀cXk\j \hl Xc gifk\Zk̀ fe l e[\i k_\ cXn , j̀ [ j̀Zì d èXkfip Xj X d Xkk\i f] cXn , Xe[
Zfejk̀ kl k\j X kXb è̂ . ? @? i\j\im\j Xccf] k̀j ì ^ _kj kf gl ijl \ \m\ip XmX c̀XYc\ i\d \[p i\jl ck̀ ê ]ifd k_\
Xkk\d gk Yp S\ekl iX Afl ekp kf YXe]l kl i\ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj \ogcfiXk̀ feXe[ gif[l Zk̀ fe èS\ekl iX Afl ekp.

7 8 D4 <= 8 7 6 @ > > 8 ? DC

? @? sj jg\Z ]̀̀ Z Xe[ [\kX c̀\[ Zfd d \ekj fek_\ è[ m̀ [̀l XcZ_Xgk\ij Xe[ j\Zk̀ fej f]BCGO Xi\ j\k]fik_ Y\cfn .

. (2 ', / T k̀_fl k XZb efn c\[^ è̂ k_\ \òjk̀ ê X[ mXcfi\d kXo\j fef c̀k_Xk Xi\ gX [̀ kf k_\ Afl ekp, k_\
Afl ekp j̀ efn gifgfj è̂ kf \mXcl Xk\ k_\ n _\k_\ikf \jkXYc̀j_ Xefk_\icfZXckXofef c̀Xe[ ^ Xj
fg\iXk̀ fej. Q_\ BCGO jkXk\j k_Xk èZi\Xj\[ kXo\j fef c̀Xe[ ^ Xj ]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j d Xp i\[l Z\ E FE
\d j̀j f̀ej n _ Z̀_ Xjj\ik̀ fe j̀ l ejl ggfik\[ Yp jl YjkXek̀ Xc\m [̀\eZ\. Dl ik_\i, Xj efk\[ XYfm\, ]̀
XeX[[ k̀̀ feXckXoi\jl ck\[ è[ d̀ è̀j_\[ f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe,k_\i\jl ckn fl c[ Y\Xe èZi\Xj\
èE FE Xe[ fk_\igfccl kXekj Xj efk\[ XYfm\. ? j fk_\ijkXk̀ feXip jfl iZ\j ZfekìYl k\ Xj d l Z_

fi d fi\ E FE , k_\ Afl ekp Xgg\Xij kf Y\ XiY k̀iXìcp Yl i[\èê X j è̂ c\ è[l jkip j\Zkfi Yp
èZi\Xj è̂ kXo\j n k̀_ ef i\^ Xi[ kf k_\ [XkX gi\j\ek\[ èk_\ BCGO
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. (+ , '2 Mfc̀Zp ALP 7.3. Qf k_\ \ok\ek k_\ Afl ekp j\\b j kf d̀ gfj\ k_ j̀ Mfc̀Zp fee\n n \ccj [ìcc\[
jl Ya\Zk kf Xe\òjk̀ ê Xe[ mXc̀[ jg\Z X̀c l j\ g\id k̀, jl Z_ gfc̀Zp l ecXn ]l ccp d̀ gX ìj m\jk\[
gifg\ikp ì ^ _kj Xe[ [ j̀i\^ Xi[j n \cc-j\kkc\[ Zfekifcc̀ê cXn ZfeZ\ièê X d è\iXcfn e\isj ì ^ _k
kf i\Zfm\ii\jfl iZ\j ]ifd _ j̀ fi_\ijl Y-jl i]XZ\ gifg\ikp Xe[ Zfejk̀ kl k\j X kXb è̂ l e[\ijkXk\
Xe[ ]\[\iXccXn . ? ccXeXcpj\j Xe[ Xjjl d gk̀ fej ]cfn è̂ ]ifd k_\ \og\Zk\[ d̀ gfj k̀̀ fef] k_ j̀
gfc̀Zp Xi\ ]XkXccp ]cXn \[.

. (+ , '2 Mfc̀Zp ALP 7.7. Q_ j̀ gfc̀Zp j̀ gi\\d gk\[ Yp jkXk\ Xe[ ]\[\iXc i\^ l cXk̀ fej. Q_\ BCGO
[ j̀i\^ Xi[j k_ j̀. ? ccXeXcpj\j Xe[ Xjjl d gk̀ fej ]cfn è̂ ]ifd k_\ \og\Zk\[ d̀ gfj k̀̀ fef] k_ j̀
gfc̀Zp Xi\ ]XkXccp ]cXn \[ Xe[ efk jl ggfik\[ Yp jl YjkXek̀ Xc\m [̀\eZ\. P\\ k_\ [ j̀Zl jj f̀el e[\i
k_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj.

. (+ , '+ , ? j efk\[ èk_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj, Xj kf Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.3, k_\i\ j̀ ef jl YjkXek̀ Xc\m [̀\eZ\
gifm [̀\[ kf al jk̀ ]p Xe èZi\Xj\ èk_\ d è̀d l d j\kYXZb i\hl ì\d \ekj ]fi e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip
f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj fifk_\in j̀\ [\d fejkiXk\ n _p k_\ \òjk̀ ê j\kYXZb j Xi\ èX[\hl Xk\. Dl ik_\i,
k_\ d̀ gfj k̀̀ fe f] jl Z_ e\n j\kYXZb j n c̀c i\jl ck è Xe l eZfejk̀ kl k̀ feXc kXb è̂ . P\\ k_\
[ j̀Zl jj f̀e èk_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj i\^ Xi[ è̂ k_\ èX[\hl XZp f] k_\ I ? Afl ekp O\gfik.

. (+ , '+ - O\c̀XeZ\ fe k_\ AAPQ jkl [p j̀ d j̀gcXZ\[ Xj k̀ ]X c̀j kf X[[i\jj k_\ \òjk̀ ê jkXe[Xi[j,
Zfe[ k̀̀ fej, j\kYXZb j, Xe[ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fei\hl ì\d \ekj k_Xk Xi\ ègcXZ\ èS\ekl iX Afl ekp Xe[
gi\j\ekcp Xggc̀ZXYc\ kf e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj< X ]XZkk_Xkk_\ jkl [p XZb efn c\[^ \j
Yp jkXk̀ ê k_Xk XZkl Xc\ogfjl i\j Xe[ Xep i\cXk\[ _\Xck_ d̀ gXZkj d Xp Y\ [ ]̀]\i\ek Xe[ t_Xm\
efk Y\\e d \Xjl i\[.u Ge c̀^ _k f] k_\ jkXk\[ [\]̀ Z \̀eZ \̀j k_\ AAPQ jkl [p j̀ efk jl ]]̀ Z \̀ek
\m [̀\eZ\ kf jl ggfik X Z_Xê \ èk_\ Zl ii\ek j\kYXZb i\hl ì\d \ekj ]fi e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀
Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj.

. (+ , '+ - O\c̀XeZ\ feX Rèm\ij k̀p f]J XipcXe[ jkl [p k_Xkgl igfik\[cp * k_\ jkl [p j̀ ef cfê \iXmX c̀XYc\
fe k_\ R f] J n \Yj k̀\+ X[[i\jj\[ ]iXZb è̂ eXkl iXc ^ Xj n \ccj è k_\ J XiZ\ccl j P_Xc\,
Zfd gc\k\cp ]X c̀j kf X[[i\jj k_\ \òjk̀ ê jkXe[Xi[j, Zfe[ k̀̀ fej, j\kYXZb j, Xe[ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe
i\hl ì\d \ekj k_Xk Xi\ ègcXZ\ èS\ekl iX Afl ekp Xe[ Xggc̀ZXYc\ kf e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[
^ Xj n \ccj. Gec̀^ _k f] k_\ Zfd gc\k\ XYj\eZ\ f] i\c\mXeZ\ kf \òjk̀ ê Zfe[ k̀̀ fej, k_\ gl igfik\[
Rèm\ij k̀p f] J XipcXe[ jkl [p j̀ efk jl ]]̀ Z \̀ek \m [̀\eZ\ kf jl ggfik X Z_Xê \ èk_\ Zl ii\ek
j\kYXZb i\hl ì\d \ekj ]fie\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj.

. (+ , '+ .

YO W U Z N O

. (+ , (+ 2

P\\ k_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj i\^ Xi[ è̂ ALP-7.2

. (+ , '+ 2

YO W U Z N O

. (+ , ', *

J k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ feJ \Xjl i\ MO-1 ]fiMfc̀Zp ALP-7.2 j̀ X kXZ k̀i\Zf^ èk̀ fek_Xkk_\i\ j̀ ef jl YjkXek̀ m\
\m [̀\eZ\ kf jl ggfik k_\ gifgfj\[ 2,50 0 -]ffk j\kYXZb èZcl [\[ èMfc̀Zp ALP-7.2. J k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe
J \Xjl i\ MO-1sj Zfek̀ el \[ i\c̀XeZ\ fek_\ I ? Afl ekp Ml Yc̀Z F\Xck_ O\gfiki\]\i\eZ\[ èk_\
E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj kf jl ggfik X 1,50 0 -]ffk j\kYXZb iXk_\ik_Xek_\ 60 0 -]ffk j\kYXZb X[fgk\[
Yp k_\ A k̀p f]I fj ? ê \c\j èHl cp f]20 19 [\d fejkiXk\j k_Xkk_ j̀ gifgfj\[ gfc̀Zp j̀ efk[ìm\e
Yp jZ \̀eZ\, Xep kil \ XeXcpj j̀, fi k_\ ]XZkj. ? j efk\[ èk_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj, I ? Afl ekp
Ml Yc̀Z F\Xck_ Zfe[l Zk\[ ef jkl [ \̀j kf d \Xjl i\ XZkl XcZfe[ k̀̀ fej Xe[ Z\ikX ècp [ [̀ efk kXb \
èkf Zfej [̀\iXk̀ fek_\ Zl ii\ekZfe[ k̀̀ fej èS\ekl iX Afl ekp èZcl [ è̂ k_\ \òjk̀ ê i\^ l cXkfip
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Xe[ d k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fed \Xjl i\j ègcXZ\Y\]fi\ k_\p g Z̀b \[ el d Y\ij fl kf]X_Xkfifk_\in j̀\ ^ l \jj\[
_fn ]Xi Xn Xp pfl _X[ kf Y\ kf efk jd \ccF2P. Dfi f c̀ ]̀ \c[j èS\ekl iX Afl ekp k_Xk [f efk
_Xm\ F2P, k_Xk j̀ XYjfcl k\cp ef \m [̀\eZ\ kf jl ggfik k_\ ]̀ eXc50 0 -]ffk j\kYXZb i\]\i\eZ\ èk_\
I ? Afl ekp Ml Yc̀Z F\Xck_ O\gfik. Q_Xk Y\ è̂ jX [̀, k_\i\ j̀ ef jl YjkXek̀ Xc \m [̀\eZ\ èk_\
i\Zfi[ kf al jk̀ ]p k_\ j\kYXZb cXê l X^ \ è J k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe J \Xjl i\ MO-1 ]fi Mfc̀Zp ALP-7.2,
_fn \m\i X 60 0 -]ffk j\kYXZb Xj X[fgk\[ Xj X[fgk\[ Yp k_\ A k̀p f] I fj ? ê \c\j j\\d j
i\XjfeXYc\.

. (+ , ', + Q_\ BCGOsj l ejl ggfik\[ ZfeZcl j f̀ej i\^ Xi[ è̂ _fìqfekXc[ìcc̀ê XZZ\jj Xi\ [\d fejkiXYcp
]Xcj\. Q_\ BCGO jkXk\j k_Xk; tUn V_ c̀\ k_\ Xd \e[\[ gfc̀Zp n fl c[ gl k c̀d k̀Xk̀ fej fe k_\
gcXZ\d \ek f] e\n [ j̀Zi\k̀ feXip f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj n \ccj, k̀ n fl c[ efk e\Z\jjXìcp gif_ Ỳ k̀ XZZ\jj kf
k_\ f c̀Xe[ eXkl iXc^ Xj i\jfl iZ\j Y\ è̂ jfl ^ _k. Gei\jfl iZ\ cfZXk̀ fej e\Xij\ej k̀̀ m\ cXe[ l j\j,
[ ì\Zk̀ feXc[ìcc̀ê * èZcl [ è̂ _fìqfekXc[ìcc̀ê + k\Z_èhl \j Zfl c[ Y\ l k̀ c̀q\[. . . .u ? d gc\
\m [̀\eZ\, i\X[ c̀p XmX c̀XYc\ kf k_\ BCGO gi\gXi\ij, [ j̀gifm\j k_\ ]fi\^ f è̂ . L c̀]̀ \c[j è
S\ekl iX Afl ekp ZfekX è d l ck̀ gc\ f c̀ jXe[j m\ik̀ ZXccp jkXZb \[ è X Zfd gXZk d Xee\i.
? ZZfi[ è̂ cp, XeX[[ k̀̀ feXc f]]j\k f] 1,50 0 s n fl c[ èd fjk [ìcc̀ê ZXj\j \ k̀_\i i\e[\i k_\
^ \fcf^ Z̀XcXê c\ f]XkkXZb d ffk, èk_XkX n \ccd `̂ _kfjk\ej Ỳcp e\m\iY\ XYc\ kf d \Z_XèZXccp
i\XZ_ Xccf] k̀j kXî \kj, fi, [l \ kf k_\ ]fi\^ f è̂ , Xefg\iXkfid `̂ _k Y\ i\hl ì\[ kf [ìccd l ck̀ gc\
n \ccj kf XZ_ \̀m\ k_\ jXd \ gif[l Zk̀ fe, c\X[ è̂ kf X j`̂ è]̀ ZXek èZi\Xj\ è d̀ gXZkj Zfd gXi\[
kf X j è̂ c\ n \cc[ìcc\[ kf XZZfd gc̀j_ k_\ jXd \ ^ \fcf^ Z̀ ^ fXcj. B ì\Zk̀ feXc[ìcc̀ê n fl c[ efk
Y\ gfjj Ỳc\ kf i\gcXZ\ Xccf]k_\ i\j\im\j/i\jfl iZ\j [l \ kf k\iiX èjl iifl e[ è̂ k_ j̀ Xi\X c̀d k̀̀ ê
jl i]XZ\ cfZXk̀ fej Xj n \cck_\ i\j\imf ì jkil Zkl iXce\\[ kf [ìccefik_-jfl k_ [ ì\Zk̀ feXcgXk_j
]ifd \Xjk fin \jk cfZXk̀ fej.

. (+ , ', +

YO W U Z N O

. (+ , ', -

Q_\BCGO ZfeZ\[\j k_Xkk_\ d Xafì kp f]k_\ALPgfc̀Z \̀j kf Y\X[fgk\[ Xj gXikf]k_\gifgfj\[
E M 20 40 Xi\ X[fgk\[ ]fi k_\ \ogi\jj gl igfj\ f] g_Xj è̂ fl k cfZXc f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj gif[l Zk̀ fe
n k̀_ èk_\ Afl ekp. Q_\ BCGO ]l ik_\iZfeZ\[\j k_Xk k_\ Afl ekp n c̀c, Xj X [ ì\Zk i\jl ck f] k_ j̀
gifgfj\[ g_Xj\-fl k, e\\[ kf d̀ gfik ]fi\`̂ ejfl iZ\j f] f c̀Xe[ ^ Xj, Xe[ ]l ik_\iXZb efn c\[^ \j
k_Xk k_\ d̀ gfikXk̀ fef] jl Z_ jfl iZ\j n c̀c_Xm\ X d fi\ j\m\i\ E FE gif[l Zk̀ fe d̀ gXZk k_Xe
i\c̀XeZ\ fecfZXcf c̀Xe[ ^ Xj i\jfl iZ\j. Q_\ BCGO k_\el ecXn ]l ccp gl ekj feZfej [̀\iXk̀ fef]
k_Xk d fi\ j\m\i\ d̀ gXZk Yp jkXk̀ ê k_Xk k_fj\ d̀ gXZkj n c̀cfZZl i tfl kj [̀\ k_\ E M 20 40 gcXe
Xi\X.u Q_ j̀ XY[ Z̀Xk̀ fef] i\jgfej Ỳ c̀̀kp ]fiE FE XeXcpj j̀ j̀ efk fecp _pgfZì k̀ ZXc^ m̀\eE M
20 40 sj fYa\Zk̀ m\ f] Zfd YXk̀ ê Zc̀d Xk\ Z_Xê \, Yl k Xcjf l ecXn ]l c. Q_\ d fi\ j\m\i\ E FE
d̀ gXZkj XjjfZ X̀k\[ n k̀_ k_\ Gd gfikXk̀ fe f] ]fi\`̂ e f c̀ Xe[ ^ Xj Xi\ b efn e Xe[ d l jk Y\
Zfej [̀\i\[ efn . Qf fd k̀ k_ j̀ \mXcl Xk̀ fe j̀ kf [\gìm\ k_\ gl Yc̀Z Xe[ [\Z j̀ f̀ed Xb \ij f] k_\
XY c̀̀kp kf ]l ccp Xe[ ]X ìcp l e[\ijkXe[ Xe[ Zfej [̀\ik_\ d̀ gXZkj f] X[fgk̀ ê E M20 40 . P\\ Xcjf
k_\ [ j̀Zl jj f̀ef] k_ j̀ èk_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj.

. (+ , ', 0 Q_\ j̀jl \j Xì j è̂ fl k f] k_\ i\hl ì\d \ek k_Xk gif[l Z\[ n Xk\iefk Y\ [ j̀gfj\[ f]m X̀ kil Zb è̂
Xi\ k_\ jXd \ Xj k_fj\ [ j̀Zl jj\[ èk_\ E \e\iXcAfd d \ekj i\^ Xi[ è̂ kil Zb è̂ .

. (+ , ', 1 ALPMfc̀Zp 7.8. Q_ j̀ gfc̀Zp j̀ efkfecp gi\\d gk\[, Yl k j̀ Xcjf èZfej j̀k\ekn k̀_ SA? MB il c\
54 Xj k̀ efk\j k_Xk Xcce\n n \cc ^ Xj n fl c[ Y\ g g̀\[ k_ifl ^ _ k_\ jXd \ ^ Xk_\ì ê jpjk\d è
\òjk̀ ê ]̀ \c[j. Ll kj [̀\ f] il eèê X e\n g g̀\c̀e\ kf X [ ]̀]\i\ek ^ Xj gifZ\jj è̂ jpjk\d , k_\i\
n fl c[ Y\ ef n Xp kf Yi\Xb fl k k_\ ^ Xj ]ifd k_\ ^ \e\iXc]̀ \c[ gif[l Zk̀ fek_Xk ^ f\j k_ifl ^ _ k_\
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Zl ii\ek�^ Xk_\ì ê �jpjk\d �k_ifl ^ _�k_\�^ Xj�gcXek,�jXc\j�gf èk,�fi�]cXi\.�P\\�k_\�Zfd d \ekj�fe�k_\�
l j\�f]�]cXi\j�ZfekX è\[� è�k_\�E \e\iXc�Afd d \ekj.

. (+ , '- ,- , Ge� YXcXeZ è̂ � k_\� Zfd g\k̀ ê � \em ìfed \ekXc,� \Zfefd Z̀,� jfZ X̀c� Xe[� fk_\i� j̀jl \j� i\cXk̀ ê � kf�
J k̀̀ ^ Xk̀ fe� J \Xjl i\j� MO-2� Xe[� MO-3,� k_\� Afl ekp� j_fl c[� Xcjf� Zfej [̀\i� k_\� j`̂ è]̀ ZXek�
èZi\Xj\j�̀ e�E FE �Xe[�fk_\i�gfccl kXekj�k_Xk�n c̀c�i\jl ck�̀ ] k_\�Afl ekp Z_ffj\j�̀ d gfik\[�f c̀�n k̀_�
Xcc�f]� k̀j�XjjfZ X̀k\j� ì jb j�Xe[�iXd ]̀̀ ZXk̀ fej�Xj�Zfd gXi\[�kf�k_\�Zc\Xe\i,�_\Xm c̀p�i\^ l cXk\[,�
cfZXccp� gif[l Z\[� f c̀� k_Xk� b \\gj� n fib \ij� \d gcfp\[�Xe[� èZi\Xj\[� i\m\el \j� è� k_\�Afl ekp�
Yl [^ \k.

. (+ - '+ �

YO W U Z N O �

. (+ - ', 3, 3

Q_\�BCGO�d Xb \j�el d \ifl j,�l ejl ggfik\[�Xjjl d gk̀ fej�i\^ Xi[ è̂ �k_\�ef j̀\�^ \e\iXk\[�Yp�f c̀�
Xe[�^ Xj�fg\iXk̀ fej.�L c̀�Xe[�^ Xj�fg\iXk̀ fej�^ \e\iXk\�ef j̀\�\hl m̀Xc\ek�kf�fk_\i� è[l jkìXc�l j\j.�
Q_\�BCGO�[f\j�efk,�Xe[�ZXeefk,�gifm [̀\�\m [̀\eZ\�[\d fejkiXk̀ ê �k_Xk�f c̀�Xe[�^ Xj�gif[l Zk̀ fe�
^ \e\iXk\j�ef j̀\�XYfm\�Xe[�Y\pfe[�k_\�ef j̀\�c\m\cj�̂ \e\iXk\[�Yp� è[l jkìXc�XZk̀ m k̀̀ \j,�c\k�Xcfe\�
k_Xk� k̀�gif[l Z\j�fYa\Zk̀ feXYc\�ef j̀\.

. (+ - ', -, - Q_\�[ j̀Zl jj f̀e�l e[\i�Gd gXZk�4.13-4�c̀jkj�f c̀�jl ggcp�]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j�Xd fê �d Xafi� è[l jkìXc�ef j̀\�
jfl iZ\j.�Kf�jl YjkXek̀ Xc�\m [̀\eZ\�\òjkj�̀ e�k_\�BCGO�fi�̀ e�k_\�@XZb ^ ifl e[�O\gfik�̀ k�i\]\i\eZ\j.�
J fjk�f c̀�jl ggcp�]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j�Xi\�cfZXk\[� è�Xi\Xj�]Xi�]ifd �j\ej k̀̀ m\�i\Z\gkfij�\oZ\gk�kf�k_\�\ok\ek�
k_Xk� k_\� Afl ekp� _Xj� g\id k̀k\[� e\n � [\m\cfgd \ek� f]� j\ej k̀̀ m\� i\Z\gkfij� e\Xi� f c̀� jl ggcp�
]XZ c̀̀k̀ \j.

? @? �_\i\Yp�X[fgkj�Xe[�i\c̀\j�l gfe�k_\�Zfd d \ekj�kf�k_ j̀�BCGO�ZfekX è\[� è�Zfd d \ek�c\kk\ij�]̀ c\[�
fe�Y\_Xc]�f]�Xcc�fk_\i�f c̀�Xe[�̂ Xj�gif[l Z\ij�Xe[�f c̀�̀ e[l jkip�XjjfZ X̀k̀ fej�k_Xk�_Xm\�gifm [̀\[�Zfd d \ek�c\kk\ij�
Xj�k_fl ^ _�jl Z_�Zfd d \ekj�Xi\�]l ccp�j\k�]fik_�_\i\ è�Xe[�Xj�jl Z_�k_\p�Xi\� èZfigfiXk\[ _\i\ èYp�i\]\i\eZ\.�

G�cffb �]fin Xi[�kf�n fib è̂ �n k̀_�Afl ekp�jkX]]�Xe[�k_\�Zfd d l èkp�kf�XZ_ \̀m\�X�n fib XYc\�20 40 �E \e\iXc�
McXe�feZ\�k_ j̀�BCGO� j̀�i\n ì kk\e�kf�X[[i\jj�k_\�j`̂ è]̀ ZXek�]cXn j�i\]\i\eZ\[�_\i\ è�Xe[�k_k_\�[fZl d \ek� j̀�
i\Z ìZl cXk\[�]fi�]l ik_\i�i\m \̀n �Xe[�Zfd d \ek.

O\jg\Zk]l ccp,

? cXe�@.�? [c\i,�Mi\j [̀\ek
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Adam Harper <aharper@calcima.org>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:01 PM

To: General Plan Update

Subject: CalCIMA Comments - Ventura General Plan Update EIR

Attachments: CalCIMA Comment Letter Ventura General Plan Mineral Resources.pdf

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Susan,

Thank you for confirming the General Plan comment deadline. Attached please find CalCIMA’s comments.

Adam Harper
Director of Policy Analysis
CalCIMA
(916) 554-1000 ext. 102
aharper@calcima.org

www.calcima.org
www.distancematters.org
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February 27, 2020 

Ventura County Resource Management Agency, Planning Division 

Attn: Susan Curtis, Manager, General Plan Update Section 

800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 

Ventura, CA 93009-1740 

Via e-mail: GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org  

RE: Ventura County General Plan – Mineral Resources – Draft EIR Comments  

Dear Mrs. Curtis: 

These comments are offered on behalf of the California Construction and Industrial Materials 

Association (CalCIMA). CalCIMA is a statewide trade association representing construction and industrial 

material producers in California. Our members supply mineral resources such as construction aggregate 

inclusive of sand, gravel, crushed stone, slag, and recycled concrete that build our state’s infrastructure, 

including public roads, rail, and water projects; help build our homes, schools and hospitals; assist in 

growing crops and feeding livestock; and play a key role in manufacturing wallboard, roofing shingles, 

paint, low energy light bulbs, and battery technology for electric cars and windmills. Our members 

develop mineral resources to provide the raw materials necessary to maintain society, and strategically 

site their operations throughout the state to minimize air quality impacts and greenhouse gas emissions 

associated with transportation by truck. 

The Draft EIR for the Ventura County 2040 General Plan Update fails to give non-oil and gas mineral 

resources appropriate attention and analysis for impacts.  As such the DEIR is deficient and should be 

corrected as we detail below.  Once corrected, the DEIR should be recirculated for public review. 

Incomplete Regulatory Setting 

Neither the DEIR nor the Background report provide a complete and thorough description of the 

existing, current regulatory setting that oversees the management and production of mineral resources 

in the County and the State of California. This omission is particularly concerning because the existing 

General Plan discusses many of these regulatory schemes in great detail, along with the importance of 

mineral resources, generally, and the mineral resources located in the County, specifically.  The EIR and 

the Background Report only disclose federal and state agencies that regulate pipelines and flaring, which 

is not applicable to all mineral resources that must be analyzed in an EIR under the CEQA 

guidelines.  The EIR should be revised to include an overview and description of all potential regulations, 

regulatory bodies, and programs that regulate mineral resources in Ventura County.   

Further, the deletion of policies from the previous general plan which are part of the current regulatory 

environment and whose removal may negatively impact mineral resources is not included in the current 

mailto:GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org


 

regulatory background. Nor is their removal analyzed or quantified.  Specifically, existing General Plan 

Policy 1.4.2 #6 “All General Plan amendments, zone changes, and discretionary developments shall be 

evaluated for their individual and cumulative impacts on access to and extraction of recognized mineral 

resources, in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act,” is not included in the revised 

general plan. Nor is any analysis of how that removal could affect mineral resources, or any explanation 

for why it's being removed. We remind you that mineral resources are part of the "environment" 

protected by CEQA.   

“Less than Significant” Impact Determination Not Supported 

The EIR fails to provide any discussion of non-oil and gas mineral resources in the “environmental 

setting” discussion in section 4.12 of the EIR. Without an understanding of the regulatory and 

environmental setting, there is simply no information or data in the EIR to support the County’s outright 

dismissal of impacts to mineral resource production as “less than significant.”  

Further, the EIR fails to actually analyze for direct and indirect impacts to mineral resource zones that 

will occur as a result of the 2040 General Plan.  The County admits that Land Use Designation changes in 

the 2040 General Plan will result in changes to land uses over known and important mineral 

reserves.  But neither the EIR nor the Background Report provide any information regarding estimated 

and anticipated “buildout” in terms of acreage, actual location, number of dwelling units, and 

development density and intensity.  These incompatible land uses will significantly impact future 

mineral resource production and must be evaluated and mitigated for in the EIR.  

Finally, the determination of impacts on page 4.12-10 is not only completely unsupported, but it is 

contradicted in the EIR’s language.  The EIR admits that residential and industrial uses will be installed in 

the MRZ-2 zone (a major mineral resource zone), but then never provides any quantification of impacts 

or discusses the extent, location, or intensity of the development within the MRZ-2 zone.  This impact is 

not “less than significant” as development over the MRZ-2 zone will significantly hamper access to these 

resources. The County's analysis is contrary to ISAG threshold of significance 1., which states that, "Any 

land use or project activity which is proposed to be located on or immediately adjacent to land zoned 

Mineral Resource Protection (MRP) overlay zone, or adjacent to a principal access road to an existing 

aggregate Conditional Use Permit (CUP), and which has the potential to hamper or preclude extraction 

of or access to the aggregate resources, shall be considered to have a significant adverse impact on the 

environment." 

Direct and Indirect Impacts Not Analyzed Or Quantified  

The EIR concedes that more than half of the project area to be impacted by the 2040 General Plan is 

zoned MRZ-3a/b.  The County admits in the EIR that areas zoned MRZ 3a/b are those areas with known 

mineral deposits that lack sufficient detailed information to be labeled MRZ-2.  But the EIR fails to 

conduct any impact determination or analysis of the project on these mineral resources and deposits.  



 

The EIR never addresses indirect impacts to mineral resource development that will occur under the 

2040 General Plan.  As incompatible land uses (such as residential development) occur on or adjacent to 

mineral production and mineral reserves, compatibility conflicts will increase.  Reasonably foreseeable 

indirect impacts include nuisance complaints, traffic conflicts, theft, vandalism and attempted trespass 

on mineral production sites.  The EIR must analyze and evaluate these impacts on the ability to produce 

mineral resources in the County.  

We appreciate the opportunity to provide comments. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

Adam Harper 
Director of Policy Analysis 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Kroll, Chris@SCC <Chris.Kroll@scc.ca.gov>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:09 PM

To: General Plan Update

Subject: DEIR for Ventura County 2040 General Plan

Attachments: DEIR 2040 General Plan Comment Letter 2-20.pdf
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Deanna Haines 
Director of Polley, Strategy and Environment 

Southern California Gas Company 
Strategy & Engagement 

555 W. Fifth Street, GCT 21CS 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 

Tel: 213.244.3010 
Mobile: 213.220-1121 

DHalnes@socalgas.com 

Susan Curtis 
Manager, General Plan Update Section 
Ventura County Resource Management Agency, Planning Division 
800 South Victoria Avenue, L #1740 
Ventura, CA 93009-1740 

RE: County of Ventura - Draft 2040 General Plan Update EIR 

Dear Ms. Curtis, 

Southern California Gas Company appreciates the opportunity to submit comments on the 
Draft 2040 General Plan EIR ("DEIR") and believes the document will provide valuable direction 
for the County to pursue effective, long-term development goals, as well as enhance local 
sustainability objectives. In particular, we support proposed policies that encourage beneficial 
reuse of County-generated waste for energy generation. Such policies have great potential to 
help reduce County GHG emissions, especially from agriculture and human waste streams. 

However, SoCalGas is concerned by one of the County's proposed mitigation measures: MM 
GHG-1: New Implementation HAZ-X: Prohibit Natural Gas Infrastructure in New Residential 
Development: 

Implementation Program HAZ-X: Prohibit Natural Gas Infrastructure in New 
Residential Development - To support the proposed reach codes under COS-S, the 2040 
General Plan shall include a new program in the Hazards and Safety element that 
prohibits the installation of new natural gas infrastructure in new residential 
construction through amendments to the Ventura County Building Code. This program 
shall also be extended to include commercial building types such as offices, retail 
buildings, and hotels where the use of natural gas is not critical to business operations 
and contain appliances that can be feasibility substituted with electricity powered 
equivalents." (pg. 4.8-45-46). 

While we support the County's attempt to reduce emissions associated with buildings, this 
mitigation measure is technology-restrictive, may actually increase emissions and will limit the 
County's ability to explore other innovative approaches to achieve emissions reductions in the 
future without deleveraging residents and businesses to hedge themselves against climate risks 
such as wildfires and household rising energy costs. 
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This type of ban would contravene California state law and policy as it relates to the availability 
of natural gas as a resource for residents and to the provision of a reliable and resilient energy 
supply. In addition, such a ban raises concerns under federal law. 

Further, the DEIR's analysis and treatment of MM GHG-1 is legally flawed under the California 
Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA"). First, the DEIR fails to consider, discuss or analyze the 
environmental effects of implementing MM GHG-1. Second, the County cannot rely on MM 
GHG-1 to mitigate GHG impacts caused by the 2040 General Plan because MM GHG-1 is 
"infeasible" under CEQA. Lastly, by finding that climate change impacts would remain 
significant and unavoidable even with implementation of MMs GHG-1 through GHG-3, the 
County has neglected to consider other GHG emission reduction strategies as potential 
mitigation in the DEIR. 

1. The DEIR Fails to Analyze the Environmental Impacts Associated with MM GHG-1 

CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(l)(D) provides that, if a mitigation measure would itself 
cause significant environmental impacts, those impacts must be discussed in the EIR.1 Here, the 
DEIR discusses what MM GHG-1 would consist of (i.e., implementation of programs to prohibit 
natural gas infrastructure in new residential development, otherwise known as "Reach Codes"), 
notes that MM GHG-1 would implement Polley COS-8.6, which "will encourage zero net carbon 
emissions building design, which was assumed for quantifying GHG reduction benefits of the 
program", and states that implementation of a Reach Code will be predicated on a "cost 
effectiveness study" by the California Energy Commission ("CEC").2 However, the DEIR fails to 
discuss the potential environmental effects from implementing a Reach Code that bans or 
restricts natural gas in residential and/or commercial buildings. 

Substantial evidence indicates that adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 and Reach Codes 
could lead to the following significant environmental impacts under CEQA. 

• Utilities and Service Systems- In the CEQA Guidelines Appendix G checklist,3 section 
"XIX. Utilities and Service Systems" asks whether proposed projects would "[r]equire or 
result in the relocation or construction of new or expanded water, wastewater 
treatment or storage drainage, electric power, ... facilities, the construction or relocation 
of which could cause significant environmental effects." 

114 Cal Code Regs.§ 15126.4(a)(l)(D); see also Sacramento Old City Assn. v. City Council (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 
1011, 1027; Stevens v. City of Glendale (1981) 125 Cal.App.3d 986); Ocean View Estates Homeowners Assn., Inc. v. 
Montecito Water Dist. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 396, 400 (mitigation measures employed to prevent downstream 
flooding associated with reservoir project may themselves have a significant environmental impact, but was not 
analyzed); Gray v. Cty. of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1118 (EIR did not address potentially significant 
impacts associated with water quality mitigation measures). 
2 DEIR at 4.8-47. 
3 See Governor's Office of Planning and Research, Final Adopted Text of Revisions for CEQA Guidelines, 
http://resources.ca.gov/cega/docs/2018 CEQA FINAL TEXT 122818.pdf. 
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Adoption and implementation of a Reach Code would require new buildings to either be 
all-electric or, if mixed-fuel, likely subject to higher levels of energy efficiency than all 
electric buildings. It is reasonably foreseeable that some developers will choose to 
develop buildings with all-electric energy, which will increase the demand for electricity; 
however, there is no analysis in the DEIR as to whether (i) the local grid has the 
generating resources and capacity to meet such increased demand for electricity, or (ii) 
whether the local public utility or load-serving entity has sufficient distribution or 
transmission assets to provide increased service in a safe and reliable manner.4 The DEIR 
fails to quantify increased electricity demand, how many additional generation, 
distribution or transmission assets may be needed to facilitate this increased demand, 
or how the construction or relocation of such assets could impact the environment.5 

The need to substantially overbuild local power systems when natural gas is not used as 
a base load means that a much greater amount of land, habitat and related physical 
resources will be impacted by solar and wind generation facilities. In a scenario where 
natural gas is banned across the state, new solar arrays and wind farms will need to be 
fabricated, transported to, and installed throughout California at more than five times 
the historical rate of deployment every year for the next 25 years.6 This deployment will 
significantly impact the physical environment across California. The fabrication, 
transportation and construction of the required generation facilities will also generate 
GHG emissions that would have cumulative climate change impacts. 

In addition, as more electric energy is utilized new transmission capacity must be 
fabricated, transported to and installed throughout the state to connect with thousands 
of miles of new nationwide transmission lines. Additional transmission facilities will have 
significant impacts to the physical environment and result in aesthetic and potentially 
cultural impacts. The fabrication, transportation, and construction of new transmission 
equipment and capacity will also generate GHG emissions. 

Because renewable generation is intermittent, California will also be required to 
increase power storage capacity to unprecedented levels if natural gas is banned. 
Additionally, California would need to dramatically increase hydropower capacity by 
increasing the size of state reservoirs by as much as 100 times above current levels. 
Battery storage on this scale would have significant hazardous materials, human health, 

4 See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code§ 451 ("Every public utility shall furnish and maintain such adequate, efficient, just, and 
reasonable service, instrumentalities, equipment, and facilities, including telephone facilities, as defined in Section 
54.1 of the Civil Code, as are necessary to promote the safety, health, comfort, and convenience of its patrons, 
employees, and the public."). 
5 Cf. California Clean Energy Comm. v. City of Woodland (2014) 225 Cal.App.4th 173, 208 (EIR for shopping center 
lacked required energy analysis despite stating, among other things, that existing facilities were sufficient to serve 
the project: "In addition, a substation, multiple utility lines (60 kV, 115 kV, and 230 kV), and gas transmission lines 
exist in the area to serve the buildout of the proposed project."). 
6 Clean Air Task Force, Comments On SB 100 Joint Agency Report - Charting a Path to a 100% Clean Energy Future, 
September 19, 2019, https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=229800&DocumentContentld=61244 
(CATF 2019). 
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fire, fire suppression, and policing services, GHG emissions, and physical impacts. The 
construction of new hydropower storage would similarly have significant air quality, 
aquatic plant, animal and habitat, land, GHG emissions, water and hydrology, public 
safety, and other impacts. 

CEQA caselaw holds that El Rs must consider the effects of changes to the environment 
that can result from an expansion of facilities, services, or utilities to serve the project. 7 

Here, DEIR Chapter 4.17 does not cross-reference MM GHG-1 and fails to discuss how 
implementation of MM GHG-1 may lead to expanded facilities, services or utilities that 
would be necessary in the future when a Reach Code is adopted. 

• Greenhouse Gas {GHG} Impacts- Implementation of a Reach Code under MM GHG-1 is 
predicated on the assumption that 100% electrified buildings are more energy-efficient 
and have a smaller carbon footprint than buildings with gas-powered appliances. Yet, 
multiple, independent studies demonstrate that such an assumption is not accurate. 

o In May 2019, the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards 
and Technology ("NIST") published a study of the energy use, environmental 
impacts, and economic performance of residential buildings using either 
electricity or natural gas for space and domestic water heating. The analysis was 
based on a single-family home meeting all applicable building code requirements 
in Maryland. The NIST research concluded that a natural gas-heated home is 
more economical, results in "lower environmental impacts across numerous 
impact categories," including lower GHG emissions, has a faster heating 
response time and generates a greater level of indoor comfort than an all 
electric residence. In particular, GHG emissions were found to be higher because 
of the greater amount of fuels required to produce electricity for home use 
compared with the use of natural gas equipment in a residence.8 

o Although California has a larger proportion of renewable utility-scale energy 
than Maryland, consistent with the NIST study the CEC has also shown that, on 
average, natural gas generates substantially lower GHG emissions than electrical 
building use in California. As shown below, in 2018 the CEC estimated that 
electricity use in buildings produces a greater level of GHG emissions than 
natural gas about 60 percent of the year in California.9 Natural gas results in 
lower GHG emissions during a significant majority of all morning and evening 
hours in all months, the periods of highest residential energy demand. The 
significantly lower GHG emissions from natural gas use in California buildings 

7 Goleta Union Sch. Dist. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 1025; El Dorado Union High Sch. Dist. v. 
City of Placerville (1983} 144 Cal.App.3d 123. 
8 E. O'Rear, D. Webb, J. Kneifel and C. O'Fallon. Gas vs electric: Heating system fuel source implications on low 
energy single-family dwelling sustainability performance. Journal of Building Engineering. September 2019 issue. 
Full text available at https://tsapps.nist.gov/publication/get pdf.cfm?pub id=926046. 
9 CEC, Building Decarbonization, 2018 Update - Integrated Energy Policy Report, Presentation by M. Brook at June 
14 2018 IEPR Workshop at 16, https://efiling.energy.ca.gov/GetDocument.aspx?tn=223817. 
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reflects the fact that, except during daytime hours from about March to June, 
intermittent solar and wind is insufficient to meet in-state building energy 
demand. When intermittent renewable energy is not available, electrical 
generation is less efficient and produces a greater level of GHG emissions than 
natural gas use in California buildings. 

• Buildings Perspective: 2019 
f 
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Emissions Intensity Relative to Natural Gas om, , 
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o Other researchers have also questioned whether requiring all electric buildings 
might, however unintentionally, result in higher GHG emissions. Household 
energy demand tends to peak in the morning and evening hours, when residents 
are preparing to leave for or returning from work, school or other activities and 
when intermittent renewable power, particularly solar, is unavailable. At these 
times, electric supplies must be produced from other sources, including natural 
gas-fired power plants. Converting fuels, such as natural gas, to electricity to 
meet home demands is less efficient than directly using natural gas. As a result, a 
Stanford University researcher has estimated that when renewable power is 
unavailable, such as during the evening hours, residential electricity 
consumption produces three times more GHG emissions than natural gas.'? 

o The County cannot assume that, over time, GHG emissions from electrical 
generation will be reduced during peak morning and evening periods when 
natural gas is currently a lower emission energy source in the state. Recent 
studies indicate that even if additional intermittent wind and solar generation 
capacity is deployed, gas-fired electrical facilities will almost certainly remain 
essential to stabilize the state's power grid. The gas-fired generators serving the 
state, however, may be forced to increasingly operate as short-term inefficient 

10 See Anthony R. Kovscek, Is a natural gas ban an 'antidote to climate change'?, San Jose Mercury News (Nov. 12, 
2019), https://mercurynews-ca.newsmemory.com/7publlnk=754c8d2e3 1341lac. Professor Kovscek is a member 
of the Energy Resources Engineering faculty at Stanford University. 
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"peaker plants" which are known to emit more GHG emissions.'! Thus, it is far 
from clear that an all-electric building mandate will reduce GHG emissions. 

The DEIR must disclose and acknowledge potential GHG impacts that could occur from 
shifting building energy use from natural gas to electric power given reasonably 
foreseeable conditions in which electrical energy consumption would produce more 
GHG emissions than natural gas building use. 

• Energy Impacts - Under the CEQA Appendix G Checklist, a project may involve a 
significant environmental impact if it would result in "wasteful" or "inefficient" energy 
consumption. MM GHG-1 seeks to prohibit the installation of new natural gas 
infrastructure in new residential construction. But nowhere does the DEIR discuss how 
that may result in either (i) a failure to use already captured natural gas, or (ii) the 
expenditure of additional energy to transport or divert natural gas elsewhere. Studies 
have shown that low carbon natural gas may continue to be a viable resource in 
assisting the state with reaching its climate goals, and should continue to be utilized in 
typically hard to electrify thermal applications in residential, commercial and industrial 
uses.12 Specifically, Renewable Natural Gas ("RNG"), or biomethane, can be produced 
from biomass wastes (e.g. forest, agriculture, waste water and food and green waste) 
and then processed to inject into existing pipelines. Because its production removes 
more potent greenhouse gas from the air (methane) compared to what is produced 
when used (carbon dioxide), RNG production can be carbon negative from a lifecycle 
perspective. The County cannot determine whether full electrification policies will have 
unintended consequences of "wasteful" or "inefficient" energy use, without first 
analyzing these impacts in the DEIR. 

• Public Health and Safety- In an era of increasingly dry and warm climates, and 
increased population in the wildfire urban interface along with build out of electrical 
infrastructure that could be an ignition source to serve population growth, California 
wildfires are occurring at increased frequencies and severities. Each of the three 
California investor-owned utilities adhere to wildfire mitigation plans ("WMP") 
submitted to and approved by the California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC") - 
which establish internal mechanisms and protocols for de-energization events, also 
known as Public Service Power Shutoffs ("PSPS"). PG&E's most recent PSPS event 
(occurring on October 6, 2019) impacted over 728,980 customers in 35 counties across 
the Sacramento Valley, Sierra Foothills, North Bay, South Bay, East Bay, Central Coast, 

11 See, e.g., Mark Thurber, Gas-fired generation in a high- renewables world, Stanford University 
School of Earth, Energy & Environmental Sciences and Precourt Institute for Energy Natural Gas Initiative, NGI 
Research Brief (June 2018), https://ngi.stanford.edu/sites/g/flles/sbiybj14406/f/NGI Brief 2018- 
06 R3 Thurber.pdf. 
12 Energy + Environmental Economics, Decarbonizing Pipeline Gas to Help Meet California's 2050 Greenhouse Gas 
Reduction Goal (Jan. 2005), https://www.ethree.com/wp- 
content/uploads/20l7 /02/E3 Decarbonizing Pipeline 01-27-2015.pdf. 
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and parts of Southern Californla.P Southern California Edison ("SCE")- the investor 
owned utility whose service territory includes the County - is likewise obligated to 
implement PSPS protocols in certain circumstances giving risk to wildfires and has done 
so on numerous occasions in 2019 and 2020. For example, on November 15-17, 2019, 
SCE instituted a PSPS event that was initially estimated to impact 31,975 customers on 
48 circuits across four counties (including the County), although had a much smaller 
impact than originally considered. 

It is evident that increasing the amount of power needed from the electrical grid, such 
as by reducing the use of natural gas and increasing the use of electricity, will only 
exacerbate these problems. Until that time, however, PSPS events will be the "new 
norm," both in Northern and Southern California. In addition to the large-scale 
economic losses that customers suffer as a result of a PSPS event, public safety issues 
can also arise due to several factors. These include loss of power at critical medical 
facilities, added strain on first responder services (such as local police departments and 
EMTs), loss of school days, and disruption of critical city infrastructure during emergency 
responses (such as traffic lights). Although MM GHG-1 will contribute to an overloaded 
grid and exacerbate the economic and safety implications from future, likely PSPS 
events; the DEIR mentions none of these issues. 

The County should consider how increased deployment of other technologies, such as 
microgrids and energy storage projects, can help achieve decarbonization and resiliency 
goals. A 2018 CEC report found that microgrid projects offer a number of "value 
propositions," including renewable energy integration, grid resiliency, and carbon 
reductions.14 The CEC report concluded that microgrid projects align with the state's 
Renewables Portfolio Standard and GHG reduction mandates.15 The County should 
analyze the effectiveness of these mitigation options instead of a ban on natural gas. 

• Impacts on Biological Resources, Water Quality and Noise Stemming From Additional 
Renewable Generating Resources -As stated above, the County has not demonstrated 
how adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 will impact existing electricity demand. In 
other words, no evidence exists to support the notion that existing or future electricity 
load could meet energy demands if natural gas infrastructure is banned for all future 
residential construction. Rather, it is reasonably foreseeable that new renewable energy 
resources will be needed, in addition to those required under the California Renewables 
Portfolio Standard ("RPS"), to meet new building electrification policies. The CEC's 2019 
California Energy Efficiency Action Plan Staff Report acknowledges that statewide 

13 PG&E, "Public Safety Power Shutoff (PSPS) Report to the CPUC Oct. 9-12, 2019 De-Energization Event" (Oct. 25, 
2019), at https://www.pge.com/pge global/common/pdfs/safety/emergency-preparedness/natural- 
disaster /wildfires/PS PS-Report-Letter-10.09 .19.pdf. 
14 Asmus, Peter, Adam Forni, and Laura Vogel. Navigant Consulting, Inc. 2017. Microgrid Analysis and Case Study 
Report. California Energy Commission. Publication Number: CEC-500-2018-022, 
https:ljww2.energy.ca.gov/2018publications/CEC-500-2018-022/CEC-S00-2018-022.pdf 
15 Id. at ii. 
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building electrification efforts "will seek to increase the share of renewable generation 
on the electricity grid .... "16 

The DEIR does not analyze how development of foreseeable additional renewable 
generating resources will impact the environment. Because it is likely that the County 
can determine with particularity the amount of MW or MWh that will be needed to fully 
implement MM GHG-1 in years to come, an accompanying analysis of generating 
resources and their potential environmental impacts must be provided. These 
renewable resource facilities are known to have their own environmental impacts 
associated with construction and operation, including but not limited to, impacts on 
federal and California sensitive species, water quality and quantity, nearby noise 
receptors, and project-related air quality impacts. 

Because such commercial-scale facilities might be located outside the County does not 
insulate the County from its obligation to consider the indirect environmental impacts 
from MM GHG-1. Indeed, "the purpose of CEQA would be undermined if the 
appropriate governmental agencies went forward without an awareness of the effects a 
project will have on areas outside of the boundaries of the project area."17 It is well 
settled that "the project area does not define the relevant environment for purposes of 
CEQA when a project's environmental effects will be felt outside the project area."18 

• Environmental Justice - "Environmental justice" is defined as "the fair treatment of 
people of all races, cultures, and incomes with respect to the development, adoption, 
implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies." 
Gov. Code§ 65040.12(e). An Attorney General report defines "fairness" in this context 
to mean that "the benefits of a healthy environment should be available to everyone, 
and the burdens of pollution should not be focused on sensitive populations or on 
communities that already are experiencing its adverse effects." "In addition, though 
CEQA's main purpose is to evaluate whether a project may have a significant effect on 
the physical environment, "human beings are an integral part of the environment." 

The CEQA Guidelines state that "[e]conomic or social effects of a project may be used to 
determine the significance of physical changes caused by the project. For example, if the 
construction of a new freeway or rail line divides an existing community, the 
construction would be the physical change, but the social effect on the community 
would be the basis for determining that the effect would be significant." Here, MM 
GHG-1 would require the construction of new electric infrastructure, including within 
the County, to supply the electricity necessary to support a natural gas ban. This 

16 California Energy Commission, 2019 Energy Efficiency Action Plan Draft Staff Report, 
https://efiling.energv.ca.gov/getdocument.aspx?tn=229496. 
17 Napa Citizens for Honest Government v. Napa County Bd. of Supervisors (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 342, 369. 
18 County Sanitation Dist. No. 2 of Los Angeles County v. County of Kern (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 1544, 1582-1583. 
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physical change to the environment will lead to cost increases for ratepayers, an 
economic impact which must be considered under CEQA. 

Before the County can adopt MM GHG-1, the DEIR must consider the impact it will have 
on customer affordability and ratepayers. About 90 percent of residential energy 
consumers in Southern California use natural gas for space and water heating, and 
ratepayers prefer a choice in how they heat their homes and cook their food. Further, 
according to a 2018 study produced by Navigant Consulting on behalf of the California 
Building Industry Association, switching to all-electric appliances could cost single-family 
homeowners in Southern California "over $7,200 and increase energy costs by up to 
$388 per year." Low-income customers would be the most burdened by the costs of 
building electrification. 

Thus, as a resulting of adopting MM GHG-1, the County will have effectively established 
an unnecessary energy policy that will disproportionately impact its disadvantaged 
communities. Under CEQA, the County cannot gloss over this potential impact. 

Given the substantial evidence that adopting and implementing MM GHG-1 will result in 
potential significant environmental impacts, the County is required to undertake proper CEQA 
review of such impacts, including both the direct and indirect environmental impacts stemming 
therefrom. 

2. MM GHG-1 is Not "Feasible" under CEQA 

Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines section 15126.4(a)(1), an EIR must "describe feasible measures 
which could minimize significant adverse impacts, including where relevant, inefficient and 
unnecessary consumption of energy." "Feasible" means "capable of being accomplished in a 
successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic, 
environmental, legal, social, and technological factors."19 Courts do not defer to an agency's 
determination that mitigation measures will work when their efficacy is not apparent and there 
is no evidence in the record showing they will be effective.P Here, there is no evidence that 
MM GHG-1 is feasible as a means to mitigate GHG-related impacts associated with the 2040 
General Plan. In fact, evidence demonstrates that natural gas bans are environmentally, 
economically and technologically infeasible. 

Intermittent Renewable Generation Inhibits Feasibility of a Natural Gas Ban 

Since 2015, several studies have evaluated the results of multiple assessments of national and 
California decarbonization strategies and options.21 Other studies have considered the power 

19 CEQA Guidelines § 15364. 
20 See, e.g., Sierra Club v. County of San Diego (2014) 231 Cal.App.4th 1152, 1168; Communities for a Better Env't v. 
City of Richmond (2010) 184 Cal.App.4th 70, 95; Gray v. County of Madera (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099, 1116-17. 
21 See, e.g., P. Loftus et al., A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios: what 
do they tell us about feasibility?, WIRES Climate Change, January/February 2015, 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267875650 A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios w 
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system and costs associated with relying solely on intermittent renewable power for 
decarbonization, in contrast with approaches that also utilize fossil fuels with CCS or renewable 
natural gas ("RNG"). 22 These studies consistently conclude that renewable generation without a 
reliable baseload power source cannot achieve deep carbonization, will require installing 
massive amounts of additional generation and distribution facilities, and will be unaffordable. 

• Relying on variable renewable sources such as wind, hydroelectric and solar to 
decarbonize will require the fabrication, installation and operation of approximately 
3 to 10 times the level of solar and wind facilities that would be required if a reliable 
lower-carbon energy source was also utilized.23 This overbuilding is required as 
intermittent power cannot achieve its nominal nameplate capacity-100 megawatts 
of solar or wind power will produce approximately 20-40 percent of capacity per 
year compared with approximately 90 percent capacity rates for natural gas. Thus, a 
much larger power system must be built to produce enough energy. 

• As the percentage of intermittent renewable power serving a community increases, 
the amount of energy that is "curtailed" or wasted because it is not produced when 
needed can approach 40 percent of total generation.24 Due to the timing mismatch 
between demand and the availability of solar and wind power, wind and solar would 
be unable to meet about 30 percent of California's annual energy demand.25 As a 
result, massive electrical power storage must be constructed, installed and operated 

hat do they tell us about feasibility A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios (analysis of 17 
decarbonization studies); J. Jenkins et al., Deep decarbonization of the electric power sector: insights from recent 
literature, Energy Innovation Reform Project, March 2017, https://www.innovationreform.org/wp 
content/uploads/2018/02/EIRP-Deep-Decarb-Ut-Review-Jenkins-Thernstrom-March-2017 .pdf ( analysis of 30 
decarbonization studies); S. Brick, Renewabies and decarbonization: studies of California, Wisconsin and Germany, 
The Electricity Journal, 2016, 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/299380869 Renewables and decarbonization Studies of California 
Wisconsin and Germany/fulltext/57dc15a408ae4e6f18469f9d/299380869 Renewables and decarbonlzation St 
udies of California Wisconsin and Germany.pdf?origin=publication detail (analysis of California, Wisconsin and 
German studies); and J. Jenkins et al, Getting to zero-carbon emissions in the electric power sector, Joule, 2018, 
https://www.sclencedirect.com/science/article/pil/S2542435118305622 (analysis of 40 studies). 
22 See, e.g., N. Sepulveda et al, The role of firm low-carbon electricity resources in deep decarbonization of power 
generation, Joule, November 2018, 
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pll/S2542435118303866?via%3Dihub and B. Frew at al., Flexibility 
mechanisms and pathways to a highly renewable US electricity future, Energy, 2016, 
https://web.stanford.edu/group/efmh/jacobson/Articles/Others/16-Frew-Energy.pdf. 
23 See, e.g., P. Loftus et al., A critical review of global decarbonlzation scenarios: what do they tell us about 
feasibility?, WIRES Climate Change, January/February 2015, 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267875650 A critical review of global decarbonizatlon scenarios w 
hat do they tell us about feasibility A critical review of global decarbonization scenarios and J. Jenkins et 
al., Deep decarbonization of the electric power sector insights from recent literature, Energy Innovation Reform 
Project, March 2017, https://www.innovationreform.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/EIRP-Deep-Oecarb-Lit 
Review-Jenkins-Thernstrom-March-2017.pdf. 
24 J. Jenkins et al, Getting to zero-carbon emissions in the electric power sector, 
Joule, 2018, https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2542435118305622 based on 
25 CATF 2019. 
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to capture a community's surplus intermittent power generation. In California alone, 
storing surplus generation would require batteries with an instantaneous capacity 
"larger than the generating capacity of the entire US electric grid." Even assuming 
battery storage costs fall dramatically to $80 per megawatt, California communities 
would be required to pay about $2.9 trillion to secure the necessary power 
storage.26 

• To increase the reliability of intermittent renewable energy, significant new large 
scale transmission will be required to "knit together diverse wind, sun and hydro 
resources" including as much as "a twenty-fold increase in US transmission capacity 
and interties for very high renewable energy scenarios, according to the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory." 27 

• Due to the need for overbuilding, energy storage increases, and new transmission 
capacity, decarbonlzation using intermittent renewables without reliable low-carbon 
power sources would be unattainably expensive. The cost of electricity generation in 
California has been estimated to rise from about $58 per megawatt hour with 60 
percent renewable generation to $389 using 80 percent renewable power, and an 
astonishing $1,402 per megawatt hour at 100 percent renewable levels even 
assuming that the cost of wind, solar and storage falls substantially.28 Other studies 
have estimated that California communities would pay more than $1,600 per 
megawatt hour using 100 percent renewable power.29 

A Natural Gas Ban is Economically Infeasible for Customers 

According to 2019 survey data published by the U.S. Energy Information Agency, the average 
household in California currently consumes about 7 megawatt hours of energy at a cost of 
approximately $1,000 ($0.14 per kilowatt hour). Published estimates indicate that California 
electrical generation costs could rise by 8 to 24 times current levels with 60 percent renewable 
power, higher utilization of renewables than at present. California households would also use 
more electrical power over time for transportation and other needs under a 100 percent 
renewable power scenario. Assuming that the average household electrical demand increases 
to 10 megawatt hours per year,30 and that prices do not significantly increase until renewable 
use reaches 80 to 100 percent of total generation, the average California household electric bill 

26 CATF 2019. 
27 CATF 2019. 
28 CATF 2019. 
29 J. Temple, The $2.5 trillion reason we can't rely on batteries to clean up the grid, MIT Technology Review, July 
27, 2018, https://www.technologyreview.com/s/611683/the-25-trillion-reason-we-cant-relv-on-batteries-to-clean 
up-the-grld/. 
30 EIA, How much electricity does an American home use? (Oct. 2, 2019), 
https://www.eia.gov/tools/fags/faq.php?id=97&t=3 (explaining that in 2018, the average annual electricity 
consumption for a U.S. residential utility customer was 10,972 kWh). 
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would increase to about $8,000 per year at 80 percent renewable use, and to about $24,000 
per year with 100 percent renewable use. 

Annual cost increases of this magnitude could be expected to stimulate significant population 
relocation to lower cost communities. Physical relocation, including the use of larger, high 
emission vehicles, could have significant impacts on air quality, population and housing. High 
household energy costs would also have significant health and safety impacts, including higher 
mortality and illness rates for vulnerable populations due to the inability to heat or cool homes. 
Direct relocation GHG emissions, and additional emissions that could occur from the movement 
of large amounts of households to lower cost communities with higher average household 
emission rates could also generate significant cumulative climate change impacts. 

Higher electrical power costs could also result in the relocation, or failure to open and operate 
businesses in the state and the relocation of these activities to lower cost, higher-emission 
communities. As discussed in a January 2020 report by the California Legislative Analyst's 
Office, California communities already have disproportionately higher energy costs than most 
of the U.S. compared with marginal generation expenses. Consequently, higher costs associated 
with 100 percent renewable energy could generate significant GHG impacts. 

3. The DEIR Finds that GHG Impact 4.8-1 Will Remain Significant and Unavoidable, but 
Does So Without Considering Other Feasible and Effective GHG Mitigation 

Under CEQA, a lead agency may not adopt a project unless it has eliminated or substantially 
lessened all significant effects on the environment, or determined that remaining significant 
effects are acceptable due to overriding considerations.31 Here, the County concluded that, 
with the implementation of all identified GHG mitigation measures, Impact 4.8-1 would remain 
significant and unavoidable.32 However, the County cannot adopt this finding without 
implementation all feasible mitigation measures.33 While it is true than "an EIR need not 
analyze 'every imaginable alternative or mitigation measure' ... ," it "must respond to specific 
suggestions for mitigating a significant environmental impact unless the suggested mitigation is 
facially infeasible."34 

SoCalGas urges the County to consider other GHG emission-reduction strategies that are 
scalable and easier to implement, more resilient and more affordable. Specifically, the use of 
renewable gases such as hydrogen and renewable natural gas (RNG), are low carbon to 
negative fuels that can dramatically reduce county greenhouse gas emissions and provide 
optionality and flexibility for the energy system. 

31 Pub. Res. Code. § 15092(b). 
32 DEIR at 4.8-49. 
33 Guidelines§§ 15043(a), 15092(b). 
34 Los Angeles Unified Sch. Dist. v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal. App. 4th 1019, 1029; citing San Francisco 
Ecology Center v. City and County of San Francisco (1975) 48 Cal.App.3d 584, 596 (EIR did not respond to School 
District's suggestion that air conditioning and filtering might prove feasible means of reducing air quality impacts 
under proposed plan). 
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As stated in our prior comment letter for the General Plan Update (attached), RNG, or 
biomethane, can be produced from a variety of waste resources (e.g. agricultural waste, forest 
biomass, waste water, and landfills) and then processed to meet pipeline specifications. 
Further, green hydrogen can be produced from excess solar and wind power generated when 
demand is low. The hydrogen can then be stored for later use in hydrogen fueling stations, be 
used for electric generation in fuel cells, and/or blended into the gas pipeline system to 
decarbonize gas supply which benefits all sectors. This technology, called Power-to-Gas, has 
been demonstrated in numerous pilot projects, including UC lrvine.35 
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Renewable Gases Can Achieve Numerous Co-Benefits 
Because most production of renewable natural gas removes methane from the air and converts 
it to carbon dioxide when used, RNG production can be significantly carbon negative from a 

35 UCI Samueli School of Engineering. UCI and SoCalGas Partner to Design "Advanced Energy Community." 
December 2017. Available at: https://engineering.uci.edu/news/2017 /12/uci-and-socalgas-partner-design· 
advanced-energy-community 
36 California Air Resources Board. LCFS Certified Pathway Carbon Intensities. February 2020. Available at: 
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/lcfs-pathway-certified-carbon-intensities 
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lifecycle perspective. Renewable gases can also achieve numerous co-benefits by helping the 
energy system be more flexible and work across sectors. For example, conversion of dead trees 
or other forest waste to renewable gases can dramatically reduce wildfire risks. The Power to 
Gas concept that can convert excess renewable electricity to hydrogen and store it for months 
instead of hours as in the case with batteries enables extension of the renewable energy for 
long durations to meet demand. Finally, renewable gases can reduce greenhouse gases in hard 
to decarbonize sectors such as agriculture and industry which form the economic engine of 
California. As the County is aware, SoCalGas is working towards the goal of replacing 5% of our 
natural gas supply with RNG by 2022, and 20% by 2030. 

The CPUC is evaluating the levels of hydrogen that can be blended into the natural gas system. 
Just last month, Lawrence Livermore National labs issued a study of how California can get to 
carbon neutrality by leveraging the gas pipelines and their rights-of-way to convey hydrogen 
and carbon dioxide.37 In fact, the most cost-effective carbon negative solution is to convert 
biomass waste to hydrogen and sequester the carbon via pipelines using the rights-of-ways of 
the natural gas system. In addition, studies show that replacing roughly 16% of SoCalGas 
throughput with RNG achieves the same emissions reductions as electrifying the entire building 
sector by 2030.38 

Inclusion of RNG as a mitigation strategy also aligns with policies already included in the Draft 
General Plan. In particular, policies PFS-5.4, PFS-5.5, PFS-5.6, and COS-8.1 all support reuse of 
waste resources for energy generation as well as replacement of fossil fuels with renewable 
energy resources, including bioenergy. Accordingly, the use of renewable gases as a mitigation 
measure seems a natural complement to these policies, whereas a ban on gas infrastructure 
seems counterproductive. Therefore, we encourage the County to replace Mitigation Measure 
GHG-1: Prohibit Natural Gas in New Residential Construction, with an alternative mitigation 
measure that is performance-based, technology neutral and allows for flexibility in use of 
renewable fuels to help achieve emissions reductions. 

We appreciate the opportunity to submit comments on the DEIR and look forward to working 
with the County as a valuable energy partner to achieve their environmental goals. If you have 
any questions, please do not hesitate to reach out via telephone or email. 

Deanna Haines 
Director Policy, Strategy and Environment 

37 Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Getting to Neutral. January 2020. Available at: https://www 
gs.llnl.gov/content/assets/docs/energy/Getting to Neutral,pdf 
38 Navigant Consulting, Gas Strategies for a Low-Carbon California Future (April 2018). 
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Downing, Clay

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:54 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie; General Plan Update

Cc: Curtis, Susan

Subject: Fw: DRAFT EIR Comment Letter on VC 2040 General Plan

Attachments: Comment Letter on VC2040 DRAFT EIR .pdf

FYI

From: Cameron Spencer <CSpencer@portofh.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:25 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Cc: Sandra Cruz <SCruz@portofh.org>; Dona Toteva Lacayo <dlacayo@portofh.org>; Kristin Decas
<KDecas@portofh.org>; Downing, Clay <clay.downing@ventura.org>
Subject: DRAFT EIR Comment Letter on VC 2040 General Plan

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Good Afternoon Susan,

Please see the attached comment letter on the DRAFT EIR for the VC2040 General Plan.

Best Regards,

Cam Spencer
Public & Government Relations Manager

The Port of Hueneme
Oxnard Harbor District
333 Ponoma St
Port Hueneme, CA 93041
O: 805-488-3677 x2205
C: 805-816-8324
Email: CSpencer@PortofH.org
Website: www.portofhueneme.org

..........................................................
The information contained in the e-mail, including any accompanying documents or attachments, is from
the Oxnard Harbor District and is intended only for the use of the individual or entity named above, and is
privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure,
dissemination, distribution, coping or use of the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you
received this message in error, please notify us.



 
 

 

BOARD OF HARBOR COMMISSIONERS 

Jess Ramirez President 

Jason T. Hodge Vice President 

Mary Anne Rooney Secretary 

Jess Herrera Commissioner 

Celina Zacarias Commissioner 

 

PORT MANAGEMENT 

Kristin Decas CEO & Port Director 

 

 
February 27, 2020 
 
Ms. Susan Curtis 
General Plan Update Manager 
County of Ventura 
800 S. Victoria Ave. 
Ventura, CA 93009 
 
 
RE: Comment on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the County of Ventura 
Draft 2040 General Plan  
 
 
Dear Ms. Curtis,  
 
The Port of Hueneme appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Draft EIR for the 
County’s 2040 General Plan. The inclusion and thoroughness exhibited throughout this 
document is appreciated. The Port applauds the detailed work of County staff, and the 
deliberate inclusion of economic vitality spurring sustainable development within our 
County.  
 
We respectfully submit the following comment: 
 
1. Pg. 4.13-29 Impact 4.13-7 Expose Noise-Sensitive Land Uses to Railroad Noise 

and Vibration that Exceeds Applicable Standards 

 

We ask the County to revise this section to clarify that the costs associated with 
measuring noise levels surrounding railways for the 2040 General Plan Policies – 
HAZ-9.2 and HAZ-9.6 will not be placed on the owner or operator of the railroad.  
 
We suggest the following text to clarify:  
 
“However, 2040 General Plan Policies-HAZ-9.2 and HAZ-9.6 would ensure indoor 
noise levels in habitable rooms do not exceed 45 dBA CNEL and outdoor noise 
levels do not exceed 60 dBA L10 and would require an acoustical analysis to 
determine noise levels and provide appropriate reduction measures. Costs associated 

with measuring these noise levels will not be the burden of the railroad owner, nor 

operator. As required by 2040 General Plan Policy HAZ-9.1, the County would 
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prohibit discretionary development which would be impacted by noise that cannot be 
reduced to meet the standards prescribed in Policy HAZ-9.2.” 
  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 

 
 
Kristin Decas      
CEO & Port Director    
 
The Port of Hueneme     
Oxnard Harbor District       
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:26 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Climate change has environmental impacts!

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Pamela Klieman <info@email.actionnetwork.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:23 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Climate change has environmental impacts!

CAUTION: If this email looks suspicious, DO NOT click. Forward to Spam.Manager@ventura.org

Susan Curtis,

Dear Ventura County Board of Supervisors and Planning Department,

Climate issues are something I feel worried about. Ventura County is warming faster than any

county in the nation. Our ocean is acidifying faster. Drought and floods have hit us worse, and

we can expect more extreme weather.
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My family and community are counting on you to assure analysis of the full scope of

environmental impacts and mitigations in the Draft EIR.

First, it is necessary that all greenhouse gas emissions be counted based on the most current

science.

There are many ways to mitigate climate impacts, like a sunset plan for oil and gas

production, decarbonization of transportation and buildings, zero waste, incentives for

regenerative agriculture and water management, and reducing emissions from tailpipes.

I want an EIR that covers major climate impacts via a systematic plan.

Thank you—

Pamela Klieman

pamela.klieman@hotmail.com

943 Olympia Ave

Ventura, California 93004
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Curtis, Susan

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:32 PM

To: Simmons, Carrie

Subject: FW: Ventura County General Plan

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Susan Curtis l Manager
General Plan Update Section
susan.curtis@ventura.org

Ventura County Resource Management Agency | Planning Division
P. (805) 654-2497 | F. (805) 654-2509
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740 | Ventura, CA 93009-1740
Visit the Planning Division website at vcrma.org/planning
Ventura County General Plan Update. Join the conversation at VC2040.org
For online permits and property information, visit VC Citizen Access

Pursuant to the California Public Records Act, email messages retained by the County may constitute public records subject to
disclosure.

From: Patrick de Nicola <patrickdenicola@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:30 PM
To: Curtis, Susan <Susan.Curtis@ventura.org>
Subject: Ventura County General Plan

Dear Ms. Curtis,

I am writing to express my concern over the flaws in the process, data, and conclusions of the
Ventura County General Plan, Draft EIR, and supplemental documents.

My great-great grandfather, Mark McLoughlin (1843-1914), was a true Ventura County pioneer,
purchasing his first 318 acres of undeveloped land in Ventura County in 1875. He was a hard-
working visionary, revered by his community. With his son—my great grandfather, James
Patrick McLoughlin—he raised livestock and farmed the land, providing jobs and feeding the
growing towns of Oxnard and Ventura.

Our land, in a vitally important location on Olivas Park Drive across from the Ventura Marina,
has been in the family, and part of the economic fabric of the community, for 100 years. And we
want it to be part of the future of this community, with a flourishing economy, a thriving job
market, and unsurpassed quality of life for its residents.

But the General Plan and DEIR do not describe a viable path for us as landowners going
forward.

I will begin with some specific issues regarding language in the Coastal Area Plan, 4-82-83 and
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4-94-95. Part of our land is located in the Central Coastal Zone, adjacent to the Ventura Marina,
on Olivas Park Drive at Harbor Blvd. The only conclusion the Plan draws about our land is the
statement that, “unlike the Preble area, services are not readily available to the Olivas lands.”
This is false. Our property has access to all utilities, water, main roads, and the freeway. Indeed,
easements on our property serve surrounding areas with utilities.

The Plan also claims that our property is “not included in the City’s sanitation district because of
problems with water pressure.” This language is irrelevant and incorrect. There is no evidence
that there are water pressure issues, and the sanitation district’s pipelines actually traverse our
property.

While we do not know the original source of these misstatements, such misrepresentations—
now repeated in the Plan—threaten to diminish the value of our land in relation to the Preble
property. And, of course, they undermine the goal and the value of the Plan itself.

The General Plan also speaks of the widening of Olivas Park Drive, our southern boundary.
This would have a direct impact on our property. But the Plan does not address how this would
happen or how it would affect our land.

Damaging misstatements about our property also appear In the DEIR. Contrary to the portrayal
in the DEIR, our property has significant infrastructure in place, as well as prime accessibility to
the highway and the harbor. In fact, with easy access to the marina and beach community, and
with the railroad as part of our eastern boundary, our land is uniquely suited to be an important
part of future economic development in the area. We are entitled to have all these matters
corrected.

I would also like to raise some additional concerns:

1. The General Plan and DEIR continue to ignore the 28% increase in the homeless population
in our community.

2. According to the General Plan, if we were to build an acre of low income / worker housing
we would need to buy two replacement acres of same Ag land to be placed into perpetual
agricultural preservation. This is unrealistic and infeasible, and certainly not in line with the State
government’s housing policies.

3. The EIR does not adequately address the enormous “indirect impacts” that will occur as a
result of implementing the General Plan, calling them “less than significant.”

4. The General Plan contains policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations,
making it difficult for farming to remain profitable.

5. The Plan does not adequately evaluate the impacts of increased competition for water in our
community.

The EIR is a flawed document, full of errors, that does not disclose all impacts, direct and
indirect, caused by the General Plan. It was obviously rushed—completed in six weeks. It is
inaccurate and incomplete, and fails to provide members of the community with the information
that they are legally entitled to. This EIR should be corrected and reconsidered, and a
reasonable time period should be allowed for meaningful and thoughtful community input.

Sincerely,

Patrick de Nicola
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Simmons, Carrie

From: roncyndied@aol.com

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:30 PM

To: General Plan Update; Curtis, Susan

Subject: Ventura County General Plan

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Ventura County Resource Management Agency, Planning Division
Attn: Susan Curtis, Manager, General Plan Update Section
800 S. Victoria Ave., L #1740
Ventura, CA 93009-1740

GeneralPlanUpdate@ventura.org

Dear Ms. Curtis:

I am writing to call your attention to significant flaws in the process, data, and conclusions of the Ventura County General
Plan, Draft EIR, and supplemental documents.

My great grandfather, Mark McLoughlin (1843-1914), was a true Ventura County pioneer, purchasing his first 318 acres of
undeveloped land in Ventura County in 1875. He was a hard-working visionary, revered by his community. With his son—
my grandfather, James Patrick McLoughlin—he raised livestock and farmed the land, providing jobs and feeding the
growing towns of Oxnard and Ventura.

Our land, in a vitally important location on Olivas Park Drive across from the Ventura Marina, has been in the family, and
part of the economic fabric of the community, for 100 years. And we want it to be part of the future of this community, with
a flourishing economy, a thriving job market, and unsurpassed quality of life for its residents.

But the General Plan and DEIR do not describe a viable path for us as landowners going forward.

I will begin with some specific issues regarding language in the Coastal Area Plan, 4-82-83 and 4-94-95. Part of our land
is located in the Central Coastal Zone, adjacent to the Ventura Marina, on Olivas Park Drive at Harbor Blvd. The only
conclusion the Plan draws about our land is the statement that, “unlike the Preble area, services are not readily available
to the Olivas lands.” This is false. Our property has access to all utilities, water, main roads, and the freeway. Indeed,
easements on our property serve surrounding areas with utilities.

The Plan also claims that our property is “not included in the City’s sanitation district because of problems with water
pressure.” This language is irrelevant and incorrect. There is no evidence that there are water pressure issues, and the
sanitation district’s pipelines actually traverse our property.

While we do not know the original source of these misstatements, such misrepresentations—now repeated in the Plan—
threaten to diminish the value of our land in relation to the Preble property. And, of course, they undermine the goal and
the value of the Plan itself.

The General Plan also speaks of the widening of Olivas Park Drive, our southern boundary. This would have a direct
impact on our property. But the Plan does not address how this would happen or how it would affect our land.

Damaging misstatements about our property also appear In the DEIR. Contrary to the portrayal in the DEIR, our property
has significant infrastructure in place, as well as prime accessibility to the highway and the harbor. In fact, with easy
access to the marina and beach community, and with the railroad as part of our eastern boundary, our land is uniquely
suited to be an important part of future economic development in the area. We are entitled to have all these matters
corrected.
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I would also like to raise some additional concerns:

1. The General Plan and DEIR continue to ignore the 28% increase in the homeless population in our community.

2. According to the General Plan, if we were to build an acre of low income / worker housing we would need to buy two
replacement acres of same Ag land to be placed into perpetual agricultural preservation. This is unrealistic and infeasible,
and certainly not in line with the State government’s housing policies.

3. The EIR does not adequately address the enormous “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the
General Plan, calling them “less than significant.”

4. The General Plan contains policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations, making it difficult for farming
to remain profitable.

5. The Plan does not adequately evaluate the impacts of increased competition for water in our community.

The EIR is a flawed document, full of errors, that does not disclose all impacts, direct and indirect, caused by the General
Plan. It was obviously rushed—completed in six weeks. It is inaccurate and incomplete, and fails to provide members of
the community with the information that they are legally entitled to. This EIR should be corrected and reconsidered, and a
reasonable time period should be allowed for meaningful and thoughtful community input.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Thomas Dickson
32075 Camino del Cielo
Trabuco Canyon, CA 92679
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Simmons, Carrie

From: Lizzy Martinez <emchambers@aol.com>

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 4:20 PM

To: Curtis, Susan

Cc: General Plan Update

Subject: 2040 General Plan Comments

Follow Up Flag: Follow up

Flag Status: Flagged

Sanger Hedrick, Chair

Agricultural Policy Advisory Committee (APAC) County of Ventura
800 S. Victoria Blvd.
Ventura, CA 93003

Re: 2040 General Plan Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

Dear Mr. Hedrick and Honorable Members of APAC:

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments following today’s presentation by Ventura County
Planning staff on the 2040 General Plan EIR.

There are several issues with the 2040 General Plan EIR that CoLAB believes will negatively impact the
viability of local agriculture.

Proposed mitigation measure AG-2: The County proposes that any project that either directly or
indirectly results in the loss of farmland must obtain and place into perpetual agricultural preservation
twice the total of the farmland loss. This mitigation measure is infeasible. Contrary to statements made
by County Planning staff today at the APAC meeting, the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
requires that all mitigation proposed in an EIR be feasible. CEQA Section 21061.1 defines feasible as
“capable of being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time,

” (emphasis added). All mitigation measures proposed in an EIR must be shown to reduce impacts

and an infeasible mitigation measure, by definition, cannot and will not reduce impacts.

The EIR does not provide evidence of any of the following:

1. 1) Whether there is sufficient land available for purchase/conservation

easement for each farmland category;

2. 2) The cost per acre to purchase each category of farmland;
3. 3) The anticipated cost of establishing a conservation easement for each

category of farmland;
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4. 4) The anticipated cost associated with managing each category of farmland

under a conservation easement;

5. 5) The anticipated cost associated with monitoring these mitigation parcels

scattered throughout the County and who will bear that cost;

6. 6) Any information that could constitute a “plan” for management of farmland

in conservation easements;

February 19, 2020

Ventura County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business / 1672 Donlon Street, Ventura, CA 93003 / 805-633-
2260 / info@colabvc.org

Page 2 of 4

7. 7) An analysis of direct and indirect impacts caused by this mitigation measure (including
impacts associated with LU compatibility conflicts and increased urban-ag-interface);

8. 8) Whether the smallest possible mitigation acreage required will achieve the minimum to
ensure viability of agriculture on the parcel; and

9. 9) Whether the proposed mitigation is in conflict with other ordinances and regulations, such as
the County’s Zoning Ordinance and the County’s minimum lot sizes.

The County is already aware that this proposed mitigation measure is infeasible. On March 24, 2016, at
a Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) hearing, Supervisor Linda Parks attempted to establish
an “Agricultural Mitigation Measure” through the LAFCo project approval process. The mitigation
measure would have required the 1-to-1 purchase of local farmland (half of what is proposed in the
2040 General Plan EIR) to replace farmland that would be impacted by any proposed development.
Ventura County Counsel, Michael Walker, informed both LAFCo and Supervisor Parks that the proposed
mitigation measure did not meet the standard for economic feasibility, and, for that and other reasons,
LAFCo could not adopt Supervisor Park’s proposed mitigation measure. He referenced a 2015 legal
decision, City of Irvine v. County of Orange, in which the Court stated, “the sheer astronomical expense
of land supports the finding of the EIR that the purchase of an agricultural conservation easement is a
non-starter.”

In addition to being infeasible, CoLAB does not believe that this mitigation measure will reduce impacts
on agricultural land, as it does not address the actual issues that will impact farmland under the 2040
General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory demands on agriculture,
increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility conflicts from development.

Indirect Impacts
The EIR dismisses “indirect impacts” that will occur as a result of implementing the 2040 General Plan as
“less than significant.”

Page 4.2-13 of the EIR states “AG-2.3 maintains the Right-to-Farm Ordinance to protect agricultural land
uses from conflicts with non-agricultural uses, as well as to help land purchasers and residents
understand the potential for nuisance, (e.g., dust, noise, odors) that may occur as the natural result of
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living in or near agricultural areas...These sections of the code protect farmers engaged in agricultural
activity from public nuisance claims...This protects the farming community, including Important
Farmlands and farms less than 10 acres, from developments that would inhibit their ability to continue
agricultural production.”

Page 4.2-17 of the EIR states: “Residential growth in areas nearby agricultural lands has the potential to
result in land use conflicts. Residential land uses are generally more sensitive and prone to conflict with
adjacent agricultural land uses than commercial or industrial land uses. The placement of sensitive land
uses, such as residences and schools, nearby classified farmland can negatively impact both uses due to
conflict including odor nuisances and noise from agriculture machinery. The countywide Right-to-Farm
Ordinance protects existing agricultural and farming operations from conflicts attributed to residential
development...Therefore, the potential for conflicts would be minimal. This impact would be less than
significant” (emphasis added).

This is simply not true. Historic and recent County actions have shown that the County has and will
continue to create new restrictions and ordinances that have a significant impact on existing agricultural
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and farming operations because of conflicts attributed to residential development. The recent interim

urgency ordinance restricting hemp cultivation is one such example.

Contrary to statements made today by Ventura County Planning staff, an EIR, whether it is labeled as
“programmatic” or “project”, must analyze all reasonably foreseeable consequences of the action that is
proposed. For the 2040 General Plan EIR, the action proposed is the implementation of all policies and
programs within. Therefore, if the implementation of a policy in the 2040 General Plan will result in an
impact, that impact must be analyzed. For example, the 2040 General Plan contains land use designation
changes that will increase allowable housing density near agricultural land. It is reasonably foreseeable
that more houses will create more compatibility conflicts with normal farming operations. The impact of
these compatibility conflicts must be addressed in the EIR.

In 2014, the California Court of Appeal stated in a ruling that “[T]he fact that this EIR is labeled a
‘project’ rather than a ‘program’ EIR matters little....Designating an EIR as a program EIR ... does not by
itself decrease the level of analysis otherwise required in the EIR. All EIRs must cover the same general
content. The level of specificity of an EIR is determined by the nature of the project and the “rule of
reason,” rather than any semantic label accorded to the EIR.”

It is CoLAB’s opinion that indirect impacts from increasing urban-ag interface are SIGNIFICANT and
cannot be dismissed in the EIR.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased costs
The 2040 General Plan has policies that will increase the costs of normal farming operations. CoLAB
believes that the most effective way to minimize conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses
is to take active measures to allow farming to remain profitable. And even the County admits that
reducing the cost of farming reduces conversion of agricultural land in their discussion of the Williamson
Act in Chapter 4.2 of the EIR.
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But the County fails to analyze direct and indirect impacts of 2040 General Plan policies that will
increase the cost of normal farming operations, such as:

 Policy AG-5.2: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Agricultural Equipment. The County shall
encourage and support the transition to electric- or renewable-powered or lower emission
agricultural equipment in place of fossil fuel-powered equipment when feasible.

 Policy AG-5.3: Electric- or Renewable-Powered Irrigation Pumps. The County shall encourage
farmers to convert fossil fuel-powered irrigation pumps to systems powered by electric or
renewable energy sources, such as solar power, and encourage electric utilities to eliminate or
reduce standby charges.

Direct and indirect impacts of increased competition for water resources
The County fails to evaluate the impact of increased competition for water resources caused by
development allowed in the 2040 General Plan on either the conversion of agricultural land or
the loss of agricultural lands through the loss of topsoil.

The EIR states on page 4.2-3 that “...a reduction in available water resources for irrigation” is an
example of indirect impacts on agricultural land due to loss of topsoil from increased wind and
water erosion.
But the County fails to analyze or propose mitigation measures to address this significant
impact.
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APAC is the expert charged with advising County decision-makers on agricultural issues in Ventura
County. And the County should be seeking guidance from APAC about the actual issues that will impact
farmland under the 2040 General Plan: lack of economic sustainability, the increasing regulatory
demands on agriculture, increased competition for water resources, and increased compatibility
conflicts from development.

CoLAB encourages APAC to provide guidance to the County on appropriate and effective mitigation
measures to prevent the conversion of agricultural land to non-agricultural uses. These may include:

1. 1) Strengthen the Right-to-Farm ordinance to prevent nuisance complaints from being
used to justify the creation or expansion of setbacks or regulatory restrictions on normal
farming practices;

2. 2) Expand the Land Conservation Act Program to include Open Space zoned properties
that are engaged in farming (including grazing); and

3. 3) Protect agricultural land from urban-ag interface encroachment and compatibility
conflicts by establishing setbacks on NON-AE-zoned land that will restrict the
construction of bike paths, public trails, and sensitive receptors within 2000’ of any land
zoned A/E.

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comments on this issue. We appreciate your
consideration and leadership at this time.
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Sincerely,

Louise Lampara Executive Director

In support of this letter-
Elizabeth Chambers Martinez

Sent from my iPhone


